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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Background: Photothermal therapy is an actively researched cancer treatment alternative due to 
its potential as a minimally invasive treatment with fewer health complications than high energy 
radiation therapies.  However, traditional experimental analysis methods used to assess 
photothermal therapy lack spatial assessment needed to assess photothermal therapy. 
 
Goals:  The first goal is to determine the therapeutic impact of combining Single Walled Carbon 
Nanohorns (SWNHs) with photothermal therapy.  The second is to advance the measurement 
tools used to assess photothermal therapy by developing viability measurement methods which 
incorporate detailed quantitative spatial information  
 
Methods: Photothermal therapy was tested with and without SWNHs in in vitro cell monolayers, 
in vitro tissue phantoms, and ex-vivo tissue.  Digital image analysis methods were developed 
which allowed for spatial viability information to be obtained.   
 
Results: The inclusion of SWNHs dramatically increased the temperatures reached in each 
experiment.  Digital image analysis methods were shown to quantify spatial viability with a high 
degree of accuracy and precision in 2D and 3D.  Experimental data indicated that there were 
areas of collateral damage (partially treated tissue) surrounding areas of completely treated tissue 
ranging which were between 46% and 78% of the completely treated volume.  In each case the 
heat transfer properties of the experimental system had a large impact on the area of treatment.  
Variation in the temperature and viability response of photothermal therapy for specific laser and 
nanoparticle treatment parameters was quantified.   
 
Conclusions: This research has brought an experimental cancer treatment procedure from 
experiments in cell monolayers to tests in ex-vivo tissue to analyze viability response.  The 
strengths of photothermal therapy such as its minimally invasive nature, and effectiveness at 
killing cells were experimentally demonstrated.    This research has also developed the tools 
necessary to assess the spatial impact in vitro and lay the foundations for assessing spatial impact 
in vivo.  These tools may be used to assess other treatments beyond photothermal therapy, and 
serve as a basis for improving the analysis of biological systems both in vitro and in vivo. 
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Background 
   There are over 500,000 cancer deaths in the US annually [1].    A variety of techniques 
are used to eliminate tumors from patients including chemotherapy, tumor resection, and 
radiation treatments.  However, prognosis remains poor despite active research.  
Photothermal therapy is an actively researched method which delivers therapeutic heat to 
eliminate tumors and prevent recurrence.  Photothermal therapy is a minimally invasive 
alternative to tumor resection which has the potential to be less damaging to surrounding 
healthy tissue than resection or radiation therapy.  In photothermal therapy, a region of 
tissue is irradiated such that light is absorbed and heat is generated within the targeted 
area.  The treatment boundaries are therefore defined by thermal diffusion within the 
tissue.  In order to achieve selectivity, nanoparticles such as Single Walled Carbon 
Nanotubes (SWNTs) [2-4], Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWNTs) [5-9], Single 
Walled Carbon Nanohorns (SWNHs) [10, 11], and Gold nanoshells [12-14] are used as 
photoabsorbers to deliver therapeutic heat directly to tumors.  Nanoparticles may be 
added to tumors through injection, selective uptake, or active antibody targeting.  Once 
inside a tumor, the high absorption of nanoparticles produces locally generated heat 
under Near Infra-Red radiation between 800 and 1064 nm wavelengths [9, 10, 15-17].  
The result is selective heating with well-defined treatment boundaries within the tissue.   
   There are two main components to understanding the mechanism of photothermal 
therapy.  The first is heat generation and thermal diffusion through tissue which is 
regulated by Penne’s bioheat equation: 

Equation 1. [ ] ( ) ( )trQTTcTTTk
t

T
c abbtt ,)()(

!
+!!"#"=

$

$
%&

  
[18] 

where !t is the density of the tissue, ct is the heat capacitance, 
!"
!#  is the change in 

temperature over time, k(T) is the temperature dependent thermal conductivity, T is 
temperature, "b is the blood perfusion constant, cb is the heat capacitance of the blood, 
(T-Ta) is the difference in temperature between the blood inlet and outlet, and Q is the 
heat generation within the tissue volume due to an applied source.  Heterogeneity in the 
thermal conductivity, heat capacitance, density, and blood perfusion all change the way 
heat is conducted through tissue [19].   Therefore the heat diffusion through tissue, and 
thus the treatment volume, may be uneven; compromising selectivity.    
  The second component of photothermal therapy is the biological response to thermal 
exposure.  This is especially important because cells exposed to high temperatures (above  
42 °C) for extended time periods undergo a variety of changes, including protein 
unfolding, destruction of organelles, DNA destruction, and tearing of the cellular 
membrane [20].  This process is fundamentally chemical, and has therefore been modeled 
using the Arrhenius method, resulting in a predictive model of cellular viability in 
response to thermal exposure [20].  The Arrhenius model calculates the rate of a chemical 
reaction based off of temperature and chemical properties.  When applied to cellular 
thermal damage, the model assumes that a cellular damage event is caused by a chemical 
structure in the cell (organelle, protein, etc.) reaching an activation energy threshold 
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which causes the structure to deform permanently.  Therefore the rate of damage is 
directly proportional to the incidence rate of an activation energy being achieved.  This 
rate is determined by temperature, the frequency factor A, and the energy barrier Ea.   The 
rate of cellular damage (#) is calculated by: 

Equation 2: $$%&'( ) * +,-
./0
1$2&3(45

6 78     [20] 

Where $ is the duration of thermal exposure, A is the frequency factor, Ea is the energy 
barrier, R is the universal gas constant, (8.314 J·mole-1·K-1), T is temperature (Kelvin), 
and t is time.  The constants A and Ea are determined by measuring the viability response 
at individual exposure durations to different temperatures.  This data is then curve fit 
using least squares regression to determine Ea and A using equation 1 and equation 2: 

Equation 3:  9:&'( ) ;<=> ?
@
" A 9:$&+(   [20] 

This solution process requires measuring the viability response #($) at multiple time 
points.  The constants Ea and A differ between cell lines, and tissue conditions, and 
therefore must be measured at each set of experimental conditions.   
   There are additional biological complexities which challenge predictions of cellular 
responses to thermal damage.  Heat shock proteins (HSPs) cause cells to resist and repair 
thermal damage [21].  HSPs also play an important role in preventing apoptosis [22, 23].  
Cellular damage causes the release of HSPs for several days, increasing resistance to 
damage during that time [20].  This causes cancer cells to become resistant to subsequent 
treatments immediately following an initial therapy.  In addition, cancer cells frequently 
overexpress HSPs, which have a negative impact on patient prognosis [24].  Therefore in 
order to use predictive models of tissue response to thermal damage, biological 
responses, such as the healing effect of HSPs on targeted tissue must be taken into 
account.   

213,1410#,0&(-4(25678(1,(9"-%-%"&':#;(<"&'#$=(

!

   Thermal selectivity can be obtained through the incorporation of photo absorptive 
nanoparticles delivered directly to tumor cells.  SWNHs are an especially promising 
nanoparticle candidate for photothermal therapy.  SWNHs are hollow tubules of single-
walled grapheme which form short conically shaped structures [25].  SWNHs are 
synthesized without metal catalysts, eliminating the possibility of metal catalyst toxicity 
present with carbon nanotubes [26].  Several recent studies confirmed SWNHs to be non-
irritants, non-dermal sensitizers through skin conjunctival irritation tests, and non-
carcinogenic through negative mutagenic and clastogenic potentials (21,25). These 
studies observed no skin or eye irritation, and no mortality or unusual weight loss due to 
oral ingestion.  Intratracheal instillation tests found some incidences of foamy 
macrophages and anthracosis, but neither resulted in increased mortality rates [26, 27].  
Furthermore, the extensive surface area and accessible internal volume permit the 
addition of guest molecules [28].  This has enabled SWNHs to be used as nanoplatforms 
for drug delivery [29, 30].  In addition, SWNHs are highly absorptive in the Near Infra-
Red (NIR) range of light, a commonly used wavelength in photothermal therapy due to 
its relatively high penetration into biological tissue [31].  This allows SWNHs to be 
injected into tumors, absorb NIR light which has passed through tissue, and release it 
locally as heat.  However, because therapeutic situations will place SWNHs into bodily 
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tissue, their absorption as a function of concentration in the NIR spectrum is important, 
and has yet to be measured.  In addition, the irradiative and nanoparticle parameters 
necessary to significantly reduce viability in cancer cells have not been previously 
investigated.  In addition conclusions drawn from laboratory investigations of 
nanoparticle mediated photothermal therapy are limited in their applicability to clinical 
situations due to the fact that many of these studies are conducted in ways which do not 
take into account the thermal and biological conditions of in vivo treatment, or ignore the 
spatial distribution of cell damage [15, 16, 32].  For example, cell monolayer tissue 
models are commonly used to evaluate photothermal therapy, but are not representative 
of cellular microenvironments or thermal properties found in vivo [33-35].  This is 
because cell monolayers do not allow for the same 3 dimensional mechanical forces 
experienced in vivo, and have been shown to effect cell-cell interactions and protein 
expression [36-41].  Thermal convection in photothermally treated cell monolayers result 
in different heating profiles than in vivo cases due to differences in heating mechanism 
(thermal conduction vs. convection) [9, 33].  The viability of cell monolayers is 
frequently determined non-spatial analysis techniques, such as MTT (3-(4,5-
Dimethylthiazol-2-Yl)-2,5-Diphenyltetrazolium Bromide) proliferation assays for 
determining metabolic activity [42], metabolic adenosine triphosphate (ATP) detection 
[43], membrane permeability assays such as trypan blue exclusion, [34], and calcein AM, 
a dye permeable to live cell membranes and activated only in the presence of functional 
esterase [44].  These assays traditionally measure average viability in a sample, yet are 
incapable of determining the cell viability distribution, preventing quantification of 
spatial cellular response to photothermal therapies alone or in combination with 
nanoparticles.  Viability measurements have been used to predict spatial viability 
response to photothermal therapy, but has not been determined directly [45].   
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Summary 
This project investigates the use of SWNHs in photothermal therapy, and the 
development of measurement tools which are necessary for the application of 
photothermal therapy into future clinical situations. 
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   This dissertation investigates the use of SWNHs in photothermal therapy, and the 
development of measurement tools which are necessary for the application of 
photothermal therapy into future clinical situations.  Each specific aim is motivated by 
the needs of the previous aim, creating a sequence of accomplishments which both 
validate the use of SWNH mediated photothermal therapy as a potential cancer treatment, 
as well as lay the groundwork for advanced laboratory analysis of photothermal and other 
spatially targeted therapies in the future.   
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Specific Aim 1: Evaluation of SWNH Photothermal Therapy In Vitro 
Published in Lasers in Surgery and Medicine, 2011 [10]. 
Detailed in chapter 3 
 
Motivation – The Potential of SWNHs in Enhancing Photothermal Therapy 
Laser-induced thermal therapy can provide a minimally invasive and potentially more 
effective treatment alternative to conventional surgical resection.  Previous studies 
combined laser irradiation with nanoparticle photoabsorbers such as gold nanoshells [12-
14], single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [2-4], and multi-walled carbon nanotubes 
(MWNTs) [5-8] to enhance thermal deposition and targeted destruction of cancer cells or 
tumors in mice.  SWNHs have many properties which make them ideal candidates for 
photothermal therapy such as low cytotoxicity (21,25), high surface area to volume ratios 
which make them candidates as drug carriers [29, 30, 46], as well as adjustable internal 
pore volume [47].   The first research goal was therefore to establish the effectiveness of 
SWNH mediated photothermal therapy by testing it in vitro.   
Experimental Results – Evaluating SWNHs as Therapeutic Photoabsorbers 
   In this work, the attenuation coefficient of SWNHs suspended in deionized (DI) water 
increased from 0.53 cm-1 to 5.3 cm-1 at 1064 nm when the concentration of SWNHs was 
increased from 0.01 to 0.1 mg/ml.  This increase in the attenuation coefficient correlated 
with temperature increases of 30°C in media containing 0.333 mg/ml of SWNHs over 
pure media when exposed to 5 watts of 1064 nm laser exposure in 24 well dishes.  The 
impact of this temperature increase was measured on in vitro RENCA cell monolayers.  
To do this, 24 well dishes seeded with RENCA cells and given varying concentrations of 
SWNHs were treated with 0.397 watts/mm2 of 1064 nm laser irradiation from 0 to 5 
minutes.  The maximum difference in viability reduction between wells treated with 
0.333 mg/ml of SWNHs and control wells was 80%.  This indicated that SWNHs could 
be used to both increase the effectiveness of photothermal therapy by dramatically 
increasing the rate of heat generation under irradiation, as well as potentially be used to 
selectively deliver heat within tissue.  However, the viability and temperature 
measurement tools used in this paper neglected the spatial variations in viability in 
temperature which occurs in both in vitro and in vivo situations.   
 
Specific Aim 2: Development of 2D Spatial Viability Measurements 
Published in Nanomedicine, 2012 [33]. 
Detailed in chapter 4 
 
Motivation - The Need for Spatial Viability Measurements 
!

   Measuring the effectiveness of nanoparticle targeted photothermal therapy requires 
accurate measurements of the temperature increase and resulting viability response to 
treatment.  In clinical situations the treatment volume is defined by thermal diffusion and 
cellular response.  Because of this, factors such as nanoparticle distribution, light 
distribution, differences in thermal resistance due to heterogeneous tissue, and blood 
perfusion may cause uneven treatment boundaries.  These heterogeneities add to the 
difficulty of minimizing damage to surrounding healthy tissue, and create a need for tools 
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which can accurately measure the spatial heat and cellular damage distribution with high 
resolution.  Unfortunately current methods of viability measurement lack the ability to 
determine the spatial distribution of viability and thus therapeutic effectiveness.  Current 
methods for measuring cell viability include MTT proliferation assays for determining 
metabolic activity [45], metabolic ATP detection [48], membrane permeability assays 
such as Trypan blue exclusion, [34], and calcein AM, a dye permeable to live cell 
membranes and activated only in the presence of functional esterase [49].  These assays 
measure the average viability in a sample or measure the local viability in a very small (~ 
1 mm2) area, and thus cannot measure the results of a spatially distributed treatment.  It 
would therefore be a significant improvement to be able to measure distributions of 
cellular reactions to spatially varying stimuli.   
 
Experimental Results - Development of the BEAST Method 
   The need for spatial viability measurements in vitro led our research group to develop a 
Bimodal Enhanced Analysis of Spatiotemporal Temperature and viability (BEAST) 
method.  The BEAST method is able to accurately and precisely measure the spatial 
viability and corresponding spatio-temporal temperature profile to determine precise 
treatment boundaries as well as the correlation between temperature exposure and cell 
death.  It does this by utilizing trypan blue and calcein AM staining as a visual assay for 
determining cell viability.  This assay is then imaged with a Leica DMI-6000 B 
fluorescent microscope, and those images are then processed using a custom made 
LabVIEW program.  This program uses digital image analysis to identify live and dead 
cells in images, resulting in a spatial map of cellular viability response.  This cellular 
viability response is then correlated with temperature maps acquired by a FLIR A40 
Thermovision infra-red (IR) camera.  This allows for the temperature to be spatially 
correlated with viability output, and for viability to be determined as a function of 
temperature exposure.   This method was used to determine the response of renal cancer 
(RENCA) cells to photothermal therapy, and measured the spatial reduction in viability 
as a result of SWNH mediated photothermal therapy. The results were published in 
Future of Nanomedicine in 2012 [33]. Comparisons between viability measurements and 
manual user counts of cell viability under varying cell and nanoparticle densities showed 
the BEAST to have an accuracy greater than 90% even under non ideal conditions (high 
SWNH aggregation, high cell density) based on counting 100,000 cells from 450 images 
across 230 mm2 in ten minutes.  In addition, sharp drops in viability were observed with 
increasing temperature, particularly between 55°C and 60°C.  Spatial measurements of 
the radial viability reduction were able to determine the area of treatment, as well as the 
areas of cells which experienced partial viability reduction, thus demonstrating the 
usefulness of spatial viability measurements.  
 
Specific Aim 3: 3D In Vitro Viability Analysis of Photothermal Therapy 
Submitted to Nanotechnology, 2013 
Detailed in chapter 5 
 
Motivation – Importance of 3D In Vitro Tissue Models and Analysis Methods 
   There are three main problems with the BEAST method as a method of assessing 
viability response to photothermal therapy.  The first is that convective fluidic vortices in 
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the media resulted in temperature fluctuations on the bottom of the dish which were not 
detectible by the thermal camera.  The second is the dissimilarity of heat transfer through 
liquid media when compared with heat transfer through tissue due to differences between 
thermal convection and thermal conduction.  The third is that two dimensional cellular 
monolayers have several physiological differences from actual tissue.  Differences 
between liquid media cell monolayers and cells in 3D tissues include morphology, drug 
resistance, cell signaling, resistance to apoptosis, and proliferation [50, 51].  For these 
reasons 3D tissue models which do not involve convective heating or 2D cell 
microenvironments are much more representative than cellular monolayers.  However, 
current methods of measuring viability in 3D hydrogels frequently only measure viability 
in individual locations using fluorescence microscopy [37, 41] , membrane dye exclusion 
[52], or MTT assay [53].  None of these methods provide spatial information resulting in 
true 3D viability distributions.  In order to understand spatially distributed therapies 
throughout 3D scaffolds, methods which are capable of determining viability in 3D are 
necessary.   
Experimental Results - Development of the SPECTRL Method 
   The need for 3D viability measurement methods which may be used to assess viability 
losses in 3D scaffolds motivated the development of the Spatial Phantom Evaluation of 
Cellular Thermal Response in Layers (SPECTRL) method.  This method measured the 
spatial viability of cells in three dimensions by imaging at multiple focal depths within 
transparent sodium alginate phantoms.  Each phantom was mixed with MDA-MB-231 
breast cancer cells, and 0.085 mg/ml of SWNHs before being irradiated with a 1064 nm 
wavelength laser at a fluence of 3.8 W/cm2 between 10 and 80 seconds.  The temperature 
was recorded in real-time during laser irradiation to correlate viability loss to spatial 
temperature distribution and exposure.  The combination of digital image analysis of 
fluorescently stained image mosaics (small images tiled together to create a larger image) 
[33] with the use of 3D tissue models was investigated.  Each phantom was analyzed to 
determine the kill zone (volume in which cell viability was less than %1) and the 
transition zone (volume in which cell viability was between 1% and 66%).  These metrics 
helped quantify the effectiveness of a given set of photothermal parameters at treating a 
volume of tissue while minimizing the volume of surrounding healthy tissue which is 
damaged.  The transition zone ranged between 46% and 78% of the total treatment 
volume, with the percent of the treatment volume decreasing with increasing irradiation 
duration, but the total volume of the transition zone increasing.  In addition, the shape of 
the kill and treatment zone changed shape.  After 10 seconds of irradiation, the kill zone 
resembled a cone with the widest area of the kill zone at the top surface of the phantom, 
while after 80 seconds of irradiation the kill zone resembled a trapezoid, with the widest 
kill zone volume at the bottom and the smallest kill zone volume at the top.  This 
suggests that varying laser irradiation duration can have a direct impact on the shape as 
well as the size of the kill zone.   
 
Specific Aim 4: Mathematical Modeling of Viability Response 
Submitted to International Journal of Hyperthermia, 2013 
Detailed in chapter 6 
 
Motivation - Significance of Arrhenius Parameter Determination 
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   While 3D sodium alginate phantoms represent the heating and 3D nature of 
photothermally treated tissue more accurately than cell monolayers, the quantitative 
improvement in the viability response resulting from more representative heating and 
microenvironmental conditions in the photothermal treatment model (PTM) had not been 
determined. Therefore, the viability responses to water bath heating, photothermal 
heating, cell monolayer models, and 3D sodium alginate phantom models were 
determined and fit using the Arrhenius model.  The Arrhenius equation is reaction rate 
equation based on experimentally derived constants: A, the frequency factor, and Ea, the 
activation energy, which quantify the relationship between thermal exposure and viability 
loss.  The Arrhenius model predicts the effect thermal dose has on viability reduction in 
tissue models, but has not been tested using spatial quantitative temperature and viability 
measurements on tissue phantoms.  By determining the Arrhenius parameters for each 
PTM and comparing their viability predictions with those made using the most 
representative system available, improvements in accuracy due to increasingly 
representative models could be quantified. 
Experimental Results - Determination of Arrhenius Parameters and Significance of 
Representative PTMs 
   Arrhenius parameters were determined for four PTMs: cellular monolayers exposed to 
steady state water bath heating, cellular monolayers exposed to photothermal therapy, 
cells suspended in sodium alginate phantoms treated with steady state water bath heating, 
and cells suspended in sodium alginate phantoms treated with photothermal therapy.  
MDA-MB-231 cells seeded in monolayers and suspended in sodium alginate phantoms 
were subjected to steady state water bath heating for 3-30 minutes at 46, 50, and 54 °C 
and transient photothermal heating which exposed cells to temperatures ranging from 
25°C to 120°C for durations ranging from 0 to 5 minutes.  Viability response was 
measured using digital image analysis of calcein AM and propidium iodide staining and 
used to calculate Arrhenius parameters.  These parameters were then combined with 
spatio-temporal temperature maps of photothermally treated phantoms to create spatial 
viability predictions which were then compared with measured spatial viability profiles.  
Correlation between predicted and measured spatial viability was used to assess accuracy.  
Arrhenius constants calculated from viability data from cell monolayers exposed to 
constant temperature water bath heating underestimated the area of the kill zone from 
photothermal therapy in phantoms by 50-80%.  Interestingly, the use of phantoms 
exposed to water bath heating increased that error by 9%-15%.  Several interesting 
conclusions were drawn.  First, Arrhenius parameters derived from photothermally 
treated phantoms are significantly more accurate at predicting the viability losses caused 
by photothermal therapy in phantoms than Arrhenius parameters derived from constant 
temperature water bath heating.  Second, Arrhenius parameters determined from radial 
viability response data suffered inaccuracies when applied to 2D spatial viability losses.  
Third, Arrhenius parameters determined from water bath heated phantoms were slightly 
less accurate than Arrhenius parameters determined from cell monolayers exposed to 
water bath heating.  This is likely due to the slight delay in cell heating for cells encased 
in sodium alginate beads, and suggests that improvements in the representativeness of 
PTMs do not necessarily result in improvements in accuracy.   
 
Specific Aim 5: Evaluating SWNH Photothermal Therapy in Ex Vivo Tissue 
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Unsubmitted 
Detailed in chapter 7 
 
Motivation - Importance of Ex-Vivo Viability Measurements 
Determining if viability measurements made in 3D in vitro tissue models are accurate 
requires viability measurements conducted in photothermally treated tissue.  Traditionally 
in vivo viability measurements of thermal damage are conducted by pathologists 
conducting histological examinations of biopsies, or measurement of tissue coagulation 
post mortem or during treatment using an MRI [54-57].  There are several limitations 
using these methods however.  Tissue coagulation represents protein denaturation and 
high cell mortality, and does not encompass transition regions of partial cell damage [58]. 
Histological examination can yield detailed, but subjective information.  Because these 
examinations are manual, they are frequently time consuming, unable to provide spatial 
or quantitative information, and may be interpreted differently by different pathologists 
[59].  Using digital analysis techniques to analyze biopsies could yield metrics which are 
faster, spatial, quantitative, and can be compared directly with reference samples or 
samples in varying patients.  However while digital imaging has been used to combine 
bright field and MRI imaging and determine digital imaging parameters which correlate 
with breast cancer prognosis, they have not been used to quantify characteristics of cell 
which may be useful in assessing viability response [60, 61].   
 
Experimental Results - Determining Viability Response in Ex Vivo Tissue 
 
In order to assess viability in ex vivo tissue, pig bladders obtained from Dr. John 
Robertson were broken into four groups, each of which contained three samples for 
statistical significance.  Each pig bladder was perfused with 22°C Krebs to maintain 
physiological mechanical stresses and viability throughout the experiment.  The first 
group consisted of controls which were given no treatment.  The second group was given 
200 µl injections of 0.1 mg/ml of SWNHs in the muscle layer of the bladder at a rate of 
200 µl/min for one minute.  The third group received the same SWNH treatment as the 
second group, and was irradiated with a 1064 nm wavelength laser at a fluence of 15.92 
watts/cm2 for 3 minutes.  The fourth group also received the same SWNH injection 
parameters, but received 1064 nm laser irradiation of 23.9 watts/cm2for 3 minutes.  After 
treatment, slides were stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stains to highlight 
cellular morphological features.  These slides were graded in a blind test by an expert 
pathologist to locate regions of thermal damage.  A digital Image analysis algorithm was 
then developed to identify regions of denatured collagen corresponding with tissue 
damage in these samples.  Digital image analysis assessment of tissue damage area and 
histological grading had a correlation of 0.64, and digital image analysis was able to 
identify regions of tissue damage identified by the pathologist. Digital metrics were used 
to calculate spatial tissue damage precisely.  This method demonstrates the possibility of 
the use of digital image analysis methods to obtain spatial quantitative information 
regarding histology to directly compare in vivo treatments, as well as dramatically 
improve the speed and precision of histological analysis.  Spatial viability analysis 
methods such as these may prove critical in the development of spatial cancer therapies.   
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 Many different types of nanoparticles have been used successfully as 
photothermal agents to destroy cancer cells with therapeutic levels of heat.  However, 
SWNHs may have a superior combination of biocompatibility and drug delivery 
potential.  In addition, they have been combined with metallofullerene by Dr. Harry Dorn 
to create peapod structures which may serve as contrast agents when viewed under an 
MRI.  This gives SWNH’s the combined capacity for photothermal treatments, drug 
delivery, and contrast agents for diagnosis and detection.  While SWNHs have been used 
to photothermally treat microbes, they have not previously been used to photothermally 
treat cancer.  The methodology and results of the experiments used in specific aim 1 are 
fully described in the published article, “Single Walled Carbon Nanohorns as 
Photothermal Cancer Agents.” [10] 
!

Single Walled Carbon Nanohorns as Photothermal Cancer Agents 
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:#++,4!0'#&.,$,!58*.!+)Q,!<="7-6!!>%:,/,'F!(.,9!#',!-,#+,4!-('8*(8',-!:.)*.!#',!

-.%'(! #$4! *%$)*#++92-.#&,46! ! <=">-! 1%'5! 48')$0! -9$(.,-)-! )$(%! #! ()0.(+923%8$4!

#00',0#(,!$#$%&#'()*+,!:.)*.!',-,53+,-!#!4#.+)#!1+%:,'!YHIZ!;_)08',!G?6!7.,!%/,'#++!

4)#5,(,'!%1!<=">-!'#$0,-!3,(:,,$!IE!#$4!GEE!$5!YHIF!H`F!OEF!P^F!PJZ6!!

,
?5%(&.,@+, , AB:C1,0"D., ",*5"E./.&,F./8..),GH, ")*,@HH,)E,805#0, .)0")#.1,

#.33(3"&, (I/"$.J, 05%0, 1(&K"#., "&.", /', D'3(E., &"/5'1J, ")*, 5)/.&)"3, D'3(E.,

#"I"F3., 'K, F.5)%, K()#/5')"35L.*, 85/0, 5E"%5)%, ")*, /0.&"I.(/5#, "%.)/1M, , ;N-,

5E"%.1, 10'85)%, /0., K3'8.&O35$., 1/&(#/(&., 'K, AB:C1+, , GHJHHHP, Q3.K/R, ")*,

@HHJHHHP,Q#.)/.&J,&5%0/RM,

!!!<=">-! %11,'! 5#$9! #4/#$(#0,-! %/,'! %(.,'! $#$%5#(,')#+-! *%$-)4,',4! 1%'! +#-,'!

*#$*,'! (.,'#&96! <=">-! #',! (9&)*#++9! &'%48*,4! 39! +#-,'! #3+#()%$! %1! &8',! 0'#&.)(,!

(#'0,(!-#5&+,-X!(.,',1%',F!(.,',!)-!$%!(%@)*)(9!#--%*)#(,4!:)(.!(.,!&',-,$*,!%1!5,(#+!

*#(#+9-(-! YHPZ6! 7.)-! )-! #! -)0$)1)*#$(! #4/#$(#0,! *%5&#',4! :)(.! 5#$9! %(.,'!

$#$%&#'()*+,-F! -8*.! #-! N"7-F! :.)*.! ',S8)',! #!5,(#+! *#(#+9-(! YP`Z6! A$! #44)()%$F! (.,!

4)#5,(,'!%1!<=">-!5#9!3,!#4\8-(,4!39!/#'9)$0!(.,!&8+-,!+,$0(.!%1!(.,!+#-,'!48')$0!

1#3')*#()%$! Y^EZF! #$4! )$(,'$#+! &%',! /%+85,! 5#9! 3,! 5%4)1),4! 39! (8$)$0! %@)4#()/,!

.,#()$0! &#'#5,(,'-! YL^Z6! ! <,/,'#+! ',*,$(! -(84),-! *%$1)'5,4! <=">-! (%! 3,! $%$2

)'')(#$(-F!$%$24,'5#+!-,$-)()D,'-!(.'%80.!-Q)$!*%$\8$*()/#+!)'')(#()%$!(,-(-F!#$4!$%$2

*#'*)$%0,$)*!(.'%80.!$,0#()/,!58(#0,$)*!#$4!*+#-(%0,$)*!&%(,$()#+-!;HGFHI?6!7.,-,!

-(84),-!%3-,'/,4!$%!-Q)$!%'!,9,!)'')(#()%$F!#$4!$%!5%'(#+)(9!%'!8$8-8#+!:,)0.(!+%--!

48,!(%!%'#+!)$0,-()%$6!!A$('#('#*.,#+!)$-()++#()%$!(,-(-!1%8$4!-%5,!)$*)4,$*,-!%1!1%#59!

5#*'%&.#0,-!#$4!#$(.'#*%-)-F!38(!$,)(.,'!',-8+(,4!)$!)$*',#-,4!5%'(#+)(9!'#(,-!YHPF!

H^Z6! ! _8'(.,'5%',F! (.,! ,@(,$-)/,! -8'1#*,! #',#F!58+()(84,!%1! )$(,'-()*,-! )$.,',$(! (%!

<=">-F!#$4!#**,--)3+,!)$(,'$#+!/%+85,!&,'5)(!(.,!#44)()%$!%1!08,-(!5%+,*8+,-!YHJZ6!!

7.)-!5#Q,-!(.,5!#$!,@*,&()%$#+!$#$%&+#(1%'5!1%'!4'80!4,+)/,'9!YH`F!OEZ6! !()!*+#,%#

+-.! .#/,! #*.),/,4! ,11,*()/,! )$*%'&%'#()%$! %1! (.,! #$()*#$*,'! 4'80! *)-&+#()$! )$(%!
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<=">-!#$4!/,')1),4!-+%:!4'80!',+,#-,!#$4!+8$0!*#$*,'!*,++!4,#(.!!"#$!%&'!Y^GZ6!!]')%'!

-(84),-! 4,5%$-('#(,4! -8**,--18+! !"# $!%&'! 3)$4)$0! #$4! ',+,#-,! %1! (.,! #$()2

)$1+#55#(%'9! 0+8*%*%'()*%)4! 4,@#5,(.#-%$,! 39! <=">-! YH`Z6! ! T%(.! %&()*#+! #$4!

5#0$,()*! ',-%$#$*,! *%$('#-(! #0,$(-!.#/,!3,,$!4,&%-)(,4!%$!%'!:)(.)$!<=">-! 1%'!

8-,!)$!4)#0$%-()*!)5#0)$0!Y^H2^LZ6!!

!!!<=">-! *#$! #3-%'3! ,+,*('%5#0$,()*! -)0$#+-! YPJZ! )$! (.,! 1%'5! %1! "AB! )''#4)#()%$F!

:.)*.!+,#4-!(%!-)0$)1)*#$(!&.%(%(.,'5#+!0,$,'#()%$!Y^IZ6!7.)-!*#&#3)+)(9!5#Q,-!(.,5!

)4,#+!1%'!8-,!#-!&.%(%#3-%'3,'-!%1!"AB!+)0.(!1%'!,$.#$*,4!(85%'!4,-('8*()%$6! !7.)-!

*#&#*)(9! 1%'! &.%(%#3-%'&()/,! .,#(! 4,+)/,'9! #$4! -8&,')%'! *%$('%++,4! 4'80! 4,+)/,'9!

&'%&,'(),-! 0)/,! <=">-! #$! #4/#$(#0,! %/,'! %(.,'! $#$%&#'()*+,-! :)(.! -)5)+#'!

#3-%'&()/,! &'%&,'(),-6! ]',/)%8-! -(84),-! .#/,! -.%:$! ,$.#$*,4! 4,-('8*()%$! %1!

5)*'%3,-! #$4! /)'8-,-!:.,$! <=">-!:,',! 8-,4! )$! *%53)$#()%$!:)(.! $,#'! )$1'#',4!

;"AB?! +#-,'! )''#4)#()%$! YPJF! ^PZ6! <=">-! .#/,! 3,,$! *%53)$,4! :)(.! P^E! $5! +#-,'!

)''#4)#()%$! (%! ',48*,! (.,! -)D,! %1! 5%8-,! (85%'-! !"# $!$'#:.)*.! 4,5%$-('#(,-! (.,)'!

#3)+)(9! (%! 18$*()%$! #-! &.%(%#3-%'3,'-! )$! &.%(%(.,'5#+! (.,'#&9! Y^IZ6! ! >%:,/,'F!

)''#4)#()%$! #(! (.)-! :#/,+,$0(.! 4%,-! $%(! &,$,('#(,! 3)%+%0)*#+! ()--8,! #-! 4,,&+9! #-!

+%$0,'!:#/,+,$0(.-!%1!"AB!+)0.(!YPIZ6! !7%!(.,!#8(.%'a-!Q$%:+,40,F!$%!%(.,'!-(84),-!

.#/,!,@&+%',4!(.,!#3)+)(9!%1!<=">-!8-,4!)$!*%53)$#()%$!:)(.!"AB!+#-,'!(.,'#&9!(%!

,$.#$*,!(85%'!*,++!4,-('8*()%$6!7.)-!)-!(.,!1)'-(!-(849!)$/,-()0#()$0!<=">-!1%'!(.,)'!

&%(,$()#+!8-,!#-!(.,'5#+!,$.#$*,'-!)$!"AB!+#-,'!(',#(5,$(!%1!Q)4$,9!*#$*,'!*,++-6!!A$!

%'4,'! (%! *.#'#*(,')D,! (.,! #3)+)(9! %1! <=">-! (%! &'%5%(,! (85%'! *,++! 4,-('8*()%$!

(.'%80.! (.,)'! &.%(%(.,'5#+! *#&#3)+)(9F!:,!5,#-8',4! (.,)'! %&()*#+! #3-%'3#$*,! #$4!

4,(,'5)$,4!*%'',-&%$4)$0!#((,$8#()%$!*%,11)*),$(F!(.,!#5%8$(!%1!.,#(!0,$,'#(,4!)$!

',-&%$-,!(%!+#-,'!)''#4)#$*,F!#$4!(.,!',-8+()$0!',48*()%$!)$!*,++!/)#3)+)(96!

-N;C<=<S<TU,

AB:C,A7)/0.151,")*,?()#/5')"35L"/5'),

!!!<=">-! :,',! -9$(.,-)D,4! #(! b#Q! B)40,! "#()%$#+! [#3%'#(%'9! 8-)$0! &',/)%8-+9!

&83+)-.,4! 5,(.%4-! Y^^Z6! ! ! c8')$0! (.,! -9$(.,-)-! &'%*,--F! (.,! <=">-! 1%'5! )$(%!

#00',0#(,! -('8*(8',-! :.)*.! #',! '%80.+9! -&.,')*#+! )$! -.#&,F! %1(,$! :)(.! ()&-! %1!

)$4)/)48#+!<=">-!&'%('84)$06!!7.,!-)D,!%1!(.,!)$4)/)48#+!<=">-!#$4!(.%-,!%1!(.,)'!

#00',0#(,-!*#$!3,!*%$('%++,4!39! (.,! ()5,!&'%/)4,4! 1%'! (.,)'!0'%:(.! Y^JZ6!7.,! +%$0!

<=">-!8-,4!)$!(.)-!-(849!:,',!-9$(.,-)D,4!)$!#!GGIE!dN!18'$#*,!39!+%$02&8+-,!;HE!

5-?!"4efCW!+#-,'!/#&%')D#()%$!%1!&8',!*#'3%$!)$!1+%:)$0!C'0%$6!!C-!-.%:$!)$!_)08',!

GF! (.,!<=">-! 1%'5,4! ()0.(+923%8$4!#00',0#(,-!:.)*.!:,',!'%80.+9!JE2GEE!$5! )$!

4)#5,(,'6!!,

!!!<=">-!:,',!5)@,4!:)(.!G!50K5+!]+8'%$)*! ;T)%()85F! A$*6?! (%! )5&'%/,! -%+83)+)(96!!

]+8'%$)*! )-! #! $%$)%$)*! -8'1#*(#$(! 8-,4! (%! ,$.#$*,! (.,! -%+83)+)(9! %1! 3)%+%0)*#+!

5#(,')#+-!YPZ6!!b8'!&',+)5)$#'9!,@&,')5,$(-!*%$1)'5,4!(.#(!(.,!#44)()%$!%1!G!50K5+!

%1!]+8'%$)*!4)4!$%(!#11,*(!(.,!.,#(!0,$,'#()%$!%'!*#$*,'!*,++!/)#3)+)(96!7.,-,!',-8+(-!

*%5&#',!:)(.!&')%'!-(84),-!39!/0&1,!#$4!2!34,&#,%#+-.!YPF!^`Z6!

!

AI.#/&(E,V)"37151,'K,AB:C1,5),A(1I.)15')!
First, the absorbance, A, of SWNHs suspended in deionized (DI) water was measured 
using a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR Spectrophotometer in the wavelength range of 200-1400 
nm. A wide range of wavelengths was selected for spectral analysis to gain a thorough 
understanding of the optical properties of SWNHs in suspension.   Second, the 
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attenuation coefficient was calculated from transmittance, T= Is/Io of SWNHs suspended 
in cell media, where Is and Io are the intensities of the transmitted and the incident beams, 

respectively.  The attenuation coefficient is defined as ' = '='abs+'sca =$A @
B 9: C where 

'abs and 'sca are the absorption and scattering coefficients respectively, d is the optical 
path length, and T is the transmittance. SWNHs were suspended in cell media at various 
concentrations (0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.085, and 0.1 mg/ml) and placed into a standard L=1 
mm sample thickness quartz spectrophotometer cuvette for transmittance measurements, 
using pure cell media as a baseline.  Three samples of each concentration were measured 
and the standard deviations were calculated.  The attenuation of SWNHs can be described 
by the standard mass attenuation coefficient defined as '/& where & is the concentration 
of SWNHs in mg/ml. 
!

S"1.&,5&&"*5"/5'),

R@&,')5,$(-! :,',! *%$48*(,4! (%! #++%:! 5,#-8',5,$(! %1! (,5&,'#(8',! #$4! *,++!

/)#3)+)(9! )$! ',-&%$-,! (%! +#-,'! )''#4)#()%$! #+%$,! %'! )$! *%53)$#()%$! :)(.! <=">-6! C!

*%$()$8%8-! :#/,F! 9((,'3)85! 1)3,'! +#-,'F! f[c2I2GEPL2[]! ;A]W! ].%(%$)*-?! :)(.! #!

:#/,+,$0(.! %1! GEPL! $5! #$4! #$! )''#4)#$*,! %1! LE! =K*5H! ;I! =#((-! :)(.! #! 3,#5!

4)#5,(,'! %1! L! 55?! 1%'! .,#()$0! 48'#()%$-! %1! E2P! 5)$8(,-! :#-! 8()+)D,46! ! 7.,!

:#/,+,$0(.!%1!GEPL!$5!',-)4,-!:)(.)$!(.,!g%&()*#+!:)$4%:h!&,'5)(()$0!&,$,('#()%$!

%1!8&!(%!G6P!55!)$(%!3)%+%0)*#+!()--8,!YPIZ6![#-,'!+)0.(!#(!#!:#/,+,$0(.!%1!GEPL!$5!

.#-! 3,,$! -8**,--18++9! 8-,4! 39! %8'! 0'%8&! (%! ,@*)(,! M="7-! &,'5)(()$0! -)0$)1)*#$(!

.,#(!0,$,'#()%$!#$4! (85%'!4,-('8*()%$!#$4! ',0',--)%$! YIF!PF!JEZ6!C! ',+#()/,+9!.)0.!

)''#4)#()%$!%1!LE!=K*5H!:#-!-,+,*(,4!(%!*#8-,!0'#48#+!4,*',#-,-!)$!/)#3)+)(9!)$!(.,!

+#-,'!%$+9!(',#(,4!-#5&+,-!#++%:)$0!*%5&#')-%$!3,(:,,$!-#5&+,-!(',#(,4!#+%$,!%'!

)$!*%53)$#()%$!:)(.!<=">-!#$4!+#-,'!)''#4)#()%$6!!!

C."/,T.).&"/5D.,4"I"F535/5.1,'K,AB:C,A'3(/5')1,

A$!%'4,'!(%!5,#-8',!(.,!.,#(!0,$,'#()/,!*#&#3)+)(),-!%1!<=">-F!5,4)#!*%5&%-,4!%1!

IEE! 5+! B]MA! GPLE! ;A$/)('%0,$?F! IE! 5+! _,(#+! T%/)$,! <,'85F! #$4! I!5+! %1! GEE5M!

<%4)85!]9'8/#(,!;M,4)#(,*.?!:#-!5)@,4!:)(.!<=">!(%!*',#(,!-%+8()%$-!%1!/#'9)$0!

*%$*,$('#()%$-!;EF!E6EGF!E6EJIF!#$4!E6OOO!50K5+!)$!cA!:#(,'?6!!b$,!5+!%1!5,4)#!:#-!

#44,4!(%!,#*.!:,++!)$!#!HL!:,++!&+#(,6!!R#*.!:,++!:#-!(.,$!)''#4)#(,4!1%'!%$,!5)$8(,!

()5,!)$*',5,$(-!3,(:,,$!E!#$4!I!5)$8(,-6!C!(.,'5%*%8&+,!&+#*,4!)$!(.,!+)S8)4!,)0.(!

5)++)5,(,'-! 1'%5! (.,! *,$(,'! %1! (.,! )$*)4,$(! +#-,'! 3,#5! *%$()$8#++9! 5,#-8',4! (.,!

(,5&,'#(8',! %1! (.,! +)S8)4! #-! #! 18$*()%$! %1! ()5,! 8-)$0! [#3UAR=! ;"#()%$#+!

A$-('85,$(-?6! 7.,'5%*%8&+,! &%-)()%$!:#-! *.%-,$! (%! &',/,$(! 4)',*(! .,#()$0! %1! (.,!

(.,'5%*%8&+,6! A$!#44)()%$F!5,#-8',5,$(!#(! (.)-!&%-)()%$!&'%/)4,4! )$-)0.(! )$(%! (.,!

(.,'5#+! ',-&%$-,! #(! (.,! ,40,! %1! (.,! 4)-.6! ! 7.)-! &%-)()%$! ',1+,*(-! (.,! (85%'!

3%8$4#'),-!:.,',! (.,! +)Q,+).%%4!%1! (85%'! -8'/)/#+! #$4! ',*8'',$*,! )-! 0',#(,-(! #$4!

(.,!*%$('%+!%/,'!+#-,'!4,+)/,'9!)-!5%-(!*')()*#+6!!<)$*,!(85%'-!*#$!0'%:!(%!3,!-,/,'#+!

*5! )$! 4)#5,(,'F! 5,#-8')$0! (.,! (.,'5#+! )$*',#-,! 5)++)5,(,'-! 1'%5! (.,! *,$(,'! %1!

)''#4)#()%$! ',5#)$-! *+)$)*#++9! ',+,/#$(! YJEZ6! 7.,! 5,#-8',4! &,#Q! (,5&,'#(8',! 1%'!

,#*.!,@&,')5,$(!:#-!',*%'4,4!O!()5,-!#$4!#/,'#0,46!

47/'/'W5#5/7,")*,NKK.#/5D.).11,'K,S"1.&,;&."/E.)/,

!7.,! *9(%(%@)*)(9! #$4! .9&,'(.,'5)#! ,11,*()/,$,--! %1! +#-,'! #$4! <=">! (',#(5,$(-!

#+%$,! %'! )$! *%53)$#()%$! :,',! 5,#-8',4! 8-)$0! #! 58')$,! ',$#+! *#$*,'! *,++! +)$,F!
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BR"NCF!&'%/)4,4!39!c'6! <8D9!7%'()a-! +#3%'#(%'9!#(!=#Q,!_%',-(!V$)/,'-)(9!T#&()-(!

M,4)*#+! N,$(,'6! ! N,++! /)#3)+)(9!:#-!5,#-8',4! S8#+)(#()/,+9! 39! )5#0)$0! ('9&#$! 3+8,!

-(#)$)$0!:)(.!3')0.(!1),+4!5)*'%-*%&9!#$4!S8#$()1),4!:)(.!#!T,*Q5#$!N%8+(,'!U)2N,++!

)$-('85,$(!HL!.%8'-!1%++%:)$0!(',#(5,$(!:)(.!<=">-F!+#-,'!(',#(5,$(!#+%$,F!%'!)$!

*%53)$#()%$6! ! _%'! )5#0)$0! %1! ('9&#$! 3+8,! -(#)$)$0F! I@GEI! BR"NC! *,++-K:,++! :,',!

-,,4,4!)$(%!#!P!:,++!&+#(,!#$4!*8+(8',4!1%'!HL!.%8'-6!R#*.!:,++!:#-!&',&#',4!:)(.!O!

5+! %1! 5,4)#! %'! 5,4)#! :)(.! E6EJI! 50K5+! %1! <=">-! )55,4)#(,+9! 3,1%',! +#-,'!

(',#(5,$(6! !C!P!:,++!&+#(,!:#-!8-,4! (%!&,'5)(! )5#0)$0!%1!*,++!/)#3)+)(9!4)-(')38()%$!

:)(.)$!(.,!:,++!#--%*)#(,4!:)(.!-&#()#+!#$4!(,5&%'#+! (,5&,'#(8',!&'%1)+,-! )$48*,4!

39! +#-,'! .,#()$06! 7.,! 1%++%:)$0! (#3+,! )++8-('#(,-! (.,! (',#(5,$(! *%$4)()%$-! 8-,4! )$!

,#*.!%1!(.,!P!:,++-6!
 

 
<#G;&()F((BC$&'1:&,%#;(0-,.1%1-,8(4-'(H(I&;;($;#%&(J/#;1%#%1A&(A1#G1;1%=(%&8%*(

!

!!!?(;;*!A(,(!#60+:)-(8!A#-.!-,<7)6!:;+(!A.#0.!7(,$()-(*!$($:,)6(*!1/!8()8!0(;;*!)68!

*-)#6*!-.($!:;+(K!016-,)*-#6@!-.($!A#-.!;#9(!0(;;*!A.#0.!,($)#6!-,)6*7),(6-&!!?(;;*!A(,(!

-.(6!1:*(,9(8!+*#6@!)!P(#0)!C'VMWXXX!E!$#0,1*017(!)68!#$)@(*!A(,(!0)7-+,(8!-1!@)#6!)!

J+);#-)-#9(! +68(,*-)68#6@! 1/! .1A! 9#):#;#-<! 0.)6@(*!)*! )! /+60-#16! 1/! 8#*-)60(! /,1$! -.(!

0(6-(,!1/!#,,)8#)-#16!GXK!TK!)68!%X!$$!/,1$!0(6-(,H&!!

Y1,!0(;;!9#):#;#-<!J+)6-#/#0)-#16K!TL%X
T
!=>4?"!0(;;*ZA(;;!A(,(!0+;-+,(8!#6!)!BN!A(;;!7;)-(!

BN!.1+,*!:(/1,(!+*(&!2#60(!*7)-#);!0(;;!9#):#;#-<!#6/1,$)-#16!0)661-!:(!)0J+#,(8!/,1$!-.#*!

$(-.18K!)!*$);;(,!A(;;!A)*!+*(8!-1!016*(,9(!-.(!9);+):;(!2345!*)$7;(&!>)0.!A(;;!A)*!

7,(7),(8! A#-.! $(8#)! 016-)#6#6@! XK! X&X%K! X&X[TK! )68! X&III! $@Z$;! 0160(6-,)-#16*! 1/!

2345*K! )68! X&%! $@Z$;! O;+,16#0&! ! 2)$7;(*! A(,(! 01$7,#*(8! 1/! -.(! /1;;1A#6@\! %H!

+6-,()-(8! 0(;;*K! BH! 0(;;*! $#L(8! A#-.! 2345*! 16;<! 1/! -.(! 7,(9#1+*;<! $(6-#16(8!

0160(6-,)-#16*K!IH!0(;;*!-,()-(8!A#-.!;)*(,!#,,)8#)-#16!16;<K!)68!NH!0(;;*!(L71*(8!-1!;)*(,!

#,,)8#)-#16!#6!01$:#6)-#16!A#-.!-.(!7,(9#1+*;<!$(6-#16(8!2345!0160(6-,)-#16*&!F.,((!

A(;;*!A(,(!7,(7),(8!/1,!()0.!-<7(!1/!*)$7;(!)68!-.(!)9(,)@(!)68!*-)68),8!8(9#)-#16*!1/!
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Abstract 
Nanoparticle enhanced photothermal therapy is a promising alternative to tumor resection.  
However, quantitative measurements of cellular response to these treatments are limited.  This 
paper introduces a Bimodal Enhanced Analysis of Spatiotemporal Temperature (BEAST) 
algorithm to rapidly determine the viability of cancer cells in vitro following photothermal 
therapy alone or in combination with nanoparticles.  To illustrate the capability of the BEAST 
viability algorithm, single wall carbon nanohorns were added to RENCA kidney cancer cells in 
vitro and time-dependent spatial temperature maps measured with an infrared camera during 
laser therapy were correlated with post-treatment cell viability distribution maps obtained by 
cell-staining fluorescent microscopy.   The BEAST viability algorithm accurately and rapidly 
determined the cell viability as function of time, space, and temperature. 
 

 Introduction 
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   Photothermal therapy is a minimally invasive cancer treatment alternative to surgical resection 
and has the potential to be more selective than chemotherapy and radiation [34, 44, 88-90].   
Laser therapies employ a lethal thermal dose to tumors in a region defined by thermal diffusion, 
often resulting in poorly defined lesion boundaries and injury to healthy surrounding tissue [9].  
Frequently insufficient temperature elevation in the lesion boundaries can lead to induction of 
heat shock proteins which promote tumor cell survival and recurrence [9, 24, 91, 92]. 
 
   Nanoparticles targeted to tumor cells and utilized in combination with laser excitation have 
been shown to enhance treatment effectiveness by increasing thermal deposition and heating 
selectivity [17, 93]. Previous studies by our group and others indicate that including 
photoabsorptive nanoparticles, such as single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [88], multi-
walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) [9, 34, 94-96], and gold nanoshells [15, 97], into tissue prior 
to laser therapy can enhance light absorption, resulting in increased temperature elevation and 
tumor cell death in select areas. Our group has recently demonstrated the capability of a unique 
embodiment of SWNTs, termed single walled carbon nanohorns (SWNHs), as photoabsorbers to 
enhance the effectiveness of photothermal therapy by elevating temperature and decreasing cell 
viability in vitro [10].    SWNHs are well suited as photothermal therapy agents due to their 
nontoxic nature, extensive surface areas for incorporation of imaging and treatment agents [10, 
98], easily customizable and repeatable synthesis of morphology and surface properties [70], and 
significant absorption in the near infrared spectrum [10, 99-101].   
 
   The toxicity and cellular response to nanoparticles alone or in combination with laser therapy 
are typically evaluated initially using in vitro cell culture systems.  Since the region of tumor cell 
death induced by photothermal therapy is defined by thermal diffusion, the irradiation-induced 
temperature gradient causes a spatially varying cell viability response. Therefore, both the spatial 
temperature and cell viability distribution in response to a given set of laser therapy parameters, 
(e.g. irradiance, pulse duration, wavelength), and nanoparticle properties (e.g. type, 
concentration, distribution) must be measured to determine the cellular response to photothermal 
therapy.  Knowledge of the size of the area over which the therapy has eliminated cell viability, 
or “kill zone”, can enable determination of the effectiveness of the treatment. The 
correspondence of therapy boundaries and tumor margins can allow assessment of the selectivity 
afforded by inclusion of nanoparticles by varying properties and concentrations.  Current 
methods for measuring the cell viability in response to treatment include MTT proliferation 
assays for determining metabolic activity [42], metabolic ATP detection [43], membrane 
permeability assays such as Trypan blue exclusion, [34], and calcein AM, a dye permeable to 
live cell membranes and activated only in the presence of functional esterase [44].  These assays 
measure average viability in a sample, yet are incapable of determining the cell viability 
distribution, preventing quantification of spatial cellular response to photothermal therapies 
alone or in combination with nanoparticles.  

 
   This paper introduces a Bimodal Enhanced Analysis of Spatiotemporal Temperature (BEAST) 
viability algorithm for rapid quantification of spatio-temporal temperature and cellular viability 
in vitro (Figure 1).  This method uses LabVIEW image processing techniques to measure and 
analyze infrared (IR) camera temperature data and fluorescent and bright field microscopy 
images to determine the viability of photothermally treated cancer cells.  The capability of the 
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BEAST viability algorithm to quantify the spatial cell viability will be illustrated by measuring 
the response of RENCA mouse kidney cancer cells to SWNHs and photothermal therapy.  

 

Experimental Methodology 

   The BEAST viability algorithm is a multi-step process which uses digital image analysis to 
measure the spatio-temporal temperature profile generated during photothermal treatment, the 
spatial viability response, and to quantify the relationship between temperature and cell survival 
distributions. Figure 1 illustrates the steps in the BEAST image processing method which 
analyzes temperature and viability distributions separately and then combines them to determine 
viability as a function of temperature exposure.  This method will be described in detail in 
subsequent sections of the paper. 

 

Figure 1:  Diagram illustrating the BEAST method.    (1) Cells are seeded in a six well dish 
and maintained at 35°C with a hot plate.  Each well is exposed to 1064 nm laser irradiation 
in combination with SWNHs while being imaged with an IR camera (2).  IR real time 
temperature data is entered into LabVIEW where it is processed by the TIA program (3) 
which exports both radial temperature measurements as a function of time (4a) and 2D 
thermal profiles (4b).  Cells are stained with calcein AM and Trypan blue, and imaged with 
a fluorescence tiling microscope (5).  Bright field and fluorescence images of cells (6) are 
digitally compiled into image mosaics (7).  These image mosaics are processed by the VIA 
program (8) which creates viability graphs as a function of radial distance at different laser 
exposure times (9a) and compiled into 2D spatial viability graphs at each time interval (9b).  
2D viability and temperature plots are mapped together to calculate viability response as a 
function of thermal exposure (10).   

Cellular Experiments 
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  RENCA mouse kidney cancer cells provided by Wake Forest University Baptist Medical 
Center were seeded in 6 well dishes at a concentration of 5x105 cells per well and incubated at 37 
ºC in a Nuaire CO2 water jacketed incubator for 24 hours.  Five wells were partially filled with 3 
ml of RPMI 1640 media (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) 
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).  All 
cell cultures were maintained in a humidified 5% CO2/95% air atmosphere at 37°C within an 
incubator.  SWNHs were synthesized at Oak Ridge National Laboratory using previously 
published methods [102, 103]. Media was mixed with 0.085 mg/ml SWNHs and 1 mg/ml 
Pluronic (Biotium, Inc.), a biocompatible surfactant, to improve solubility.  Pluronic has been 
used previously with cancer cells to prevent aggregation of nanoparticles in media, and does not 
have a measurable impact on viability or heat generation under NIR light irradiation [9, 103, 
104].  Dishes were heated with a hot plate to 35ºC to maintain a constant temperature and 
prevent cell damage due to temperature fluctuations in ambient conditions prior to laser heating.  
Each well was externally irradiated with the laser fiber positioned directly over the center of the 
dish.  Samples were irradiated for  0 to 5 minutes with a 1064 nm continuous wave, ytterbium 
fiber laser, YLD-5-1064-LP (IPG Photonics) with a beam diameter of 4 mm and a fluence of 40 
watts/cm2 (Figure 1, step 1) parameters which have been shown to cause cancer cell death [103].  
Each dish was incubated for 24 hours to allow manifestation of cell death.  Three samples were 
employed for each experimental measurement to provide statistically significant data.   

Infra-Red Camera Imaging and Temperature Measurements 
Temperature profiles of each well were recorded during laser irradiation in ten second intervals 

using a FLIR A40 Thermovision IR camera with a resolution of 300 pixels/cm2 (Figure 1, step 2) 
and the temperature was analyzed using a LabVIEW Thermal Image Analysis (TIA) program 
(Figure 1, steps 3 and 4).  First, the TIA program averaged the temperature at each pixel over the 
duration of laser treatment in a user specified circular region of interest (ROI) and exported it to 
Microsoft Excel, providing a detailed temperature profile of each well.  This average is a 
measurement of the overall thermal exposure experienced at each location in the well.  Second, 
the TIA program divided the ROI into radial sections, computing the average and standard 
deviation of the temperature profile in concentric rings.  This analysis created a spatiotemporal 
temperature map with temperature measured as a function of radial distance and time.  In the 
initial analysis, thermal and viability responses in the dish were assumed to be axis-symmetric, 
represented as a function of time and radial distance from the center of treatment.  Actual 
thermal profiles varied from the axis-symmetric assumption due to non-uniform heating and 
resulting fluid motion.  Uniform radial heating was assumed as a first order approximation when 
the laser is centered within a millimeter of the well center.  Real-time temperature profiles were 
averaged over the three dishes utilized for each measurement.  Temperature profiles recorded by 
the IR camera were graphed in 30 second intervals, with temperature provided as a function of 
radial distance from the center of the dish.  Emissivity was assumed to be high (0.95) due to the 
sample’s high water content.  Due to the shallowness of the media, temperature differences 
between the bottom and surface of the media were considered negligible.  Additionally, 
experiments indicate that temperature changes due to small variations in laser positioning were 
negligible.   

Viability Staining 
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Twenty four hours after NIR irradiation, media was removed from each well and replaced with 
1 ml of Phosphate Buffered Saline solution (PBS).  Each well was treated with 4 µl of 1 mg/ml 
calcein AM in Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO) stock solution and incubated for 45 minutes at 
ambient temperatures.  Afterwards PBS was removed and 1 ml of a 50% Trypan blue in PBS 
solution was added to each well and incubated for 5 minutes.  The Trypan blue mixture was 
removed, 3 ml of PBS were added to each well for two minutes, and then removed in order to 
rinse the wells.  Three milliliters of PBS were then added to each well.  The selection of Trypan 
blue and calcein AM is effective for digital analysis because bright field and fluorescence images 
can be captured independently simplifying digital processing and providing a measure of both 
live and dead cells.  Additionally, bright field images allow for the identification of possible 
contaminants, misalignment in the tiling process, and poor lighting which cannot be easily 
observed using fluorescence.   

Microscope Imaging 

A Leica DMI-6000 B microscope was used to image each well with a 10x optical zoom.  
Bright field microscopy was used to image dead cells stained with Trypan blue and Fluorescence 
microscopy imaged live cells stained with calcein AM.  Wells were imaged in a 15x15 grid of 
image pairs, one fluorescence image and one bright field (Figure 1, step 5).  These images were 
reconstructed into image mosaics, maintaining spatial information of all the cells imaged and 
represented a physical area of 18.3x13.7mm (Figure 1, step 6) 

Image Analyses 
The Viability Image Analysis (VIA) (Figure 1, step 8) program analyzed each acquired image 

(Figure 2, A) comprising the image mosaic individually and recreated the geometric viability 
distribution of the entire cell dish from the data using LabVIEW.  First, images were imported 
from the microscope camera to be analyzed.  SWNH agglomerates were then removed from each 
image by utilizing a color pixel threshold to identify black pixels in clusters larger than 50 pixels.  
These clusters were converted into a binary mask, and multiplied by white (255 RGB values) and 
added to the original image, turning black SWNH agglomerations white and effectively 
removing them from the image (Figure 2, B).  Second, dead cells stained with Trypan blue were 
analyzed and counted.  In order to select blue cells in color images under varying lighting and 
focus conditions, a unique pixel color ratio threshold was developed.  In any pixel where the blue 
to red pixel value ratio is greater than 1.2, the red and green pixel values were set to zero.  This 
transformation algorithm converted pixels with a blue tint into a pure blue, even as the lighting 
and focusing conditions varied across the dish.  A pixel threshold of 0 to 221 blue, 0 red, and 0 
green was applied, creating a binary image of all the blue converted pixels (Figure 2, C).  
Adjacent binary pixels clusters were then dilated and eroded to combine pixels in close 
proximity.  Any binary objects larger than 200 pixels were identified as dead cells (Figure 2, D).  
Third, fluorescent images were analyzed for quantification of live cells.  Fluorescence images do 
not vary significantly in color balance; therefore no pixel ratio threshold was necessary (Figure 
2, E).  A threshold of 0 to 14 (red), 50 to 255 (green), and 0 to 134 (blue) was applied to create a 
binary image.  Binary pixel clusters larger than 200 were identified as live cells (Figure 2, F).  
Fourth, large clusters of pixels identified as “cells” were divided in order to compensate for 
groups of overlapping cells from being counted as a single cell.  In order to distinguish a single 
cell from a cell cluster, a conservative estimate of 1800 pixels per cell was made.  The area of 
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pixel clusters larger than 1800 were divided by 1800 and identified as a cluster of cells whose 
number equaled the quotient.  This allowed for the number of cells in an area of high cell density 
to be measured. Fifth, the fluorescent and blue enhanced bright field images were combined to 
provide operator feedback (Figure 2, G).  Sixth, a spatial graph of identified dead cells was 
presented to the operator.  The operator identified the center of the dead cells as the center of 
irradiation.  Each cell’s radial position relative to the identified center was calculated.  Seventh, 
the x and y coordinates, radial position, and pixel area of each cell identified were exported to 
Excel 

 
Figure 2:  Stages in the image analysis process.  A) The original image is imported into the 
VIA program.  B) Bright field Image with black objects (SWNHs) removed.  C) Pixels with 
a high blue/red ratio have green and red pixel values set to zero to enhance visibility of blue 
objects.  D) Binary image of dead cells was acquired to quantify the number of dead cells.  
E) Calcein AM fluorescence was imaged.  F) A binary image was created of the 
fluorescence image to quantify the number of live cells.  G) Fluorescence and blue 
enhanced images were combined to show overlay.    
Using this process, the VIA program determined the location and viability of each cell in the dish 
from bright field and fluorescence image mosaics.  This information was used to plot percent 
viability at radial positions extending from the center of irradiation.  
Comparison of Thermal and Viability Data 
MATLAB combined two-dimensional viability data obtained from the VIA program (Figure 3, 
A) with spatially corresponding temperature profiles (Figure 3, B). Temperature profiles 
represent a larger area than that covered by viability imaging.  Therefore, the temperature data 
was cropped to encompass identical regions covered by the viability map.  The temperature and 
viability distributions were aligned such that the user defined irradiation center in the viability 
profile was placed in the same XY location as the peak temperature.  Then each cell was 
assigned the corresponding temperature value, mapping the temperature and viability profiles.  
This created a topographical map of cell viability at varying temperature elevations (Figure 3, C).  
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The topographical map allowed the cells to be separated by thermal dose and the percent 
viability at each temperature was calculated.   

 
Figure 3: Example of spatial temperature and viability mapping.  Spatial viability maps 
(A) are combined with spatial temperature profiles (B) to produce a spatial plot containing 
(C) the location for each cell, the average temperature experienced by the cell during 
treatment (displayed topographically), and its viability response.   
Determination of Vision Image Analysis Accuracy 

Validation of the VIA program involved both a qualitative visual comparison of the size and 
shape of kill zones between fluorescent and bright field image mosaics with VIA created digital 
viability graphs and a quantitative comparison based on manual counts of specific image types 
(Figure 1, parts 7-9). In order to verify the accuracy of the BEAST method with standard 
techniques, manual counts of cells stained with calcein AM and Trypan blue were selected to 
ensure comparability between the BEAST and the assessment metric.  In order to quantitatively 
determine accuracy in response to varying imaging conditions, sample images of high 
aggregation, high density, and low density-low aggregation sample images were selected to 
compare viability measurements between the VIA method and user based counting.   Manual 
counts were completed by the authors identifying blue dead cells in bright field images and live 
green cells in fluorescent images.  High cell density (images with cells covering more than 50% 
of the image) and high nanoparticle aggregation (aggregates covering more than 5% of the 
image) were considered the two most common types of complex images which could produce 
error in the VIA method, while low density-low aggregation images were considered to represent 
“normal” conditions.  Measurement error was quantified as the difference between the average 
user count of percent viability in a particular image compared with the VIA percent viability 
count of the same image for both low aggregation-low density and high aggregation cases.  High 
cellular density was measured as the difference between the average number of cells counted 
manually and the number of cells counted by the VIA program.  This is due to the fact that in all 
images with extremely high cellular density, the images were close to 100% or 0% viability, and 
therefore a comparison of percent viability is not representative.  
Results 
Temperature Results 
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     Each well dish was imaged using the IR camera (Figure 4A) and temperature profiles of each 
well were recorded (Figure 4B).  The TIA program’s temperature analysis indicates significantly 
higher peak temperatures and faster temperature increases with greater proximity to the dish 
center, whereas increases in temperature further away from the center were more gradual and of 
lesser magnitude.  The temperature is graphed as a function of radial distance from the center 
(Figure 4C).  Average temperature standard deviations between identically treated wells are 
between 1 and 3ºC, with the greatest amount of fluctuation in temperature at the radial center.  
Temperature levels reach a peak of approximately 75ºC, while the edges reach a maximum of 
approximately 48ºC after 3 minutes of irradiation.  Observation of IR videos reveals circular 
swirling of the media.  This thermally driven fluidic mixing may account for the observed 
asymmetric heating and variation in temperature between runs.  

   
Figure 4:  A) Image taken with the thermal camera of a 6 well dish treated with 0.085 
mg/ml SWNH being heated with a 1064 nm laser at 40 watts/cm2.  B) Surface plot of the 
temperature profile created by the IR camera for a well dish being treated with the 
conditions mentioned for A.  C) Temperature distribution displayed in 30 second intervals 
from 0-300 seconds for identical conditions as A and B.  Error bars represent +/- one 
standard deviation.  
Viability Results 

The VIA program’s analysis produced digital viability maps which are highly comparable with 
both bright field and fluorescence image mosaics.  Figure 5 shows fluorescent images of calcein 
AM staining of live cells (far left) and bright field images of Trypan blue staining of dead cells 
(middle) captured with the microscope.  These images were combined by the VIA program into 
digital scatterplots representing the overall viability distribution (Figure 5, far right).  High cell 
viability is evidenced by green fluorescence and minimal Trypan blue staining while low cell 
viability is displayed by a lack of green fluorescence and the presence of Trypan blue staining. 
The live/dead cell distributions generated by the VIA program closely resemble the actual 
images of calcein AM and Trypan blue staining acquired with the microscope (Figure 5 A-F, 
right).  After one minute of laser irradiation, a dark central region without green fluorescence 
corresponding with the laser beam diameter appears (Figure 5B, left).  This non-fluorescent 
region corresponds to Trypan blue staining, with a ring of SWNH aggregates clearly visible 
around the dead cells in the bright field image (Figure 5B, center).  As laser irradiation increases 
in duration from 1 to 5 minutes, the zone of cell death, indicated by decreasing fluorescence 
(Figure 5B-F, left) and increasing regions of Trypan blue staining (Figure 5B-F, center), also 
increases.  This expanding kill zone around the center of the dish where irradiation occurred is 
captured in the digital viability distributions (Figure 5B-F, right).  The sharp transition between 
the presence of Trypan blue and fluorescence stain suggests that this therapy is capable of 
creating defined, geometrically complex, kill zones with small transition regions between live 
and dead tissue.  Asymmetric heating observed in thermal images results in asymmetric viability 
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responses, which is visible in the comet shaped kill zone (Figure 5D).  Areas of extremely high 
cell density appear blank in the digital maps.  This is due to the fact that large clusters of cells are 
digitally divided into many cells which all have the same spatial coordinates; thus a large cluster 
of cells is reduced to a single dot creating the appearance of large gaps where cell density is 
highest.  In addition, SWNH aggregates are observed clustering around the beam diameter, and 
the area covered with SWNH aggregates at of the bottom of the dish expands at a similar rate as 
the region of cell death.  This suggests that SWNH aggregation may be induced through heating.  
This SWNH aggregation may obscure cells normally visible in bright field, reducing the 
measured cell density.  However, the BEAST algorithm is still capable of detecting cells partially 
covered by SWNH aggregates, reducing error associated with obscured cells.    
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Figure 5:  Viability distributions for each well.  Microscope captured calcein AM 
Fluorescence Image Mosaic with live cells visible as fluorescent green dots (far left column), 
Bright field Image Mosaic with SWNHs visible as dark aggregates and dead cells visible as 
blue stained dots (middle column), and BEAST-determined digitally combined live and 
dead cell spatial distribution graph with live cells are presented in red, and dead cells are 
presented in blue (far right column) for samples exposed to the following conditions: A) no 
SWNHs or laser irradiation and laser irradiation for B) 1 minute, C) 2 minutes,  D) 3 
minutes,  E) 4 minutes,  and F) 5 minutes in combination with SWNHs .  All wells were 
seeded with 5x105 cells and cell viability was measured 24 hours after treatment. Samples 
B-F were treated with 0.085 mg/ml SWNHs.   
 

 In Figure 6A, percent viability is plotted as a function of radial position from the dish center 
(e.g. location of irradiation) for varying treatment durations.  Viability decreases for both 
increasing duration of laser exposure and increasing proximity to the center of the dish. The near 
zero viability regions extending 3 mm in diameter for 2-3 minutes of treatment indicate regions 
of tumor cell kill for moderate durations of laser therapy.  Laser irradiation for greater durations 
than 3 minutes is required to completely eliminate cell viability at the center; however this 
treatment results in widespread cellular damage to the edge of the dish, resulting in low 
selectivity.  The high variability measured in both radial and temperature based viability 
response is indicative of the complex and variable nature of the system being measured.   

Figure 6B shows viability as a function of average temperature during treatment.  Viability 
clearly decreases with increasing temperature, and for longer heating duration of exposure at a 
constant temperature.  At one minute of laser exposure, viability remains high until the 
temperature reaches 50°C, at which time the viability drops sharply to 2% at 65°C.  There is a 
sharp reduction in viability between 55 and 60°C for one minute of thermal exposure.  At three 
minutes the viability decreases exponentially from 84% viability at 40°C to 0.15% at 70°C.  At 
four minutes an almost identical exponential decrease in viability occurs, beginning at 73% 
viability at 40°C and reducing to 0.05% viability at 70°C.  At 5 minutes, there are no temperature 
points below 45°C.  The viability begins at 2.4% at 45°C and is reduced to zero at 70°C.   
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Figure 6:  A) Viability of RENCA Cells as a function of radial distance from the dish center 
and location of irradiation for varying heating durations.  B) Percent viability as a function 
of temperature at one minute intervals of irradiation, based on mapping spatial viability 
and temperature data. Error bars represent +/- one standard deviation. 
 
Quantitative Comparison of VIA Accuracy with Manual User Counts 

In order to determine the accuracy of the BEAST under varying conditions, the cell viability 
measurements from both manual counting and the VIA program were compared.  It is important 
to note that perceived percent cell confluence and nanoparticle coverage based on visual 
inspection are often higher than that recorded by a computer. For instance visual inspection of 
Figure 7A may cause the user to conclude the confluence is nearly 90%. However, the accuracy 
of the VIA computer software can account for intracellular spacing difficult to detect by the 
human eye or microscope thereby more accurately determining the percent confluence to be only 
50% for this image. Therefore, in our future description 50% confluence as determined by the 
VIA software is considered high cell density since this would be equivalent to a highly confluent 
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state as perceived by visual inspection. For this comparison, three images each of high density 
(cells covering greater than 50% of the image) (Figure 7, A), high SWNH aggregation (images 
with greater than 5% of the image covered by SWNH aggregates) (Figure 7, B), and low density-
low SWNH aggregation images (images with cell and SWNH aggregate density lower than 5% 
and 50% respectively) (Figure 7, C) were selected to compare viability measurements between 
the VIA method and manual counting.  In images which displayed SWNH aggregation below 
5% and cell density below 50%, VIA and manual counts corresponded closely.  The VIA 
program measured viabilities which were on average 2.4% lower than the average of the manual 
counts, with a maximum undercount of 5.25% in low aggregation-low cell density images 
(Figure 7, E).  User counts for these images displayed a standard deviation of 3.5%, indicating 
that the VIA method is indistinguishable from a manual count under low aggregation-low cell 
density conditions.  In high SWNH aggregation cases, users were able to identify individual dead 
cells hidden by SWNH aggregates more easily than the VIA program, resulting in positive 
viability bias in the VIA method of 9.5% on average, and a maximum of 16.6% (Figure 7, D). 
User counts of high aggregation samples had a standard deviation of 4.5%.  Under high cellular 
concentration conditions, cell counts fell below the average of the manual counts by 24%, while 
user standard deviations were 25% of the total cell count (Figure 7, E).  Example images and 
their percent coverage of both cells and SWNHs are provided (Figure 7, A - C). 

  

 
Figure 7: Samples of imaging conditions.  A) High cellular density; 66% area covered by 
cells.  B) High aggregation sample with 8% of the image covered by SWNH aggregates.  C) 
Low density, low aggregation sample; 23% of the image composed of cells.  Image A taken 
with fluorescence microscopy with no laser or SWNH treatment.  Both B and C are bright 
field images of RENCA cells treated with 0.085 mg/ml SWNHs and 3 minutes of 40 
Watts/cm2 laser irradiation.  All images taken at 10X optical zoom. D) User and VIA 
percent viability measurement for low cell density, low and high nanoparticle aggregation 
images.  E) User and VIA cell counts for high density live cells.  Error bars indicate +/- one 
standard deviation.   
 
Discussion 
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   The BEAST viability algorithm determined the spatial temperature and viability distribution in 
vitro for RENCA cells treated with laser irradiation and SWNHs.  Image mosaics created from 
bright field and fluorescence images were converted into digital maps which numerically 
determined live and dead cell populations following one minute laser treatment increments.  
Topographically interposed temperature and digital viability maps illustrated the relationship 
between temperature elevation for varying time and cell death.  The visual correlation between 
fluorescent, bright field, and VIA-generated images qualitatively demonstrates the accuracy of 
the BEAST method.  Comparisons between VIA measurement and user counts of cell viability 
under varying cell and nanoparticle densities showed the BEAST to have an accuracy greater 
than 90% even under non ideal conditions (high SWNH aggregation, high cell density) based on 
counting 100,000 cells from 450 images across 230 mm2 in ten minutes.  Quantitative error 
analysis confirms the VIA measurement is indistinguishable from a manual count under low cell 
and nanoparticle density. The most common causes of error between manual and VIA cell counts 
were high cell density, high SWNH aggregation, poor lighting, and the ability for users to 
identify dead blue cells under nanoparticle aggregates.  The BEAST determined cell viability as 
a function of distance from the dish center and position of irradiation center providing a 
quantitative measurement of the size of the treated zone.  Use of the BEAST could be extended 
to determining the selectivity of treatments using varying nanoparticle targeting methods in 
combination with a wide array of laser parameters (e.g. irradiance, pulse duration) and 
nanoparticle types by evaluating therapy response.  
 
   While many methods for determining cell viability in vitro exist, they lack the spatial 
measurement capability of the BEAST viability algorithm.  Typical studies investigating the 
effectiveness of nanoparticle inclusion in photothermal therapy use MTT/colorimetric 
tetrazolium salt assays [88], Trypan blue [34, 103, 105], propidium iodide [106], calcein AM 
[107], or crystal violet [34] to determine viability.  MTT and crystal violet measure average 
viability across a dish.  Trypan blue, propidium iodide, and calcein AM stain cells based on their 
membrane activity, DNA exposure, or enzyme activity respectively; each of which reflects the 
viability status of the cell.  Cell monolayers stained with viability dyes are frequently imaged in a 
single location that is assumed to be representative of the entire dish, while cell suspensions 
imaged with dyes retain no spatial information [34, 103, 105, 107].   
 
   Previous studies have measured spatial cellular responses, albeit in a more limited fashion than 
the BEAST algorithm. Viability has been determined as a function of focal depth at a single 
spatial point based on the fluorescence intensity of calcein AM and ethidium homodimer-1 
staining. [108].  Previous studies have measured the distribution of temperature elevation with 
magnetic resonance thermometry and correlated this information with bulk tumor regression 
determined with calipers following laser treatment with MWNTs. However, this study did not 
quantitatively measure the distribution of cell death in the tumor which could greatly augment 
prediction of tumor response [9].  The BEAST utilizes the advantage of Digital Image Analysis 
to achieve spatial measurement of viability with cellular resolution.  Digital image analysis has 
been used by Reddy et. al. to identify individual cells against complex backgrounds [109] and by 
our group to determine cell penetration depth in  scaffolds for bone regeneration [110].  The 
BEAST builds upon these methods by increasing the scale (1 mm2 to 230 mm2), dimensionality 
(one to two dimensional cell distributions), and quantity of data analyzed to provide the first 
method for determining the spatial cell viability in vitro. In this study, individual wells routinely 
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containing over 100,000 cells across 450 images were analyzed and exported to a spreadsheet in 
less than ten minutes.  In contrast, a user manually counting 100 cells per minute would require 
over 16 hours to accomplish this task.  User analysis is impractical when considering data of this 
magnitude and with this level of accuracy.   
 
   In the illustrative experiments demonstrated in this paper, the inclusion of SWNHs in 
photothermal therapy for all laser heating durations caused rapid heating at the center of the dish 
at the site of irradiation and slower heating towards the edges of each dish (Figure 4, C).  Wells 
reached and maintained temperatures of 70°C for over 2 minutes, previously shown to be 
capable of inducing cancer cell death of 75% or more in photothermal experiments using similar 
laser and nanoparticle parameters [103].  The viability response to temperature elevation over 
time data shown in Figure 6, B is very similar to viability reductions predicted by the Arrhenius 
method, and the 1 minute viability curve strongly resembles the shape of the two state cell 
damage models demonstrated by Feng et al. [111].  The viability measured in our study is lower 
than Feng’s prediction for moderate temperatures (45-50°C) at 5 minutes exposure, and higher 
during brief exposures (1 minute) at 55°C (Figure 6, B) [111].  Variations in viability may be 
accounted for by differences in cells and heating mechanisms.  For instance, PC3 cells were used 
by Feng et al. while this study utilizes RENCA cells [111].  In addition, Feng et al. induced 
hyperthermia using constant temperature water bath which has a longer time constant for 
equilibration compared to laser heating in this study.  Traditional methods of creating a cell 
viability response curve using the Arrhenius method require the viability response at each time 
point to be measured multiple times.  In contrast, the BEAST is capable of measuring the 
viability response of over 100,000 cells in a single dish, while allowing for complex heating and 
cooling profiles to be used as input.  This could prove useful in rapidly profiling the responses of 
varying cell lines to hyperthermia.   
 
Conclusions 

In this paper a general method is introduced to determine the viability response of cancer cells 
in vitro to photothermal laser therapy.  Effective photothermal treatments of kidney cancer cells 
using carbon nanohorns were rapidly demonstrated by recording and deconvoluting 
spatiotemporal thermal data during treatment, and correlating the data with cell viability maps.  
The BEAST viability algorithm provides the capability to both quantitatively determine cell 
viability in an accurate and rapid manner with the VIA software and to qualitatively interpret 
cellular response based on microscope images of calcein AM and Trypan blue distributions.  
Other advantages of the BEAST viability algorithm include non-destructive measurement of 
viability, correlation between complex thermal exposure and cellular response, and detailed user 
feedback permitting sophisticated assessment of therapeutic effectiveness.   
 
Future Perspective 
 
   The BEAST viability method can be applied to the measurement of a variety of spatially and 
temporally varying cellular responses, such as protein expression, cellular mobility, growth, and 
differentiation in response to stimuli such as cryotherapy, electroporation, ultrasound, 
microwave, or biological signaling.  This method could be applied to other nanotherapeutics in 
order to characterize their effectiveness (viability reduction, altered protein expression, reduced 
cell migration, etc.) under varying conditions (concentration, nanoparticle type, etc.)  This 
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method is also particularly useful for cancer research, in which oxygen and nutrient gradients in 
a tumor affect cell morphology, metabolism, and phenotypical expression. In addition, fields of 
research such as tissue engineering could benefit from understanding cell differentiation and 
response to spatially distributed mechanical stimuli and cell signaling.  In the future the BEAST 
could be expanded to assess cellular response in 3D tissue scaffolds and tissue representative 
phantoms which more closely reflect the three-dimensional environment of tumors, leading to 
the development of effective treatment planning. 

 
Executive Summary 
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Specific aim 3 focuses on using tissue phantoms as a tissue representative platform, enabling the 
measurement of therapeutic effectiveness and selectivity resulting from nanoparticle mediated 
photothermal therapy.  Tissue phantoms composed of sodium alginate were used as cellular 
scaffolds, mixed with nanoparticles, and irradiated.  Sodium alginate is a highly transparent 
material, which allows cells within the phantom to be imaged using fluorescence microscopy.  
This combined with the digital quantitative methods in specific aim 2 allow for spatial viability 
measurements to be made in tissue phantoms, resulting in more accurate quantitative 
measurements of photothermal therapy in representative 3D models.  This research has been 
submitted to Nanotechnology for review.   
3D Viability Imaging of Tumor Phantoms Treated with Single Walled Carbon Nanohorns 

and Photothermal Therapy 
 

Jon Whitney, Matthew Dewitt, Bryce M. Whited, William Carswell, Alex Simon, 
Christopher G. Rylander, Marissa Nichole Rylander 

 
Abstract 
Objective: A new image analysis method called the Spatial Phantom Evaluation of Cellular 
Thermal Response in Layers (SPECTRL) is presented for assessing spatial viability response to 
nanoparticle enhanced photothermal therapy in tissue representative phantoms. 
Materials and Methods:  Sodium alginate phantoms seeded with MDA-MB-231 breast cancer 
cells and single walled nanohorns were laser irradiated with an ytterbium fiber laser at a 
wavelength of 1064 nm and irradiance of 3.8 watts/cm2 for 10-80 seconds. SPECTRL 
quantitatively assessed and correlated 3D viability with spatiotemporal temperature.  
Results and Conclusions: Based on this analysis, kill and transition zones increased from 3.7 
mm3 and 13 mm3 respectively to 44.5 mm3 and 44.3 mm3 as duration was increased from 10-80 
seconds.  SPECTRL provides a quantitative tool for measuring precise spatial treatment regions, 
providing information necessary to tailor therapy protocols. 
Key Words:  Cancer, Nanohorns, Photothermal, Spatial, Viability 
Introduction 

Cancer is currently the second leading cause of death in the United States, and is 
responsible for almost 1 out of every 4 deaths [112].  The inability of conventional cancer 
treatments (i.e. chemotherapy and radiation) to effectively treat malignant cancers which cannot 
be easily removed via surgical resection such as those in the brain, pancreas, and liver has led 
researchers to develop new cancer therapies such as irreversible electroporation [113], magnetic 
hyperthermia therapy [114], and photothermal therapy [10, 34, 35]. Specifically, photothermal 
therapy utilizes heat generated by absorbed light in the targeted tumor to produce therapeutic 
effects.  This treatment method can provide a minimally invasive and potentially more effective 
treatment alternative to conventional surgical resection of cancerous tissue [9].  Photothermal 
therapy can also be used in conjunction with photo-absorptive nanoparticles which increase heat 
generation and could be used as drug delivery platforms [10, 98].  Nanoparticles, such as Single 
Walled Carbon Nanohorns (SWNHs), enhance laser light absorption to facilitate local 
temperature elevation and cancer cell death [10, 88, 97].  Previous studies have used this effect 
to successfully eliminate flank tumors from mice [9].  However, the tumor models used to 
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evaluate photothermal therapies frequently either do not accurately represent the biological and 
heat transfer properties of tissue, or quantitative spatial viability measurements necessary to 
assess treatment margins accurately do not exist.   
 
Tumor Models 

Evaluation of photothermal therapy is most commonly conducted using biological 
models such as two-dimensional (2D) in vitro cell cultures [10, 97, 115] and in vivo animal 
models [9, 15, 113].  While these tissue models have provided useful information regarding the 
relationship between laser and nanoparticle parameters with temperature elevation, they have 
many limitations. For example, cells in 2D culture lack the diffusional gradients, cell 
morphology, cell- extracellular matrix (ECM) interactions, and mechanical stresses experienced 
by cells in vivo, and are therefore not representative of 3D tissues [36, 116].  In addition, 2D cell 
cultures submerged in media transfer absorbed heat through convection rather than 3D 
conduction; resulting in asymmetric heat distributions and thermally driven fluid flow [33].   
While in vivo animal models are the most physiologically relevant models available, they pose 
significant challenges to detailed viability measurements.  
Viability Measurement 

Because biological tissue has a high degree of optical scattering, fluorescence imaging 
cannot be used in vivo to measure viability deep within tissue [65, 117].  Instead, viability 
response to photothermal therapy in in vivo models is typically evaluated by measuring changes 
in tumor size and mouse survival length with and without treatment [9, 15, 118].  These 
macroscopic viability measurements neglect cellular level viability changes.  Other measurement 
methods such as Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TUNEL) assays provide microscopic 
evaluation of viability, but neglect spatial viability distributions by averaging viability over a 
small area [119].  Histological methods can provide spatial viability information, but are limited 
by the ease with which quantitative viability information may be obtained, and the area over 
which these measurements may be conducted.  Consequently, there is currently no method for 
rapid and quantitative evaluation of spatial viability response to tumor treatment in vivo.  There 
are several quantitative viability measurement methods available in 2D in vitro cell cultures, 
such as metabolic activity assays (MTT) [45, 119], metabolic ATP (adenosine triphosphate) 
detection [48], membrane permeability assays such as Trypan blue exclusion, [34], and calcein 
AM, a dye permeable to live cell membranes which becomes activated only in the presence of 
functional esterase [97].  Metabolic assays are limited because they are indirect measurements of 
viability, and measure overall rather than individual cellular function [45, 119].  Membrane 
exclusion dyes and fluorescent viability assays are able to assess viability in individual cells, but 
are typically sampled in specific areas to extrapolate the viability across an entire sample, or to 
measure the viability in cell suspensions [10, 34]. Recent methods developed by our group have 
been able to use fluorescent and bright field viability assays to determine spatial viability in 2D 
cell cultures, but were limited because thermal convective currents present in 2D cell cultures 
which do not accurately represent photothermal heating experienced in tissue [33]. Therefore, 
there is a need for 3D tissue models which are more physiologically and thermally representative 
of in vivo conditions than 2D cultures and permit measurements of viability and temperature 
difficult to obtain in in vivo models.   
3D In Vitro Tissue Phantom Representativeness and Viability Measurements 

Recently researchers have transitioned to using three-dimensional (3D) in vitro tumor 
models to study cancer physiology and determine response to treatments. 3D in vitro tumor 
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models (also called phantoms), such as hydrogels and electro-spun scaffolds, mimic biological 
tissue allowing them to engage in cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions such as integrin ligation, 
protein expression, ECM mediated clustering, and intracellular tension not previously afforded in 
2D cell culture [36-41]. In addition, typical 3D phantoms composed of collagen hydrogels or 
sodium alginate mimic the thermal conductivity and near infrared (NIR) optical absorption of 
tissue which are important when modeling photothermal therapy [95, 120, 121].  However, while 
many groups have developed 3D in vitro tumor models to study drug penetration and gene 
expression [122, 123] there has been little use of 3D tissue phantoms to evaluate viability 
response to photothermal therapy [124-126].  Methods commonly used to measure viability in 
3D tissue phantoms are similar to those used in 2D cell cultures in which dyed or fluorescently 
stained cells enable viability measurements as a function of either depth through optical focus 
and destructive scaffold sectioning, or short range cell migration [127-129].  However these 
methods do not measure the 3D spatial viability distributions, treatment margins, or the damage 
dealt to surrounding healthy tissue which are critical to understanding the effectiveness of 
photothermal therapy [129, 130].  The ability to measure 3D treatment margins resulting from 
photothermal therapy would provide valuable information needed to selectively treat cancerous 
tissue while minimizing damage to surrounding healthy tissue.   
Objectives 
 The goal of this work is to establish a methodology to quantitatively assess 3D viability in 
response to nanoparticle mediated photothermal therapy in a 3D in vitro tumor model. To 
demonstrate the capability of this method, 3D tumor phantoms were constructed using 
biocompatible sodium alginate hydrogels seeded with MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells.  
Single-walled carbon nanohorns (SWNH) were added to the tumor phantoms as photo-absorbers 
due to previously published work demonstrating their capability to enhance  the effectiveness of 
photothermal therapy [10].   Sodium alginate was chosen as the 3D tumor phantom material due 
to its biological compatibility, ease of use, optical transparency, ability to absorb light in the near 
NIR, and thermal conductivity which is similar to tissue, as well as its thermal stability up to 
100°C [94, 131-133].  The tumor phantoms were laser irradiated with varying exposure durations 
and cell viability was evaluated in three-dimensions using a custom LabVIEW image processing 
algorithm. This algorithm measured both the viability and spatial location of cells in three 
dimensions by imaging at multiple focal depths within the phantom.  The temperature was 
recorded in real-time during laser irradiation to correlate viability loss to spatial temperature 
distribution and exposure.  The combination of digital image analysis of fluorescently stained 
image mosaics (small images tiled together to create a larger image) [33] with the use of 3D 
tissue models was investigated.  The resulting 3D viability information provided detailed kill and 
transition zone boundaries which could help clinicians precisely plan photothermal therapy.     
Methodology 
Tumor Phantom Fabrication 

Sodium alginate was used to fabricate 3D tumor phantoms as previously described [96, 
132].   Briefly, a stock sodium alginate solution of 3.6 % w/v was created by mixing sodium 
alginate with deionized water and subsequently filtering the solution with a 0.22 micron filter for 
sterilization.  Next, the alginate solution was mixed with SWNHs at a final concentration of 
0.085 mg/ml in deionized water and 0.0425 mg/ml Pluronic to aid in SWNH suspension, based 
on previous work with these concentrations [10, 33].  Next, MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells 
were trypsinized, mixed with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) cell culture media 
(Life Technologies, Grand Island NY), centrifuged, and the supernatant was removed twice in to 
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neautralize the trypsin effects. The alginate/SWNH suspension was then mixed with media 
resulting in a final concentration of 1.5x105 cells per ml.  The final phantom solution was then 
put into a cylindrical mold (33 mm in diameter, 1.5 mm thick) and cross-linked using a 100 
mmol calcium chloride solution.  The solution was cross-linked at 37°C for 18 minutes, rinsed 
3x with PBS in order to remove excess CaCl2, and then placed in cell media immediately before 
laser treatment.   
Tumor Phantom Photothermal Treatment 

Phantoms were placed in a six well dish and maintained at 23°C prior to photothermal 
treatments.  Figure 1 illustrates the physical setup used to irradiate phantoms.  Phantoms were 
irradiated with a continuous wave, ytterbium fiber laser, YLD-5-1064-LP (IPG Photonics) at a 
wavelength of 1064 nm with an irradiance of 3.8 watts/cm2 over a 10 mm diameter area.  These 
laser parameters were selected due to effective therapeutic response previously demonstrated in 
vivo [9, 97].  A diffusing lens distributed laser irradiation over a 10 mm diameter to avoid 
ablation of the phantom.  During irradiation, the phantom was imaged with an FLIR A40 
Thermovision infra-red (IR) camera every 2 seconds to measure the surface temperature 
distribution across the phantom.  In this experiment, phantoms were irradiated for the following 
durations: 10, 20, 40, 60, and 80 seconds (n=3).  After irradiation, the phantoms were placed in 
an incubator for 24 hours before viability was measured.  To measure percent viability, live cells 
were stained with a mixture of 4 µM calcein AM in cell media for 30 min. Phantoms were then 
rinsed with fresh media, and dead cells were stained with 1.5 mM propidium iodide for 15 
minutes.  Samples were then placed in fresh cell culture media and imaged with a Leica DMI-
6000 B fluorescent microscope.  A 5x objective was used to image the cells within the phantom 
over a 10x10 grid (26.4 x 19.8 mm2 area) at each of four to twelve focal depths 500 to 125 µm 
apart respectively to determine overall 3D spatial viability as explained below. 

 
Figure 1:  Diagram of phantom irradiation experimental setup using a ytterbium fiber laser with 
a wavelength of 1064 nm and irradiance of 3.8 W/cm2.  The FLIR camera records the surface 
temperature during irradiation at two second intervals to create a spatiotemporal thermal input 
for later analysis.   
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SPECTRL Viability Mapping Algorithm  
A custom designed digital method called the Spatial Phantom Evaluation of Cellular 

Thermal Response in Layers (SPECTRL) was used to measure 3D cell viability in the tumor 
phantoms. SPECTRL is adapted from our previously described digital method of spatial cell 
viability measurement in 2D cell culture [33], and has been expanded in this work to analyze the 
spatial viability of multiple focal depths within a tissue phantom. The steps taken in the 
SPECTRL method are as follows: first, fluorescent images of cells stained with a propidium 
iodide and calcein AM viability assay were taken with a Leica DMI-6000 B fluorescent 
microscope in a 10x10 grid pattern.  In each image, dead cells were visible as red dots and live 
cells were visible as green dots (Figure 2, A).  Second, the red and green components of each 
image were separated isolating the fluorescent signals from calcein AM (live) and propidium 
iodide (dead) cells.  Third, areas containing cells were separated from non-uniform backgrounds 
using a Prewitt edge detection algorithm.  The resulting grayscale images were then applied with 
a pixel intensity threshold, converting the grayscale images of both the live and dead cells into 
binary representations.  Since out of focus cells are both larger and fainter than normal cells, they 
can be removed by using pixel and size thresholds.  The pixel and size thresholds were set to 
filter out all pixels below an intensity of 40 on a scale of 0 to 255, and of the pixels above 40 
remove any remaining clusters outside a size threshold range of 25 and 170 pixels.  These 
thresholds are based on size distributions of cells from previous studies in which thresholds were 
set to separate in-focus from out of focus cells.  Fourth, the resulting binary image, called a 
digital viability representation (DVR), encompasses all the particles identified as cells, with dead 
cells displayed as red dots and live cells displayed as blue dots (Figure 2, B).  The XY location, 
focal depth, and viability state of each cell is recorded.   Finally, both the binary and fluorescent 
images were digitally stitched together to create single larger images of the entire area imaged at 
each focal depth, called image mosaics.   

   
Figure 2:  The SPECTRL digital image analysis process.  A) Combined fluorescent image of 
dead cells stained with propidium iodide (red) and live cells stained with calcein AM (green) 
within a phantom treated with laser irradiation.  Out of focus cells are much larger and slightly 
fainter than in focus cells.  B) Binary representation of the fluorescent image created by 
SPECTRL with dead cells (red) and live cells (blue) with out of focus cells removed.   
 
 
3D Viability Data Analysis 
After fluorescent images of tissue phantoms (Figure 3, A) were converted into digital viability 
representation (DVRs), they were arranged by X, Y, and Z location into a layered DVR (Figure 
3, B).  The 3D viability data from the layered DVR can be presented in two ways.  The first is a 
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top down 2D viability analysis, called a vertical DVR, which allows for the X-Y components of 
spatial viability to be analyzed (Figure 3, C).  The second analysis method, called a radial DVR, 
examines the radial viability distribution as a function of depth into the phantom (Z-R) (Figure 3, 
D).  This radial analysis assumes vertically axis-symmetric temperature and viability response 
data and allows analysis of depth of treatment.  In both analysis methods viability reduction 
caused by photothermal treatment was separated from variability in cell viability from individual 
batches through normalization.  Viability measured in untreated regions of phantoms was on 
average 84%, with approximately +/-10% variability between individual phantoms.   

 
Figure 3: Illustration of analysis structure.  A) 3D Tissue phantoms stained with fluorescent 
viability dyes are imaged with a tiling microscope at varying focal depths.  Measurements are 
made in reference to depth through the phantom (Z axis), lateral position (X and Y axis), as well 
as radial distance from the center of irradiation (R axis).  Fluorescent images from each focal 
depth are converted into B) a layered DVR, representing 3D viability.  This 3D viability is 
analyzed C) top down, resulting in a 2D vertical DVR along the x and y axis and D) from the 
side, creating a radial DVR of average viability as a function of depth into the phantom (z-axis) 
and radial distance from the center of the dish at which irradiation occurred (r-axis). 
 
Two-Dimensional (X-Y) Viability Analysis: Vertical DVR 
After acquiring both viability and temperature data from each tissue phantom, 2D temperature 
data acquired by the FLIR thermal camera was averaged per pixel over time, generating the 
average thermal dose per pixel of the IR camera image.  Viability data was geometrically scaled 
to match temperature dimensions. This was done by assigning each temperature pixel a viability 
value based on the number of live and dead cells in the region.  Viability and temperature data 
were spatially correlated by aligning the point of maximum temperature with the center of 
irradiation at the site of maximum viability loss in the vertical DVR. The spatial 
temperature/viability data generated by this analysis was used to determine both the average 
radial viability, measured from the center of treatment, and average radial temperature, measured 
from the point of maximum temperature.   
Three-Dimensional (Z-R) Viability Analysis: Radial DVR 

In order to quantitatively compare the effect of increasing laser irradiation duration 
through the thickness of the samples, SPECTRL output can be analyzed through a radial DVR 
(Figure 3, D).   These reconstructions were created by using the cell positions and viabilities 
measured at each focal depth, averaged in concentric rings similar to the overall average radial 
viability.  These per-layer radial viability plots were then arranged by depth, and the plotted 
points were represented as colors, from red (0% normalized viability) to blue (100% normalized 
viability).  The resulting plot is a representation of the average radial viability per depth of the 
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entire 3D structure, in 2D. For qualitative comparison of the accuracy of these reconstructions, 
3D digital radial viability plots, such as those presented in figure 3, D were mirrored at the radial 
center, creating digital average viability cross sections.  These cross sections were then compared 
with physical cross sections of phantoms imaged using the microscope.  
Determination of Kill Zone and Transition Zone 
In order to determine the effectiveness of photothermal therapy in vitro at a given irradiation 
duration, both the areas of the kill zone and the transition zone were calculated from SPECTRL 
digital analysis of fluorescence images.  The kill zone was defined as the region with viability 
less than 1%.  The transition zone was defined as the region outside the kill zone, which has 
undergone significant (quantitatively defined subsequently), but not complete, cellular damage 
due to treatment.  The viability in individual images within the untreated region had a standard 
deviation of 16.6%.  Therefore, to ensure that viability losses recorded were caused by thermal 
damage resulting from treatment, a threshold of two standard deviations below the normalized 
mean, or DEE A F G DHIH ) HHIHJ, was set as the viability cutoff between treated and untreated 
regions. This ensured that a maximum of 5% of normal viability fluctuation was attributed to 
photothermal loss.  The resulting viability range for the transition zone was therefore between 
1% and 66.6%.  Untreated viability was the viability in the untreated region of the phantom 
where viability is greater than 66.6%.  These regions are displayed visually with a top down 
depiction of a phantom, and a sample radial viability graph (figure 4).  The kill zone and 
transition zone are metrics for determining the area of tissue which could be treated effectively 
(i.e. near 100% cell death), and what area of healthy tissue would suffer undesired injury.  In the 
top down vertical DVR analysis, both the kill zone and transition zone were measured in terms 
of radius (mm) and projected volume (mm3).  

 
Figure 4:  Illustration displaying the radial measurement of the size of the kill zone (completely 
treated region, A, red arrow), transition zone (region of partially damaged tissue, B, double black 
arrow), and the untreated viability (untreated region, C, double green arrow).  Error bars indicate 
+/- one standard deviation.   
 
From these radial measurements, the projected volume of both the kill and transition zones were 
calculated using the following equations: 

Eq 1.   KL9MNO&PQRR$STUV( ) W G XYQRR$ZTUV[ G \$ 
Eq 2.  KL9MNO&"]=U^Q#QTU$STUV( ) W G &X#]=U^Q#QTU[ A XYQRR$ZTUV[ ( G \ 
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The variable r represents the radius of the kill zone, and h is the thickness of the phantom, or 1.5 
mm.  This allowed for comparison between the calculated volumetric kill and transition zones 
using 2D analysis which ignore variation in viability between focal depths, and the 
measurements of kill and transition volume from 3D analysis which takes these differences into 
consideration.   

 
Results: 
2D Representation of Viability Response Data 
Figure 5 displays fluorescent image mosaics (left) compared with corresponding DVRs (center) 
and temperature maps (right) at each laser duration measured.  Fluorescent image mosaics are 
composed of individual fluorescence images taken throughout the 1.5 mm thick phantom and 
cover an area of 26 mm2 (figure 5, A-E left).  These mosaics reveal increasing levels of cellular 
damage (visible as areas of PI red stained cells) surrounded by areas which have not undergone 
significant cellular damage (areas of calcein AM green stained cells).  Both the kill zone area 
(area of dead cells only) and treatment zone (area of reduced cell viability) increased with greater 
laser irradiation duration. A live-dead analysis was performed by the digital image analysis 
program SPECTRL, and a vertical DVR was created from SPECTRL output. This DVR shows 
the XY location of live and dead cells as blue and red dots respectively (figure 5, A-E center).  
Figure 5, A-E right displays corresponding temperature maps which indicate that the temperature 
rises over successively larger areas as laser irradiation duration increases.  Viability is visibly 
reduced in a relatively small zone at the lowest durations (10 sec) of laser exposure, as is 
indicated by the presence of propidium iodide (red) staining at the center of treatment (figure 5, 
A).  The area of viability reduction increases from a 3.5 mm diameter at 10 seconds to 
approximately 9 mm in diameter at 80 seconds (figure 5, A-E).  At the highest durations of laser 
exposure, the laser also began to melt the phantom.  This melting is undesirable from a clinical 
and experimental standpoint, and serves as a probable upper bound for a useful combination of 
laser fluence, laser duration, and nanoparticle concentration (figure 5, E).   
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Figure 5: Fluorescent image mosaic of treated area in phantom with propidium iodide (dead 
stain) is shown in red, calcien AM (live stain) is shown in green (Left), vertical DVR output, 
constructed from the fluorescent images (Center), and thermal image collected by the IR camera 
during irradiation (Right) for samples treated with 10, 20, 40, 60, and 80 seconds of laser 
irradiation (A-E, respectively). 
 
 
 
 
Radial Temperature and Viability in 3D tumor phantoms via photothermal heating 
Figure 6 displays both viability (solid lines) and temperature (dashed lines) as a function of 
radial distance from the beam center of irradiation and laser irradiation duration.  IR camera 
images taken during laser irradiation of tissue phantoms reveal rapid temperature increases at the 
center of irradiation, as well as constant heat conduction outward from the center.  The 10 second 
irradiation tests resulted in a temperature increase of 30°C at the center, while the 60 second tests 
showed a 65°C increase.  Additionally, the figure illustrates temperature increases which are 
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highest at the beam center of irradiation, resulting in lesser increases in temperature radially 
outwards over time.  This increasing temperature surpasses 42°C, the previously identified 
temperature thresholds to cause cellular damage, in radially increasing areas [58, 134, 135].  For 
example after 10 seconds of irradiation an area with a diameter of 4 mm exceeded 42°C, while 
after 60 seconds of irradiation an area with a diameter of 8.8 mm reached temperatures higher 
than 42°C (figure 6).  Temperature variation between phantoms remained low (average standard 
deviation = 1.26 °C), indicating low variation in the SWNH concentration and distribution 
between phantoms.  This consistency persisted up to durations of 60 seconds of laser irradiation.  
Between 60 and 80 seconds of laser irradiation, the temperature at the center of several phantoms 
exceeded 100°C causing the phantom to melt.  This resulted in a high degree of temperature 
variability between samples.   

Figure 6 displays viability (solid lines) as a function of both radial distance from the 
beam center and laser irradiation duration.  Radial viability was calculated by averaging radial 
viability over all focal depths.  The maximum radial viability of each set of phantoms exposed to 
the same laser irradiation duration was normalized to 100% for comparison (figure 6, right 
vertical axis).  The viability data shows a strong correlation between increasing laser irradiation 
duration, and expansion of area with reduced viability. Several conclusions may be drawn from 
the combination of radial viability and temperature data.  First, in all irradiation durations longer 
than 10 seconds, the radius of each kill zone very closely correlates with the point where the 
radial temperature achieves 55°C, suggesting the lethal temperature threshold for this phantom 
system is not duration dependent (figure 6).  Conversely, the temperature which correlates with 
the outer edge of the transition zone (66% viability) decreases with increasing duration of 
irradiation. Figure 6 shows that at 10 seconds, the 66% viability benchmark was achieved at 
48°C. At longer durations, the same benchmark was achieved at 45°C, 42°C, 41°C, and 40°C, at 
20, 40, 60, and 80 seconds, respectively.  This suggests that the temperature required to cause a 
transition zone with laser irradiation is duration dependent, and that lower durations require 
higher temperatures. The nonzero viability observed at 80 seconds was caused by regions of 
burned phantom which auto-fluoresce at the emission wavelength of calcein AM (515 nm).  This 
induced auto-fluorescence may be identified by SPECTRL as live cells, causing a false positive 
reading.  This identifiable error is low, (<10%) but indicates that this system may read the 
viability of auto-fluorescent or burned tissue incorrectly.   
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Figure 6: Normalized percent viability (solid lines) and temperature (dashed lines) as a function 
of radial distance for varying durations of laser exposure.  Error bars indicate +/- one standard 
deviation.   
 
Determination of Kill, Transition, and Treatment Zones 

Figure 7 shows kill and transition zone size resulting from varying durations of laser 
exposure calculated from the vertical DVR analysis.  The kill zone and transition zones 
expanded with increasing laser duration.  This expansion over time is caused by thermal energy 
conducting outward, killing cells further away from the center as irradiation duration increases.   
A best fit logarithmic curve to the radial increase in kill zone size with an R2 value of 0.85 was 
found, where radius(kill zone) = 1.44*ln(t)-2.68, where t is time in seconds. This resulted in an 
average increase of 0.036 mm/s over the first 80 seconds of irradiation.  The kill zone radius size 
experienced exponential decay plateauing at approximately a 3.3 mm radius at 60 seconds, 
suggesting that there may be an upper limit to the maximum size of the kill zone.  In addition, 
the radius of the transition zone remained fairly constant at an average of 1.28 mm throughout 
the variety of laser durations while increases in the kill zone radius decreased over time (figure 7 
A).  The result is a treatment zone (kill + transition zone) which increased at a decaying rate, and 
plateaus at 4.53 mm.  However the variation in the volume of the transition and treatment zones 
increased with longer laser duration.  This suggests that multiple treatments utilizing shorter 
duration laser pulses could allow for greater control over treatment boundaries.  In addition, 
variability of kill zone radial size between samples was extremely small (on average less than +/-
0.05 mm); indicating that precise control over kill zone boundaries using nanoparticle mediated 
photothermal therapy is possible.   

These radial increases in kill and transition zone over time equate to increasing projected 
kill and transition zone volumes using the equations described in the methodology (figure 7, B).  
The kill zone volume increased logarithmically, plateauing at 52.5mm3 at 80 seconds.    The kill 
zone volume can be approximated with a logarithmic equation volume(kill zone)=24.19*ln(t) – 
51.56, which has a R2 fit of 0.899. The volume of the transition zone increased linearly at 
approximately 0.55mm3/s.  This results in a combined kill and transition zone volume which 
plateaus at 97.5mm3 and may be approximated with the logarithmic curve volume(kill + transition) = 
17.87*ln(t)-27.55 with an R2 fit value of 0.987.  Again, the fact that the kill + transition zone 
volume reach a steady-state level suggests that using laser irradiation of 3.8 watts/cm2 and a 
SWNH concentration of 0.085 mg/ml results in a maximum treatment volume with increasing 
time.   
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Figure 7:  Kill, transition, and kill + transition zone volumes calculated from vertical DVR 
analysis.  A) Radial size and B) volume of the kill zone and transition zone as a function of 
irradiation duration.  Projected volume is based on vertical DVR analysis and assumed phantom 
thickness of 1.5mm.  Error bars indicate +/- one standard deviation. 
 
3D Viability Analysis through the Thickness of Tumor Phantoms 

Figure 8 left column shows cross-sectional images of individual phantoms on the 
microscope after 10, 20, 40, and 60 seconds of irradiation, which mirror the digitally constructed 
viability measurements created by measuring viability at each focal depth and averaging the 
viability at each radial point (right column, figure 8).  Irradiation was directed from the top 
down, and radial distance from the beam center of irradiation increases horizontally from the 
center. The kill zone is visible in the fluorescent cross sections as the region at the center which 
is almost entirely stained red with propidium iodide, while the untreated region is visible as cells 
stained primarily with calcein AM (green).  The kill zone (viability less than 1%) is visible in the 
radial DVR as red, the untreated region (viability greater than 66%), is visible as teal and blue 
regions and the transition zone (viability greater than 1% and lower than 66%) is visible in 
orange and yellow.  The similarity between the physical cross sections and digital viability maps 
show how it is possible to re-create 3D viability within solid tissue non-destructively by 
analyzing images taken at sequential focal depths.  In addition, the digital viability images 
illustrate how short duration laser irradiation results in a cone-shaped viability loss with the 
widest part of the kill zone at the top where the laser initially contacts the phantom (figure 8, 10 
seconds).  Additional temperature measurements indicate that after 10 seconds of irradiation the 
center of the top of the phantom reaches an average temperature of 5°C hotter than the center of 
the bottom of the phantom, and this temperature gradient decreases with increasing laser 
irradiation duration (data not shown).  At 20 seconds of laser irradiation the kill zone became 
increasingly uniform from top to bottom (figure 8, 20 seconds).  At 40 seconds of irradiation the 
kill zone had expanded radially outward, and had a slightly larger kill zone at the bottom of the 
phantom which could be caused by convective cooling at the top surface of the phantom.  This 
trapezoid shaped kill zone continues to expand at the bottom of the phantom from 40 to 80 
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seconds of irradiation, resulting in a kill zone which is 0.8 mm in diameter larger at the bottom 
than the top, and a transition zone which is 5.6 mm in diameter larger at the bottom compared to 
the top. This may be caused by a variety of factors including greater convective cooling at the 
top of the phantom which could result in higher temperatures and lower viability at the bottom of 
the phantom.  Figure 8 also illustrates phantom material lost at the top surface directly under 
laser irradiation is detectable as an absence of data shown as white, or absent pixels.  This could 
be caused by a number of factors, including phantom dehydration and physical ablation resulting 
from laser treatment.    

 
Figure 8: Demonstration and validation of 3D viability measurement.  Left Column: 
Fluorescently imaged physical cross sections of tissue phantom with live cells stained green with 
calcein AM and dead cells stained red with propidium iodide.  Right Column: Corresponding 
average radial viability measurement from non-destructive imaging mirrored and scaled to match 
the fluorescent cross section.  Fluorescent images are contrast enhanced to improve visibility. 
 
Quantitative 3D Kill, Transition, and Treatment Zones 

Quantitative analysis of 3D viability data was conducted to determine the volume of kill 
zone, transition zone, and non-treated tissue shown in figure 9.  This figure demonstrates how the 
volume of photothermally treated tissue increases with longer irradiation duration.  From 10 to 
60 seconds the kill zone increases from 3.7 mm3 to 44.5 mm3, while the transition region 
increases from 13 mm3 to 44.3 mm3.  The slope of the volume of the combined transition and kill 
zones approximately follows a logarithmic curve: _`abc,&YQRRd#]=U^Q#QTU( ) eEIHf 9:&8( A
ggDIHhf, where t is the duration of laser irradiation in seconds.  Figure 9 A demonstrates both 
the volume of treatment, and the variability of samples.  The average standard deviation for the 
kill and transition zone volume are 9.95 mm3 and 13.35 mm3 respectively.   
Comparison of 2D Projection and 3D Measurements of Kill and Transition Volume 

Differences between the 2D projected kill and transition volumes and measured 3D kill 
and transition volumes are displayed in figure 9, B.  When compared with 3D analysis, the 2D 
analysis which adds cells across all focal depths and takes a viability measurement of that group 
slightly underestimates both the kill zone and transition zone volume for durations between 10 
and 20 seconds.  This is caused by high viability at the bottom of the phantom during short 
irradiation durations which positively biases the 2D viability analysis.  High viability at the 
bottom of the phantom (side facing away from the laser) is detected by 3D analysis, while 
lowering the projected kill zone volume with 2D analysis.  In addition, 2D projected kill and 
transition volumes are slightly larger than the volumes measured using 3D analysis for 
irradiation durations greater than 20 seconds, again caused by uneven viability distributions top 
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to bottom.  In addition the variability resulting from the two measurement methods is distinct; 
standard deviations are 5.13 mm3 and 10.93 mm3 for the 2D kill and transition projection 
volumes and 9.95 mm3 and 13.35 mm3 for the 3D kill and transition zone volumes respectively.   
Because 2D analysis averages viability across all focal depths, viability variations in the Z 
direction are not considered.  This leads to an underestimation of the viability variation within 
the phantom.  This variation is detected in 3D analysis, making 3D analysis a more accurate 
measurement of both treatment volume and variation within samples.   

 
Figure 9: Volume of kill and transition zones and comparison between projected 2D analysis 
and measured 3D analysis.  A) Volumetric measurement of kill zone, transition zone, and 
untreated volume within a 6 mm radius from the center of irradiation as a function of duration of 
laser exposure.  B) Comparison of 2D projected kill and transition zone volumes and 3D 
measurements of kill and transition zone volumes.  Error bars indicate +/- one standard 
deviation.   
Discussion 

Previous work has demonstrated the ability of photothermal therapy to kill cancer cells 
using nanoparticles such as single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [2-4], multi-walled carbon 
nanotubes (MWNTs) [5, 7-9], SWNHs [10, 11], and gold nanoshells [12-14].  However, these 
experiments frequently utilize cell monolayers which do not have the same heat transfer 
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characteristics or 3D structure as live tissue.  3D tissue models have the capacity to dramatically 
improve the clinical relevance and detail of information provided by in vitro studies compared to 
2D cell culture [116].   This study demonstrates how phantoms incorporating cells and SWNHs 
provide the ability to create a 3D thermally representative environment in which the 3D viability 
can be quantified in response to varying treatment parameters. This work has also demonstrated 
the ability of the SPECTRL method to determine the influence of irradiation duration on 2D and 
3D temperature and viability response in 3D tissue phantoms.  This is important for measuring 
the variability of viability response to photothermal parameters, determining the relationship 
between thermal exposure and viability response, and identifying the size of the transition zone 
surrounding the kill zone.  It is probable that spatial viability measurements of transition zones 
resulting from photothermal therapy have not been made because the spatial precision of tumor 
treatment is irrelevant in 2D cell monolayers and unimportant in mouse flank tumors where 
excess thermal damage is unlikely to harm vital organs [9, 10, 15, 97]. Understanding the 
volume of the kill and transition zones is critical for planning tumor treatment where damage to 
healthy tissue surrounding a tumor is undesirable, such as in brain and pancreatic cancer [136, 
137].   

The radial temperature profile observed in figure 5 correlates with the viability response 
which is symmetric to the radial beam profile.  This treatment profile is more representative of 
the symmetric kill zones observed after laser photothermal heating of tissue [138, 139] as 
compared to the asymmetric temperature and kill zones typically observed using cell monolayers 
culture models [33].  The treatment zone also corresponds with the shape of light propagation 
predicted by Monte Carlo simulations [97, 140].   

The concentration of SWNHs used was selected because previous studies have 
demonstrated that it is high enough to cause large temperature increases in combination with 
laser irradiation, while remaining fully in suspension [10, 33].  The laser fluence used in this 
study, 3.8 watts/cm2, compares closely with fluences of NIR lasers used in other in vivo 
nanoparticle mediated photothermal therapy studies (3 and 4 watts/cm2 respectively) [9, 97].  
However the temperature increases of 70°C in 60 seconds observed in this study are significantly 
higher than the temperature increases of 15 and 50 degrees in 60 seconds observed in those same 
in vivo studies.  This could be caused by a number of factors such as the uncertainty of 
nanoparticle concentration within the mouse tumor, variation between nanoparticle types, and 
cooling in in vivo models due to blood circulation. The laser fluence used in this study is also 
significantly lower (3.8 as compared to 40 watts/cm2) than a previous in vitro cell monolayer 
study conducted by our group, despite resulting in higher temperature increases (68°C vs. 30°C 
rise in 60 seconds) [10]. This is likely due to evaporative heat losses, as well as higher thermal 
convection and conduction present in liquid media cell cultures.  

The SPECTRL digital viability assessment used in the current study is similar to the 
digital image analysis method previously developed by our group to assess viability response to 
photothermal therapy in 2D cell monolayers which was verified by quantitative comparison with 
manual viability counts [10].  The strong resemblance between the images of the fluorescence 
viability assay and the vertical DVRs in figure 5 qualitatively supports the accuracy of the 
SPECTRL method.  The spatial information provided by this method allows for additional 
conclusions to be drawn regarding the relationship between the treatment parameters and the 
viability response.  For example, the volume of intersection between the laser beam and tissue 
phantom can be approximated using the laser beam diameter (10 mm) and phantom thickness 
(1.5 mm).  These dimensions create a volumetric intersection of approximately 118 mm3, which 
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is similar in magnitude to the total treatment volume measured, and suggests that the treatment 
volume may be partially dependent on laser beam diameter.  In addition, the transition and kill 
zones expanded symmetrically away from the irradiation center at a logarithmic rate, suggesting 
that treatment zone volume increases could be predicted with reasonable accuracy.  This study 
also demonstrates that for the laser and nanoparticle parameters used, the kill and transition 
zones both increase at very similar rates, suggesting that in order to achieve a high kill zone to 
transition zone ratio it may be necessary to use a different set of laser or nanoparticle parameters, 
such as a pulsed laser, higher fluence, or more concentrated nanoparticle delivery.   

In addition to providing information about the kill and transition zone volumes, the 
combined temperature and viability data in figure 6 establish the minimum temperature 
thresholds necessary to induce cellular damage (40°C+).  This finding is similar to studies which 
assert that temperatures in excess of 42°C must be reached to initiate cell damage [58, 134, 135]. 
The viability and temperature distributions also provide minimum combined temperature and 
exposure durations in order to achieve total cell death, such as 55°C for 80 seconds (figure 6).  
These temperature thresholds could be used to compare the effects of varying laser and 
nanoparticle parameters on cells, and therefore evaluate different methods of delivering 
photothermal therapy.   

The accuracy of viability measurements was also verified through qualitative comparison 
of reconstructed 3D viability with fluorescently imaged cross sections of treated phantom.  The 
viability response as a function of depth in the phantom supports previous research indicating 
that reducing irradiation duration, potentially through the use of pulsed lasers may result in 
shallow treatment, and that longer duration of laser irradiation can result in cell death deep 
within tissue [9, 141].  Therefore varying irradiation duration may be useful in planning 
treatment or targeting tumors on the surface or deeply embedded in tissue.  In addition the 
comparison between 2D and 3D measurements reveal how measurements ignoring variation 
within the third dimension of tissue may make measurement errors in both the magnitude and 
variation of viability response.   
Conclusion 

In this study a new method of digitally measuring viability in tissue phantoms was 
introduced, demonstrated, and qualitatively evaluated for its ability to determine 3D viability 
response to photothermal therapy.  While 3D tissue phantoms do not reproduce physiological 
features such as blood flow or other heterogeneities found within tissue, they may serve as 
important sources of photothermal therapy efficacy data difficult to obtain in vivo.  Precise 
control over nanoparticle concentration, tissue geometry, and thermal conditions make the use of 
sodium alginate phantoms an appealing medium for assessing the effectiveness of photothermal 
therapies.  In the future the ability to make detailed measurements of cell viability within 3D 
tissue phantoms could be expanded beyond photothermal therapy to include the study of cell 
migration, growth, and other responses to spatially distributed stimuli.  The combination of 
representative 3D cellular environments with clinically relevant 3D viability responses makes 
SPECTRL analysis a valuable method of evaluating photothermal therapy.   
Future Perspective 

  In the future the ability to make detailed measurements of cell viability within 3D tissue 
phantoms could be expanded beyond photothermal therapy to include the study of cell migration, 
growth, and other responses to spatially distributed stimuli.  The combination of representative 
3D cellular environments with clinically relevant spatial viability measurements makes 
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SPECTRL analysis a valuable method for evaluating tumor response to photothermal therapy 
alone or in combination with nanoparticles.   
Executive Summary 
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 The research from specific aim 3 was able to measure the viability response of cancer cells to 
photothermal therapy in a tissue model which was more representative of tissue than cell 
monolayers.  Determining the difference between heat delivery and tissue models required a 
method of comparing the viability responses in these different systems.  These comparisons can 
made by fitting the viability responses to thermal damage models, and then determining the 
differences between modeled responses.  This work has been submitted to the International 
Journal of Hyperthermia.   
 
Arrhenius parameter determination as a function of heating method and cellular 
microenvironment based on spatial cell viability analysis  
Jon Whitney, William Carswell, Nichole Rylander 
Purpose: Predictions of injury in response to photothermal therapy in vivo are frequently made 
using Arrhenius parameters obtained from cell monolayers exposed to laser or water bath 
heating.  However, the impact of different heating methods and cellular microenvironments on 
Arrhenius predictions has not been thoroughly investigated.  This study determined the influence 
of heating method (water bath and laser irradiation) and cellular microenvironment (cell 
monolayers and tissue phantoms) on Arrhenius parameters and spatial viability. 
Methods: MDA-MB-231 cells seeded in monolayers and sodium alginate phantoms were heated 
with a water bath for 3-20 minutes at 46, 50, and 54 °C or laser irradiated (wavelength of 1064 
nm and fluences of 40 watts/cm2 or 3.8 watts/cm2 for 0-4 minutes) in combination with 
photoabsorbtive carbon nanohorns.  Spatial viability was measured using digital image analysis 
of cells stained with calcein AM and propidium iodide and used to determine Arrhenius 
parameters.  The influence of microenvironment and heating method on Arrhenius parameters 
and capability of parameters derived from more simplistic experimental conditions (e.g. water 
bath heating of monolayers) to predict more physiologically relevant systems (e.g. laser heating 
of phantoms) were assessed.  

Results: Arrhenius predictions of the treated area (<1% viable) under-predicted the measured 
areas in photothermally treated phantoms by 23 mm2 using water bath treated cell monolayer 
parameters, 26 mm2 using water bath treated phantom parameters, 27 mm2 using photothermally 
treated monolayer parameters, and 0.7 mm2 using photothermally treated phantom parameters.   
Conclusions: Heating method and cellular microenvironment influenced Arrhenius parameters, 
with heating method having the greater impact. 
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 Photothermal therapy is an actively researched tumor treatment method which results in 
spatially distributed cell death and can utilize photo-absorptive nanoparticles such as single 
walled carbon nanohorns (SWNHs) to convert near infra-red (NIR) irradiation into heat within 
tissue models [97, 103, 142].  A great deal of research has been dedicated to the investigation of 
the relationship between thermal exposure and cellular injury [56, 92, 143-146].  Previous 
research has quantified thermal injury dealt to sectioned and live tissue using ethidium 
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homodimer and histological analysis [54, 56, 143, 147].  Other groups have examined the impact 
of hyperthermia specifically on heat shock proteins [21, 148, 149], or individual organs [150].  
Significant progress has been made in identifying applications and limitations associated with 
existing thermal injury models [134, 144, 146, 151, 152]. 

Many research groups use viability data from constant temperature or photothermally 
heated cell monolayers to predict the spatial viability response of cancer cells and tumors to 
photothermal therapy [45, 97].  The use of viability response data obtained from experiments is 
critical for clinical photothermal treatment planning.  However, viability response to elevated 
temperatures has been shown to vary as a function of heating rate, maximum temperature, and 
cellular attachment [56, 145, 149].  In addition, cell monolayers lack the diffusional gradients, 
cell morphology, cell-extracellular matrix (ECM) interactions, and mechanical stresses 
experienced by cells in vivo, which influences their response to treatment  [36, 116].  Cell 
monolayers submerged in media also transfer heat through convection rather than conduction, 
making them less representative of photothermally treated tissue compared to 3D in vitro 
models.  Variations in cell microenvironment and heating method are expected to impact spatial 
viability response in tissue.    
 Our group has determined the spatial viability response of photothermally treated 2D cell 
monolayers [33] and more thermally and physiologically representative sodium alginate 
phantoms.  These studies indicated that both phantoms and cell monolayers treated with 
photothermal therapy exhibited distinct regions of complete cell death and peripheral regions of 
viable cells with the contour of the viability profile significantly changing as a function of 
duration of laser irradiation.  However, the size and shape of these regions could not be directly 
compared for photothermally treated cell monolayers and phantoms due to their highly dissimilar 
temperature distributions.  This is partially due to the fact that 2D cell monolayers experience 
thermal convection which results in asymmetric viability profiles, while 3D phantoms experience 
heat transfer through conduction leading to more symmetric viability profiles as is typical of heat 
transfer in vivo.  However, the impacts of both cellular microenvironment (2D cell monolayers 
vs. 3D tissue phantoms) and heating method (photothermal vs. constant temperature heating) on 
viability response are unknown.  Comparing the viability and associated injury response as a 
function of cellular microenvironment and heating methods requires a basis for comparison such 
as the Arrhenius model.   
 The Arrhenius model is a widely accepted thermal injury model which utilizes 
experimentally derived parameters: A, the frequency factor which typically varies between A = 
1x1020 and 1x10105 s-1, and Ea, the activation energy which generally ranges  between 1x105 and 
9x105 J/mol [58].  The Arrhenius model has been used to quantify thermal injury response in cell 
monolayers [149, 152, 153], cell suspensions  [145], and tissue samples  [54, 56, 143, 147] 
exposed to photothermal and constant temperature heating, but to our knowledge no other groups 
have determined Arrhenius parameters for tissue phantoms using spatial quantitative temperature 
and viability measurements on these systems.  Arrhenius parameters have been shown to change 
with variation in heating rate, maximum temperature, cell line, and degree of cell adhesion (cells 
attached to surfaces or in suspension) [56, 145, 149].   

Experimentally determining Arrhenius parameters in vitro typically incorporates a tissue-
representative experimental system, thermal exposure for differing durations, and the 
quantification of the viability resulting from this exposure Tissue models which have been used 
to evaluate thermal injury include cell monolayers [10, 154] and in vivo models [9, 16].  These 
systems offer advantages for producing predictive Arrhenius parameters, however many also 
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have drawbacks which decrease the accuracy of these parameters. Monolayers provide easily 
measured and detailed spatial injury profiles, but fail to represent microenvironments and 
thermal properties which would mimic the actual response of tissue to therapy [33].  In vivo 
models can use magnetic resonance thermal imaging (MRTI) to accurately determine spatial 
thermal profiles in photothermally treated tissue, however the viability measurement methods 
which provide spatial information in vivo either rely on physiological changes which indicate 
whether injury has occurred, or manual histological analysis [54, 155].  Since histological 
analysis is conducted manually on the micro-scale, it can either be used to determine viability 
quantitatively over small distances, or qualitatively over larger ones.  It is reasonable to suggest 
that systems which are both thermally and physiologically similar to tissue, and also allow for 
quantitative measurements of spatial viability or injury, are preferred over non-representative or 
non-spatial systems to plan photothermal treatment.  Sodium alginate tissue phantoms are a 
biocompatible immobilization matrix which provide a 3D representative cellular 
microenvironment, yield similar thermal conductivity as tissue and optical absorption in the near 
infrared spectra, while providing a transparent matrix which may be easily imaged to obtain 3D 
viability response data [94, 156].  These properties make sodium alginate an appealing cellular 
matrix for determining the viability response to NIR photothermal therapy.   To the author’s 
knowledge, Arrhenius parameters have not been determined in phantoms before.   
 Determining accurate Arrhenius parameters for photothermal therapy may require the 
application of appropriate transient heating and cellular microenvironments with similar thermal 
properties as tissue.  Arrhenius parameters are typically determined following steady state water 
bath heating of cell monolayers [152] or fixed temperature plate heating of thin slab tissue 
sections for controlled durations [143]. These isothermal heating methods do not take into 
consideration the rate of thermal increase experienced during transient photothermal heating, 
which has been shown to affect Arrhenius parameters [145]. Furthermore, the spatially varying 
thermal dose inherent with photothermal therapy is not embodied in these isothermal methods.  
 Experimentally determined Arrhenius parameters may also be impacted by the methods 
used to evaluate viability response.  Common methods for measuring viability in vitro such as 
MTT (3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-Yl)-2,5-Diphenyltetrazolium Bromide) /colorimetric tetrazolium 
salt assays [142], trypan blue [34, 103, 105], propidium iodide [106], ethidium homodimer [145], 
calcein AM [107], and crystal violet assays [34] can determine average viability across the 
sample, but are not typically used to measure spatially distributed viability associated with laser 
heating.  Photothermal therapy has been shown to generate areas of incomplete thermal injury, 
termed ‘transition zones’, which cannot be quantified using binary or non-spatial viability 
analysis [33]. Because of this, non-spatial viability measurement methods cannot account for 
spatial viability variations associated with photothermal therapy. 

Our group has developed methods which quantitatively determine spatial viability 
responses in both 2D cell monolayers and 3D tissue phantoms [33].  These methods use a 
thermal camera to determine the spatio-temporal temperature experienced in a photothermally 
treated system and utilizes digital image analysis of fluorescently stained cells with tiling 
microscopy to generate spatial viability measurements. This method has been used  to accurately 
quantify the size of regions of complete cell death and transition zones containing partially 
treated areas of monolayers exposed to photothermal therapy [33].   Existing non-spatial viability 
measurement methods would not have been capable of this analysis.   However, to the author’s 
knowledge, spatial viability of 2D cell monolayers or 3D phantoms exposed to varying heating 
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methods (water bath and photothermal therapy) have not been previously used to generate 
Arrhenius parameters.   

This paper compares the Arrhenius parameters determined from systems with different 
heating methods and cellular microenvironments and their resulting viability predictions 
generated from spatio-temporal temperature data.   Quantitative digital analysis methods 
developed by our group were used to determine the spatial viability and utilize this information 
for the first time to determine Arrhenius parameters [33].  Arrhenius parameters were determined 
from cellular monolayers exposed to steady state water bath heating, cellular monolayers 
exposed to photothermal therapy, cells suspended in sodium alginate phantoms treated with 
steady state water bath heating, and cells suspended in sodium alginate phantoms treated with 
photothermal therapy.  The 2D spatial viability predictions resulting from each set of Arrhenius 
parameters and measured spatio-temporal temperature profiles were compared with the measured 
spatial viability of photothermally treated phantoms using custom developed digital analysis 
methods.  These quantitative comparisons of spatial viability predictions allow for the 
significance of transient heating and 3D microenvironments to be determined. 
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Experimental Method 
 This paper determines Arrhenius parameters for systems with one of two cellular 
microenvironments and one of two heating methods.  These Arrhenius parameters were used to 
create spatial predictions of viability in photothermally treated phantoms.  These predictions 
were compared with measured viability in photothermally treated phantoms using custom-
designed software to determine accuracy.   
Cellular Systems 

Two types of cellular microenvironments were used in the experiments (Figure 1, A). 
The first microenvironment used was a cell monolayer.  MDA-MB-231 cells were plated at a 
concentration of 100,000 cells/ml onto 25 cm2 flasks (Becton Dickinson Labware, Franklin 
Lakes, NJ) when heated with a water bath and or on six-well dishes (Corning Incorporated, 
Corning, NY) at the same concentration when exposed to laser heating. 

The second microenvironment used was a sodium alginate phantom which functioned as 
a 3D tumor platform.  Sodium alginate phantoms were used due to their biocompatibility, 
representative thermal properties, and optical transparency in the visual spectrum which enabled 
uninhibited imaging [94].  A stock sodium alginate solution of 3.6 % was created by mixing 
sodium alginate with deionized water and subsequently filtering the solution with a 0.22 micron 
filter for sterilization.  Next, the alginate solution was mixed with single walled carbon 
nanohorns (SWNHs) at a final concentration of 0.085 mg/ml and Pluronic (Biotium, Inc.) at a 
final concentration of 0.0425 mg/ml to aid in SWNH suspension.  SWNHs increase the efficacy 
of photothermal therapy in vitro by increasing absorption at NIR wavelengths, and thus peak 
temperatures reached [10].  Next, MD-MBA 231 breast cancer cells were mixed with trypsin to 
place cells in suspension and washed twice with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) 
(Life Technologies, Grand Island NY) to remove trypsin. The alginate/SWNH suspension was 
then mixed with 2 ml cells suspended in DMEM at a concentration of 1.5x105 cells per ml.  The 
final phantom solution was then placed in a cylindrical mold (1.3” in diameter, 0.06” thick) and 
cross-linked using a 100 mmol calcium chloride solution.  The solution was left to crosslink at 
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37°C for 18 minutes, rinsed 3x with phosphate bufferered saline (PBS) in order to remove excess 
CaCl2, and then placed in DMEM to maintain cell viability.   

A different form of the phantom microenvironment used was sodium alginate phantom 
beads (small spherical phantoms) created to determine the Arrhenius parameters associated with 
water bath heating. Phantom beads were selected due to their high surface area to volume ratio 
which allows for rapid heating and cooling, while still simulating a 3D microenvironment.  The 
phantom beads were created using an identical mixture of cells in sodium alginate solution as the 
sodium alginate phantoms, but were formed by pipetting droplets (~100µl) of sodium alginate 
into calcium chloride and allowing crosslinking for 15 minutes.   

 

 
Figure 1: The method used to generate isothermal and photothermal Arrhenius parameters.   A) 
Cellular systems included cellular monolayers, phantom beads, and tissue phantoms. B) Heating 
methods included hot water baths and SWNH mediated photothermal therapy. C) Viability in 
each system was measured and plotted using digital imaging of fluorescently stained cells. D) 
Temperature for photothermal therapy was recorded using a thermal camera.  E) Viability 
response and temperature profiles were fit with the Arrhenius model, and the Arrhenius 
parameters Ea and A which best fit the system were identified.   
 
Heating Method 

Two types of heating methods (Figure 1, B) were applied to the cellular systems. The 
first heating method used was a constant temperature Lab RTE 7 water bath system (Thermo 
Scientific, Albuquerque, NM).  24 hours after cells were seeded in 25 cm2 flasks, cell media was 
replaced with pre-heated PBS to rapidly acclimate cells to the water bath temperature.  Since it 
has been noted that best fit Arrhenius parameters change at approximately 43°C and 54°C [152], 
water bath temperatures of 46°C, 50°C, and 54°C were selected to optimize the Arrhenius 
parameters across a wide range of temperatures.  Flasks were immediately placed in a Neslab 
RTE 7 (Thermo Scientific) hot water circulator and acclimated for 5, 10, 15, and 20 minutes at 
46 °C, and for 3, 6, 9, and 12 minutes at 50 and 54 °C.  After heating, the PBS in the flasks were 
collected and mixed with 22°C PBS and 37°C media was immediately added to the 25 cm2 
flasks.  The PBS was then centrifuged, the supernatant was removed, and centrifuged cells were 
placed back into each flask.  This ensured that any cells which detached during the heating 
process were accounted for. To heat phantom beads in water baths, approximately 10 beads were 
placed in each of 12 sealing plastic bags (SC Johnson, Racine, WI) with 2 ml of media.  These 
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bags were submerged in water using the same durations and temperatures as the water bath 
heated monolayers.    

The second heating method used was nanoparticle-mediated photothermal therapy, which 
uses SWNHs to generate sufficient heat to induce cell death.    For cell monolayer experiments, 3 
ml DMEM cell media containing a concentration of 0.085 mg/ml SWNHs were added to MDA-
MB-231 cell monolayers.  Cells were irradiated for 1-4 minutes with a YLD-5-1064-LP pumped 
diode laser (IPG Photonics) at a wavelength of 1064 nm and fluence of 40 watts/cm2 (5 watts, 4 
mm diameter).  Phantoms were irradiated with the same laser for durations of 10-80 seconds at a 
fluence of 3.8 watts/cm2 (3 watts, 10 mm diameter). These laser and nanoparticle parameters 
have been shown to produce significant cell death and thermal injury in cell monolayers [33]. 
Viability Measurements  

Viability (Figure 1, C) was measured using the Spatial Phantom Evaluation of Cellular 
Thermal Response in Layers (SPECTRL) method.  This method uses custom-developed digital 
image analysis code created in LabVIEW (National Instruments).  Briefly, cells were stained 
with calcein AM and propidium iodide to distinguish live and dead cells respectively and imaged 
with a Leica DMI-6000 B fluorescent microscope (Leica Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL).  
These images were then digitally analyzed using a Prewitt edge detection algorithm, pixel 
intensity thresholding, and size thresholding to identify the number and location of live and dead 
cells.  Due to high degrees of cell detachment in photothermally treated regions of cell 
monolayers which reached lethal temperatures, cells were stained with CellTracker blue 
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and imaged to determine density before treatment.  Areas of cell 
density below the pre-treatment density were assumed to be caused by dead cell detachment.  By 
comparing the cell densities before and following treatment, the final viability could be 
determined.   
Temperature Measurements 

Water bath temperature was verified with a digital Treaceable Thermometer (Fisher 
Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) and temperature was measured for photothermally treated samples 
(Figure 1, E) with a Thermovision A40 infra-red camera (FLIR, Calgary, AB, Canada).    
Arrhenius Parameters 
  Arrhenius parameters (Figure 1, E) of both cell monolayers and phantoms exposed to both 
constant temperature hot water bath heating and photothermal therapy were determined by fitting 
viability and temperature data to the Arrhenius model. The Arrhenius model states that the rate 
of cellular injury (#) is determined by: 

i&j( ) * kO-
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where $ is the duration of thermal exposure, A is the frequency factor, Ea is the activation energy, 
R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J·mole-1·K-1), T is temperature (Kelvin), and t is time.  
Percent viability is related to # using the equation: 

i&j( ) 9: ;t&6(t&q(?  [58] 

where #($) is cellular injury, $ is the duration of the temperature exposure, C(0) is the original 
percent viability, and C($) is the final percent viability after thermal treatment. 
Arrhenius Parameter Determination 

Arrhenius parameters (Figure 1, E) were determined by fitting viability predictions based 
on the values of Ea and A parameters to the measured viability response.  The Arrhenius 
constants for the photothermally treated systems were obtained by first averaging the viability 
and temperatures in radial increments. This was done to minimize the impact of local variation in 
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temperature and viability on the measured average.  This generated a viability-by-radial distance 
array and a temperature-by-radial distance-by-time array. Values of A and Ea were iterated 
through, and combined with measured radial temperature to create radial viability response 
predictions.  Ea was iterated from Ea = 1x105 to 9x105 in increments of 100 and A was 
incremented from A = 1x105 to 1x10105 in increments of 10x where x iterated by 1 from 5 to 105.  
These ranges were based on previously defined ranges for Ea and A [58].  The viability 
predictions made from each combination of Ea and A were then compared with the measured 
viability, and the error for each run was defined as:  
Error(T)= % (Vest(t) -Vmeasured (t))

2. 
where Error(T) is the total error for the Arrhenius fit at a given temperature and duration, Vest is 
the viability estimated from Arrhenius parameters at each time point, and Vmeasured(t) is the 
average viability at each time point. Next, the error for each set of Ea and A parameters was 
added across all temperatures.  The values of Ea and A which resulted in the smallest error across 
all temperatures were identified as the Arrhenius parameters.   
 Arrhenius parameters from non-spatial water bath heating viability data were determined 
from viability response as a function of heating duration.  Arrhenius parameters from 
photothermal spatial viability data were determined from viability response as a function of 
radial distance from the point of laser irradiation.   
Determination of 2D Viability Prediction using Custom Made LabVIEW Modeling 
Software 

Figure 2 illustrates the method for comparing the spatial viability predictions from each 
set of Arrhenius parameters.  Arrhenius parameters (Figure 2, 1) and 2D spatio-temporal 
temperature profiles from photothermally treated phantoms (Figure 2, 2) used modeling software 
(Figure 2, 3) to create 2D spatial viability predictions.  Tiled fluorescent images from 
photothermally treated phantoms (Figure 2, 4) were processed using the SPECTRL method to 
generate 2D contours of the measured viability (Figure 2, 4).  The measured viability from the 
3D phantoms (Figure 2, 5) was then averaged along the Z axis to create 2D viability contours 
(Figure 2, 6).  These viability contours were then compared to determine both the difference in 
the kill and transition zone area for each laser duration, as well as the correlation coefficient 
between each prediction and the original measured viability (Figure 2, 7). This enabled 
verification of the ability of Arrhenius parameters determined from varying heating methods and 
cellular microenvironments to accurately predict the viability response in the most 
physiologically and clinically representative case investigated – photothermally treated 
phantoms.   In addition, these comparisons demonstrate the ability of 2D and 3D viability 
measurement techniques to measure the difference between predicted and measured treatment 
areas.    
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Figure 2): Methodology used to obtain the spatial comparison between Arrhenius generated 
spatial viability predictions, and spatially measured viability response.  1) Viability response and 
temperature profiles were fit with the Arrhenius model.  The Arrhenius parameters Ea and A 
which best fit the system were identified as that system’s Arrhenius parameters.  These 
Arrhenius parameters were combined with 2) spatio-temporal temperature profiles using 3) 
custom modeling software to generate 4) spatial viability predictions.  Meanwhile the 5) original 
fluorescent images were used to generate 6) spatial viability contours.  The difference between 
the 2D predicted viability contours and the measured viability were determined and used to 
generate 7) correlation coefficients between each system and the measured viability.   
 
Determination of Kill and Transition Zone Area and Correlation Coefficient for 2D 
Viability Contours 

The comparison between photothermal viability responses in phantoms with Arrhenius 
viability predictions using Arrhenius parameters determined from each microenvironment and 
heating method was made using the difference between the area of kill and transition zone, and a 
correlation coefficient for each pairing of measured viability contour and predicted viability 
contour.  The kill zone is defined as the area in which the percentage of viable cells is less than 
1%.  The transition zone is defined as the region between 1% and 66% viable cells.  Batch 
variability was minimized by normalizing the average viability of the untreated region in each 
phantom.  The correlation calculation was performed in MATLAB (MathWorks), utilizing the 
built-in function ‘corr2’, which generates a correlation coefficient for comparing two 2D arrays. 
The correlation coefficient r is defined as:   

X ) u u &vwxyvz(&{wxy{|(xw
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where A and B are matrixes of the same dimensions, and +z and �|  are the means of the respective 
matrixes.   
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Arrhenius Model Parameter fit: Cell Monolayers and Phantoms with Water Bath Heating 
The Arrhenius parameters obtained from each experimental condition are listed in Table 1.  
Photothermally treated cell monolayers had the lowest values of Ea and A while cell monolayers 
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treated with hot water bath heating had the highest.  The Arrhenius parameters found for each set 
of experimental conditions in this study closely fit the relationship between Ea and A described 
by Neil Wright of Ea=2681ln(A)+17529 (data not shown) [157].  
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Table 1: Arrhenius parameters A and Ea determined for cell monolayers and phantoms 
undergoing constant temperature water bath and transient photothermal heating.   

Figure 3 displays both the measured viability (solid lines) and viability determined from 
Arrhenius best fit parameters (dashed lines).  Viability decreases with increasing heating 
duration, increasing temperature, and decreasing proximity to the center of laser irradiation.  
Figure 3, A shows the experimentally measured viability response of cell monolayers to 46, 50, 
and 54°C water bath heating for durations ranging from 3 to 30 minutes.  Figure 3, B displays 
the viability response of cells suspended in phantom beads following constant temperature water 
bath heating at the same temperatures and durations as water bath heated monolayers.  In both 
Figure 3, A and B the reduction in percent viable cells with increasing heating duration is 
generally linear with higher temperatures resulting in more rapid decreases in viability.  Figure 3, 
A (dashed lines) displays the Arrhenius model best fit to experimentally determined viability 
response using a least squares optimization algorithm for all laser durations.  After iterating 
through the values of A and Ea specified above, a best fit was determined and displayed in table 
1.  These parameters result in Arrhenius predictions of viability with an average difference of 4% 
between the measured viability and Arrhenius fit viability prediction.   Figure 3, B, which shows 
the viability response and Arrhenius fit of phantom beads placed in constant temperature water 
baths.  The best fit Arrhenius curves (dashed lines) result in an average difference of 3% between 
the measured viability and Arrhenius fit viability prediction.  The viability of tissue phantoms 
was an average of 16% lower than the viability of cell monolayers.  This may have been caused 
by a lower baseline viability of 90% in sodium alginate phantoms.    
 

The viability response of cell monolayers (Figure 3, C) and tissue phantoms (Figure 3, D) 
to photothermal therapy were both determined as a function of radial distance from the center of 
laser irradiation.  For both cases the reduction in percent viable cells is largest close to the center 
of irradiation, and the viability increased with greater radial distance from the laser source.  
Gradual decreases in percent viable cells in the monolayers correlated with decreases in radial 
temperature ranging from 2°C/mm to 5.67°C/mm at 1 and 4 minutes respectively.  However, the 
photothermally treated phantoms did not experience convection, resulting in sharper radial 
temperature gradients ranging from 5.9°C/mm to 42°C/mm 10 and 80 seconds respectively.  
Sharper temperature gradients resulted in smaller transition zones for phantoms compared to cell 
monolayers when both were photothermally treated.  The best fit Arrhenius parameters for the 
2D photothermally treated monolayers are listed in table 1.  These parameters resulted in an 
average absolute difference of 16% between the measured and predicted viability response.  
These Arrhenius parameters resulted in an average difference of 2.5% between the measured and 
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predicted viability response, indicating an acceptable fit of the Arrhenius model to the measured 
viability response.  
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Figure 3:  Viability measured response and predictions based on the best fit Arrhenius 
parameters for each experimental system.  The four experimental conditions were A) cell 
monolayers treated with constant temperature water bath heating, B) sodium alginate phantom 
beads treated with constant temperature water bath heating, C) cell monolayers treated with 
photothermal therapy and D) sodium alginate phantoms treated with photothermal therapy.  
Solid lines indicate measured viability response and dashed lines indicate Arrhenius parameters 
best fit.   
 
Impact of Cellular Microenvironment on Arrhenius Predictions of Viability Response  
 Figure 4, A shows how the Arrhenius predicted viability responses for water bath heated cells 
were affected by the cellular micro-environmental change from cell monolayers to phantom 
beads.   These predictions were both made using water bath temperature profiles.  As expected, 
viability decreases with increasing temperature and exposure duration.  The viability prediction 
from water bath heated phantom beads was an average of 6.4% and a maximum of 12.3% lower 
than the viability predictions generated using Arrhenius parameters from hot water bath heated 
cell monolayers.   

Figure 4, B demonstrates how the Arrhenius predicted viability response for 
photothermally heated cells is affected by the change from cell monolayers to phantoms using 
radial temperature profiles from the photothermally treated phantoms.  Arrhenius predictions 
based on photothermally treated monolayers predicted higher viability by an average of 15.7% 
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and a maximum of 96% when compared with predictions made using Arrhenius parameters from 
photothermally treated phantoms.  These comparisons indicate that there is less difference 
between hot water bath treated cell monolayers and phantoms when compared with the 
difference between photothermally treated cell monolayers and phantoms.   
 
 

 
Figure 4:  Predicted viability response demonstrating the impact of cellular microenvironment 
on Arrhenius parameter generated viability predictions.  A) Arrhenius predictions of viability 
response to water bath heating for both cell monolayers and phantoms.  B) Arrhenius predictions 
of viability response to photothermal heating for both cell monolayers and phantoms.   
 
Impact of Heating Method on Arrhenius Predictions of Viability Response  
 The impact of heating method on Arrhenius viability predictions was determined by 
comparing the predicted viability response based on Arrhenius parameters derived from both cell 
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monolayers and tissue phantoms exposed to water bath or photothermal heating.  Each set of 
Arrhenius parameters was applied to the phantom photothermal heating temperature profile to 
generate a predicted viability response.   Figure 5, A displays the predicted viability response 
using Arrhenius parameters determined from hot water bath and photothermally heated cell 
monolayers using radial temperature profiles from photothermally treated cell monolayers.  The 
predicted viability responses using Arrhenius parameters from cell monolayers heated with a 
water bath were an average of 11.7% and a maximum of 39.7% higher than that of the 
photothermally treated cell monolayer predictions.  Viability predictions of hot water and 
photothermally heated monolayers crossed at 3 mm which corresponds with temperatures of 
approximately 65°C.   

Figure 5, B compares the predicted viability response from Arrhenius parameters derived 
from water bath and photothermally treated phantoms using radial temperature profiles from 
photothermally heated phantoms.  Arrhenius parameters for water bath heated phantoms 
predicted an average of 17.6% lower injury compared to those of photothermally treated 
phantoms, and a maximum difference of 98% at 20 seconds exposure, 2 mm.  At temperatures 
higher than 62°C both water bath and photothermally treated phantom viability predictions were 
0%.  Both Arrhenius parameter predictions for monolayers and phantoms indicated that the 
heating method can have a significant impact on the predicted viability. In this case, hot water 
bath Arrhenius parameters typically under-predict the rate of injury when applied to 
photothermally treated systems.  Combined with the results from Figure 4, it can be concluded 
that cellular microenvironment had a minimal impact on the Arrhenius viability prediction when 
applied to water bath heating.  Changing cellular microenvironment in photothermally treated 
systems resulted in larger changes in Arrhenius parameters than in water bath heated systems.  
Of all the heating methods and microenvironments investigated, the difference between the 
viability response for hot water bath and photothermally treated phantoms is the largest.  These 
conclusions suggest that the impact of microenvironment on Arrhenius viability predictions may 
be slightly less than the impact of heating method.  They also suggest that photothermal therapy 
of phantoms results in the highest rates of viability reduction of any of the microenvironments or 
heating methods tested.  
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Figure 5:  Predicted viability for both cell monolayers and phantoms demonstrating the impact 
of heating method on Arrhenius parameter generated viability.  A) Viability predictions for both 
water bath and photothermal heating for cell monolayers using radial temperature obtained from 
photothermally treated cell monolayers.  B) Viability predictions for both water bath and 
photothermal heating for phantoms using radial temperature data obtained from photothermally 
treated phantoms.   
 
Sensitivity Analysis 
The value of Ea could vary by up to 1% without increasing the average difference between the 
predicted and measured viability by more than 10%. Variations in A of 10% varied the 
calculated value of # by 10%, but A could vary by an order of magnitude before increasing the 
average difference between the predicted and measured viability to this degree.  It is worth 
noting that the sensitivity of the predicted viability to variations in Ea is a function of temperature 
as well as the magnitude of the change in Ea, meaning viability predictions are more sensitive to 
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slight changes in Ea at lower temperatures. Additionally, small changes in the value of Ea can 
have an impact which is not proportional to the ratio of the change to the original value of Ea. 
The sensitivity of # to A, however, is a linearly scaling relationship. 
Comparing the Reaction Rates, k, between different Heating Methods and 
Microenvironments 
 The rate of Arrhenius predicted injury can is represented by the rate of reaction according 
to the following equation: 
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where k is the reaction rate constant with units of seconds-1, Ea and A are the Arrhenius 
parameters, R is the universal gas constant, and T is temperature.  Higher values of k indicate 
faster rates of reaction, or injury in biological systems.  Figure 6 displays the natural log of k as a 
function of temperature determined from the Arrhenius parameters for each set of experimental 
conditions, allowing for a direct comparison of the reaction rates for each heating method and 
microenvironment tested.  At 40°C the reaction rates of photothermally treated phantoms (red 
line) are the highest, followed by photothermally treated cell monolayers (blue line), hot water 
bath heated phantom beads (purple line), and hot water bath heated cell monolayers (green line) 
respectively.  The reaction rates of water bath heated phantoms and monolayers cross at 
approximately 56°C, and the reaction rates of hot water bath and photothermally heated 
monolayers cross at approximately 65°C.  This matches the crossover point at 65°C (3mm) 
observed in Figure 5, A.  At temperatures between 37°C and 45°C the reaction rates for 
photothermally heated phantoms and monolayers were closer to each other than water bath 
heated phantoms and monolayers.  However, the reaction rate for photothermally treated cell 
monolayers becomes more similar to water bath heating reaction rates as the temperature 
increases. This suggests that photothermally treated monolayers experience a rate of viability 
loss increasingly similar to water bath heating as the temperature approaches 65°C-70°C.  Thus, 
the rates of viability loss for photothermally heated monolayers, and water bath heated 
monolayers and phantoms, are roughly equivalent between 65°C and 70°C.  The rate of cellular 
injury caused in photothermally heated phantoms is higher than the other systems across all 
investigated temperatures.   These results agree with conclusions obtained from Figures 4 and 5.  
First, the least difference existed between water bath heated monolayer and phantom reaction 
rates. Second, heating method had a larger impact on Arrhenius parameters than cellular 
microenvironment. Third, photothermally heated phantoms exhibited the highest rates of cellular 
injury.   
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Figure 6: Temperature as a function of the Natural Log of the rate reaction constant k. 
Photothermally treated phantom (red line), photothermally treated cell monolayer (blue line), 
water bath heated phantom bead (purple line), and hot water bath heated cell monolayer (green 
line) reaction rates as a function of temperature calculated from the Arrhenius parameters Ea and 
A obtained above.   
 

Figure 7 demonstrates how measured viability response compares with Arrhenius model 
predicted responses.  In the left column fluorescence image mosaics of phantoms exposed to a 
concentration of 0.085 mg/ml SWNHs for 10 to 80 seconds of NIR laser irradiation at a fluence 
of 3.8 watts/cm2 are displayed, with dead cells stained by propidium iodide fluorescing red, and 
live cells stained with calcein AM fluorescing green.  Using the SPECTRL digital image analysis 
method, these image mosaics were converted into 2D digital viability contours (Figure 7 center).  
These viability contours were spatially correlated with 2D temperature profiles.  Using the 
Arrhenius parameters determined from overlays of spatial temperature and viability data, 2D 
transient temperature profiles were combined with Arrhenius parameters using previously 
described equations to create 2D viability predictions (Figure 7 right).  These viability responses 
and Arrhenius predictions demonstrate how similar the Arrhenius predictions are to the measured 
viability response overall, while neglecting viability fluctuations in untreated regions.   
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Figure 7: Comparison of measured viability response with 2D Arrhenius predictions made using 
calculated Arrhenius parameters at 10, 20, 40, 60, and 80 seconds of laser irradiation.  (Left 
Column) Fluorescent image mosaics of viability response in tissue phantoms.  (Center 
Column) Measured 2D viability response averaged across all focal depths.  (Right Column) 
Arrhenius model prediction based on 2D measured spatio-temporal temperature profile. 
 

Figure 8 compares the spatial viability predictions using Arrhenius parameters from the 
water bath heated monolayers, photothermally heated monolayers, water bath heated phantoms, 
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and photothermally heated phantoms using spatio-temporal temperature profiles of 
photothermally heated phantoms.  Each of these predictions is also compared with the measured 
viability response determined for photothermally heated phantoms (Figure 8, first column).  This 
allows for the spatial viability predictions made using each of the Arrhenius parameters and the 
differences between viability predictions made with spatial and non-spatial viability 
measurement tools to be quantified.  Predicted kill zone area (area in which viability is less than 
1%) increases for each set of Arrhenius parameter viability predictions with increasing 
irradiation duration. Viability predictions using Arrhenius parameters from cell monolayers 
exposed to water bath heating (Figure 8, second column), phantoms exposed to water bath 
heating (Figure 8, third column), and cell monolayers treated with photothermal therapy (Figure 
8, fourth column) all under estimate the size of the kill zone by 10 mm2 and 20 mm2 at 10 and 20 
seconds of laser irradiation respectively.  As expected, the viability prediction based on 
Arrhenius parameters for the photothermally treated phantoms (Figure 7, fifth column) fits the 
measured viability most precisely, with the difference between the predicted and measured kill 
zone area ranging from 6 to 24% of the measured value above 10 seconds.   

 

 
  
Figure 8:  Comparison of Arrhenius model predictions using spatial photothermal phantom 
temperature data to create 2D viability response predictions and measured viability response in a 
photothermally treated phantom.  Measured 2D viability responses (first column) indicate larger 
areas of viability reduction with increasing duration of laser irradiation.  Corresponding 
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predictions using Arrhenius parameters from 2D temperature profiles using Arrhenius 
parameters derived from 2D cell monolayers in water baths (second column), tissue phantoms in 
water baths (third column), photothermally treated cell monolayers (fourth column), and 
photothermally treated phantoms (fifth column) are displayed for comparison.  
 

Figure 9, A displays the kill and transition zone area for each of the predicted viability 
responses in Figure 8.  By comparing the measured and predicted kill and transition zones, 
Figure 9, A quantifies the spatial error caused by using Arrhenius parameters not derived from 
photothermally treated phantoms to predict the viability loss in a photothermally treated 
phantom.  It also quantifies the error associated with applying Arrhenius parameters derived 
from radially averaged photothermally heated phantom viability responses to measured 2D 
spatial viability data.  The water bath treated cell monolayer, water bath treated phantom, and 
photothermally treated monolayer predicted kill zone areas that were on average 23 mm2, 26 
mm2, and 27 mm2 less than the measured viability responses of photothermally treated 
phantoms, respectively. The Arrhenius prediction for photothermally treated phantoms created a 
much more accurate prediction of the kill zone, which was on average 0.7 mm2 smaller than the 
measured kill zone area.  The viability predictions based on Arrhenius parameters for 
photothermally treated phantoms overestimated the size of the transition zone by an average of 8 
mm2.  However, Arrhenius predictions for the water bath heated monolayer, water bath heated 
phantom, and photothermally heated monolayer were 8.7 mm2, 8.26 mm2, and 2.85 mm2 lower 
than the measured transition zone areas.    This quantitative comparison of the transition zone 
areas is only possible using quantitative spatial measurements which can measure precise 
changes in the reduction of percent viable cells.  Figure 9, B quantifies the accuracy between the 
predicted 2D viability losses using Arrhenius parameters (Figure 8, columns 2-5) and the 
measured 2D viability response to photothermal therapy (Figure 8, first column) using matrix 
correlation coefficients.  Water bath heated monolayers, water bath heated phantoms, and 
photothermally treated monolayers have average correlation coefficients of 0.59, 0.58, and 0.71 
respectively.  The average correlation coefficient between the measured photothermally treated 
phantom and the prediction using photothermally treated phantom Arrhenius parameters is 0.86.  
This quantitative assessment demonstrates that Arrhenius parameters derived from phantom 
photothermal therapy measurements create more accurate spatial viability loss predictions 
compared to Arrhenius parameters calculated from dissimilar experimental conditions.  In 
addition, while the Arrhenius parameters calculated from radial data had an extremely close fit to 
the measured radial data (R2=0.99, Figure 2, D) the correlation decreases when Arrhenius 
parameters from a 1D system are used to predict the response in a 2D system.   
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Figure 9:  Quantitative analysis of the accuracy of Arrhenius parameters from each cellular 
microenvironment and heating method to predict the viability response in photothermally treated 
phantoms.  A) Kill and transition zone area for each viability response prediction, as well as the 
measured viability.  Standard deviation for Arrhenius prediction and viability kill zones were 1 
mm2 and 2.6 mm2 respectively.  Standard deviation for Arrhenius prediction and viability 
transition zones were 1.2 mm2 and 5.3 mm2 respectively.  B)  Comparison of correlation 
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coefficients between 2D Arrhenius predictions for each set of experimental conditions and the 
measured 2D viability response of cells in tissue phantoms in response to photothermal therapy.  
Error bars indicate one standard deviation (n=3).   
 
Discussion:  

The Arrhenius injury model may be used to plan thermal therapies by predicting the 
injury response to candidate protocols. Many experimental systems including tissue slices, in 
vivo experiments, and cell monolayers can be used to derive Arrhenius parameters for tissue 
viability response to hyperthermia [143, 144, 149, 158].  Methods of thermal stimulation include 
heating plates, hot wire probes, water bath heating, photothermal therapy, microwaves, and 
ultrasonic heating [54, 143, 147, 149, 155, 159, 160].  Research indicates that parameters such as 
peak temperature, heating rate, heating method, cell suspension, and viability measurement 
method impact determination of Arrhenius parameters [145, 147, 149, 157].  Therefore, it is 
reasonable to assume that therapy-representative heating methods, physiologically representative 
experimental models, and cell viability analysis methods that best capture the viability response 
to spatial heating dynamics of the system will generate more accurate Arrhenius parameters 
compared to models which are insufficiently representative and viability assessment tools which 
neglect spatial dynamics.  In this study, the comparative impact of heating method and cellular 
microenvironment on Arrhenius parameters and their subsequent viability predictions provides 
insight into the influence of photothermal heating and cell microenvironment on cellular 
response to hyperthermia.  

Determination of Arrhenius parameters using in vivo tissue frequently relies on 
histological interpretation or metabolic assays such as triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) 
assays [54, 161].  These methods of viability assessment typically identify a viability threshold 
marker such as collagen coagulation or macroscopic tissue staining which makes measuring the 
transition zone difficult.  Precise measurement of individual cell viability in tissue sections has 
been conducted by Bhomick et. al. using fluorescent viability assays, such as ethidium 
homodimer, on sectioned tissue [56].   However, this method would be extremely time-
consuming if used to obtain detailed spatial viability information over a large volume.  This 
motivates precise and rapid quantitative spatial measurement methods in systems which are 
sufficiently representative of tissue such as tissue phantoms.  This paper utilized quantitative 
image analysis to determine spatial viability in cell monolayers and tissue phantoms, as well as 
the influence of heating method and microenvironment on Arrhenius parameters.    

Varying the heating method and cellular microenvironment significantly impacted the 
Arrhenius parameters and resulting viability predictions.  Differences between measured and 
predicted viability response were as high as 98% when comparing predictions from water bath 
and photothermally heated phantoms in the transition zone.  Variation in heating method resulted 
in approximately 10% greater difference in average viability predictions than changes in cellular 
microenvironment (Figure 4).  However, Arrhenius parameters determined from water bath 
heating showed only a 6.4% average difference in viability prediction due to changes in cellular 
microenvironment (Figure 3, A) compared with cases of photothermal heating that experienced 
an average difference of 15.7% viability caused by changes in the cellular microenvironment 
(Figure 3, B).  Arrhenius parameters determined by photothermally heating phantoms predicted 
the highest rates of cellular injury of all the heating methods and microenvironments (Figure 5).  
This viability variation is similar to variations of up to 20% observed by Shah et. al. between cell 
monolayers and cellular suspensions heated with a heating stage [145].   
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Analysis of the relationship between the reaction rate constant (k) and temperature 
indicates that as temperature increases, the reaction rate of photothermally treated cell 
monolayers becomes increasingly similar to water bath heated cell monolayers as compared to 
photothermally heated phantoms (Figure 5).  One possible explanation for this phenomenon is 
that photothermally treated cell monolayers reaching temperatures above 50˚C were 
experiencing convective flow, which may create a heating situation more similar to water bath 
heating as compared to photothermally treated phantoms (which experienced rapid rates of 
heating and were cooled by conduction).  The range of k values presented falls within the typical 
range calculated from Arrhenius parameters in previous work.  For example, at 50°C the ln(k) 
value for AT-1 prostate tumor cell monolayers stained with calcein AM is -5.6 [153], -2.04, and -
1.94 for AT-1 tissue slices heated above and below 50°C [56] respectively; -5.08 and -5.14 for 
PC3 cells heated above and below 54°C [149]; -4.04 and -5.19 for RWPE-1 normal prostate cells 
heated above and below 54°C [149]; and -9.45 for HepG2 cell monolayers heated at 525 °C/sec 
and reaching peak temperatures between 60°C and 70°C [145].  This range of ln(k) values spans 
the minimum and maximum values for ln(k) presented in our research of -8.13 to -1.86. 

Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate how quantitative viability measurements enable the accuracy 
of spatial viability response predictions based on Arrhenius parameters to be quantified.  This 
assessment determined the effectiveness of viability predictions from Arrhenius parameters 
derived from systems which were dissimilar to the system of interest by either cellular 
microenvironment or heating method.  Arrhenius parameters from water bath heated monolayers, 
water bath heated phantoms, and photothermally heated monolayers under-predicted the kill 
zone area of photothermally treated phantoms by an average of 23-27mm2, or 64%-94% of the 
measured kill zone area.  The viability predictions of the kill zone using Arrhenius parameters 
determined from photothermally treated phantoms had a peak area error of 6.5mm2, and a 
median error of 12%.  Viability predictions of the kill zone using Arrhenius parameters with 
different heating methods or cellular microenvironments had a peak area errors of 42 mm2, and a 
median error of 91%.  This means that using Arrhenius parameters from systems with different 
heating methods or cellular microenvironments to predict the kill zone in photothermally treated 
phantoms resulted in median error increase of 79%., Viability predictions of the transition zone 
based on Arrhenius parameters derived from photothermally treated phantoms overestimated the 
transition zone by an average of 8 mm2, or 46% of the measured transition zone.  This error was 
similar in magnitude to the under-prediction of the transition zone from the other experimental 
cases, which were on average between 23%-54% less than the measured transition zone.  This 
could be caused by cellular repair mechanisms reducing the transition zone in ways that the 
Arrhenius model does not account for such as the induction of heat shock proteins.  Similar work 
with computational predictions of Arrhenius parameters for photothermal therapy resulted in up 
to 29 fold overestimations of injury for longer durations of irradiation, and up to 8 fold 
underestimation of damage for short durations of irradiation by using Arrhenius parameters 
which were taken from a different source and ‘based on differing assumptions about tissue type 
and geometry’ [162].  These differences between predicted and measured viability response 
suggest that careful selection of appropriate experimental conditions are important for accurately 
predicting viability response. 

The presented Arrhenius parameters closely fit the function Ea=2681ln(A)+17529 
identified by Neil Wright, which describes the relationship between Ea and A for most biological 
systems [157].  In addition, the values and ranges of Arrhenius parameters in our study are 
similar to other studies.  For example, the Ea values for water bath heated and photothermally 
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heated cell monolayers presented are 246,000 J/mol and 100,700 J/mol respectively. These are 
similar to the values of Ea determined by Rylander et. al of 238,000 J/mol and 249,000 J/mol for 
PC3 prostate cancer and RWPE-1 normal prostate cells heated with a water bath for temperatures 
below 54°C and 124,000 J/mol and 58,000 J/mol respectively for temperatures above 54°C 
[149].  The values of A reported in our study range from T&WBL%X%I!*M%!-1!T&WBL%X%I!*M%K!A.#0.!),(!
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Some of the differences in the Arrhenius parameters for water bath and photothermally 

heated monolayers could be caused by differences in the maximum temperatures of 54°C and 
73°C achieved.  Varying temperature can result in different mechanisms of thermal injury 
depending on the duration as observed by Rylander et. al [149].  However, it is unlikely that the 
difference in the photothermal and water bath heating Arrhenius parameters is caused only by 
variation in peak temperature for the following reason:  Arrhenius parameter changes caused 
only by differences in temperature exhibit reaction rate crossover points at the approximate 
temperature where the Arrhenius parameter fits converge.  For example, Figure 10 shows the 
natural log of the reaction rate k using the Arrhenius parameters determined by Rylander et. al 
for water bath heating at temperatures above and below 54°C [149].    The predicted reaction 
rates for RWPE-1 and PC3 cell lines above and below 54°C converge at temperatures between 
50°C and 55°C.  However, the reaction rates for water bath and photothermally treated phantoms 
do not converge at any temperatures above 37°C, indicating that there is no temperature junction 
between the two Arrhenius fits (Figure 5).  This suggests that there is a factor other than peak 
temperature responsible for Arrhenius parameter variation between water bath and 
photothermally heated phantoms.   

 
Figure 10:  Reaction rate, k, as a function of temperature for in vitro water bath heated RWPE-1 
and PC3 cell lines based on Arrhenius parameters determined by Rylander et. al [149].  This 
figure demonstrates the reaction rate transition between two sets of Arrhenius parameters fit to 
two different temperature ranges for the same system.  The k value displayed is based on 
Arrhenius parameters determined for water bath temperatures below 54°C (solid lines) and 
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temperatures above 54°C (dashed lines).  The intersection between the Arrhenius predictions 
(denoted by the intersection between the dashed and solid lines) indicates the transition between 
the two Arrhenius fits.  
  

Many papers have investigated experimental factors which alter cellular response to 
heating, including heating rate, temperature range, single treatment vs. multiple treatments, 
viability assays, and the presence of heat shock proteins (HSPs) [134, 145, 157].  The Ea values 
for 43°C water bath heated HSP activated and non HSP activated Morris hepatoma cells were 
approximately 163,000 J/mol and 257,000 J/mol, which is similar to the difference between hot 
water bath and photothermally treated cell monolayers in our study [163].  These differences are 
smaller than those exhibited between AT-1 cell cultures analyzed with calcein AM and 
clonogenics, which had Ea values of 81,330 J/mol and 506,000 J/mol respectively [153].  These 
Arrhenius parameter differences are similar in magnitude to the differences in our study caused 
by variation in cellular microenvironment and heating method.  Pearce et. al described how pig 
skin exposed to laser heating results in the formation of purpuras (purple discoloration caused by 
sub-dermal bleeding), while surface contact with heated water resulted in blisters due to the 
extravasation of blood plasma [147, 164].  In order to reduce the number of potential variables 
which may have influenced viability response, the presented research did not use multiple 
treatments, varying viability assays, or varying cell types.  Our methodology avoided heating 
cells prior to treatment to prevent premature HSP activation.  While heating rate may have 
contributed to the differences in observed Arrhenius parameters between the water bath and 
photothermal experiments, the variations in activation energy determined in our study are larger 
than those previously determined for heating rates ranging from 100 gC/min to 525 gC/min [145]. 
This, combined with the absence of a crossover point between water bath and photothermally 
heated phantoms, suggests that the differences in Arrhenius parameters for phantoms are not 
caused by changes in heating rate or peak temperature alone.  Differences in the viability 
response between photothermally treated phantoms, and other heating methods and cellular 
microenvironments, could be caused by variation in protein expression, cell signaling, 
morphology affected by the 3D microenvironment [124, 125], or a chemical reaction resulting 
from laser irradiation of nanoparticles.  Variation in viability predictions resulting from changes 
in experimental conditions emphasizes the importance of using representative 
microenvironments and heating methods, while utilizing precise quantitative spatial viability 
measurements for the determination of accurate Arrhenius parameters.   
Conclusions 

Viability predictions resulting from Arrhenius parameters varied with heating method and 
cellular microenvironment, with the largest impact resulting from changes in heating method.  
Arrhenius parameters derived from different heating methods or cellular microenvironments 
resulted in significant spatial error when making predictions of the expected viability response 
for photothermal therapy.  Therefore, it is necessary to determine Arrhenius parameters from 
thermally and biologically representative systems to accurately predict viability loss.  This study 
demonstrates the ability of Arrhenius parameters calculated from data gathered using the 
SPECTRL method to improve predictions of spatial viability loss, and could improve the clinical 
application of therapies developed in the laboratory.  
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This work develops previous work by using fresh inflated ex vivo pig bladders as a tissue model 
for SWNH mediated photothermal therapy.  This improves the thermal representativeness of the 
system, and allows for the measurement of viability response in tissue.  A custom LabVIEW 
image analysis algorithm was developed to detect denatured collagen in H&E samples, resulting 
in precise measurements of tissue damage area which correlated with regions identified in 
manual histological analysis.  Both the temperature response and the viability response in pig 
bladders were similar to but much more varied than experiments conducted in sodium alginate 
phantoms.  The algorithm developed serves as a proof of concept that digital image analysis can 
be used to aid a physician in making precise quantitative measurements which can facilitate the 
evaluation of photothermal therapy.    
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Purpose:  Photothermal therapy is an actively researched tumor treatment alternative to surgical 
tumor resection, especially for bladder cancer treatment.  However, the spatial damage caused by 
photothermal therapy in thermally and biologically representative systems has not been 
thoroughly investigated because tools for accurately quantifying this response do not exist. 
 
Methods: For this study, a novel digital analysis tool was developed and used to evaluate the 
efficacy  
of nanoparticle enhanced photothermal therapy in pig bladders.  200µl of a 0.1 mg/ml Single 
Walled Carbon Nanohorn (SWNH) suspension was injected into viable inflated ex vivo pig 
bladders, and the surfaces of the bladders were irradiated with a 1064 nm laser at fluences of 
15.92 watts/cm2 and 23.9 watts/cm2.  Temperature was measured with an IR camera, and 
histology was graded by a pathologist in a blind study to determine tissue damage.  Spatial tissue 
damage was determined with a custom digital image analysis algorithm which detected and 
quantified the area of denatured collagen in tissue samples stained with hematoxylin and eosin 
(H&E).   
 
Results: When comparing histologically and digitally determined damage areas, there was a 
positive correlation between the presence of SWNHs, increasing fluence, increasing peak 
temperature, and the size of the thermally treated region.  Correlation between digitally measured 
tissue damage area and histologically graded burn size across all samples was 0.64.  Burned 
regions were correctly identified and spatially quantified.  The largest source of error was caused 
by false positives in control samples due to uneven lighting, which incorrectly labeled an average 
of 3% of control tissue area as damaged. 
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Photothermal therapy is an actively researched cancer treatment alternative to radiation or tumor 
resection.  Photothermal therapy has the potential to treat tumors in a minimally invasive way, 
with fewer health complications than x-ray irradiation and other chemotherapeutics [9, 10, 35, 
165-167].  Photothermal therapy is the application of irradiation, frequently augmented by 
absorbed by photoabsorbers, such as single walled carbon nanohorns (SWNHs), to generate 
temperatures within a tumor capable of destroying cancer cells.  The use of SWNHs as 
photoabsorbers has been shown to increase the peak temperatures reached in experimental 
models and to significantly reduce the percentage of viable cells in vitro [10].   SWNHs have 
been shown not to cause irritation, are non-dermal sensitizers (determined by skin conjunctival 
irritation tests), and are non-carcinogenic (determined by negative mutagenic and clastogenic 
potentials) [99, 100].  Because photothermal therapy is a spatially distributed therapy, applying 
photothermal therapy to in vivo models requires an accurate spatial understanding of the 
treatment boundaries.  This has led to the development of spatial measurement methods which 
have been able to assess spatial viability reduction in in vitro systems [33, 168].  These methods 
have measured the increasing area of cellular damage in 2D cell monolayers and the 3D volume 
of the kill zones (volumes with cell viability below 1%) and transition zones (volumes of tissue 
between 1% and 66% viability) in sodium alginate phantoms.  Spatial viability measurements of 
in vitro systems using methods like these could be used in photothermal treatment planning to 
prevent tumor recurrence and to minimize damage to surrounding healthy tissue by generating 
spatial viability reduction predictions.   
 
     Several groups have been able to dramatically reduce the size of implanted tumors and 
increase the survival rates of mice and rats treated with nanoparticle photothermal therapy.  
These studies have used laser fluences between 2 watts/cm2 and 4 watts/cm2, and wavelengths 
between 808 nm and 1064 nm to achieve peak temperatures between 70 and 75°C in vivo [9, 32, 
167, 169].  Each of these studies used tumor area reduction post treatment as the primary metric 
for determining therapeutic success.  Measuring the reduction in tumor size provides 
macroscopic measurements of reduction in tissue viability, but may neglect microscopic viability 
responses, as well as the thermal impact of large amounts of healthy tissue surrounding the tumor 
which could be present in clinical applications 
 
Naturally occurring cancers in humans frequently have poorly defined tumor margins, making 
precise treatment of tumors deeply embedded in healthy tissue necessary.  In bladder cancer, 
excessive laser therapy can puncture organs, while insufficient laser therapy can result in tumor 
recurrence [170].  For example, NIR Nd:YAG laser irradiation of upper urinary tract urothelial 
cell carcinoma has been found to result in recurrence rates as high as 47.6%.  Tissue damage 
volume needs to be measured precisely and accurately to ensure that the treatment is effective 
across the entire tumor to reduce the risk of recurrence.   
 
   Previous studies by our group have been able to use SWNH-aided photothermal therapy in 
inflated ex vivo bladders to increase the temperature by an average of 19°C [171]. However, the 
spatial damage resulting from this therapy was not measured.  Other studies have been able to 
image tissue damage by quantifying hsp70 production using bioluminescence [172], identifying 
muscle atrophy using MRI imaging [173], identifying burn depth through the measurement of 
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birefringence reduction or polarization of light through OCT imaging [174, 175], and identify 
burned regions of ex vivo bovine liver tissue from laser therapy using an MRI [176].  Damage to 
collagen has been identified in burn scars using herovici staining and digital image analysis 
[177].  Color ratios of digitally imaged burn sites on rats have shown that  Evans blue treatments 
can be detected as a non-invasive indicator of thermal tissue damage [178].  These methods are 
able to assess thermally induced tissue damage non-invasively.   However they are unable to 
produce measurements of the depth and location of tissue damage as precisely as histological 
analysis of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained tissue cross-sections. H&E stains have also 
been used in digital image analysis to detect diseases such as follicular lymphoma [179].  
However H&E stains have not been digitally imaged for the detection of spatial thermal damage.  
By using H&E stains of sectioned tissue, high resolution information may be obtained to 
determine the exact location of thermal damage.  This study aims to investigate the impact of 
photothermal therapy on a thermally representative model by measuring the spatial viability loss 
in viable ex vivo pig bladders.  It does this by introducing a new method of detecting color 
changes in H&E stains.   
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Bladder Preparation 
 
  Fresh ex vivo pig bladders were used as an experimental model due to their size similarity to 
human bladders.  Ex vivo pig bladders were provided by the Virginia-Maryland Regional College 
of Veterinary Medicine, and were harvested from pigs which were approximately 5– 10 months 
old.  Experiments on bladders were conducted within 8 hours of organ removal to ensure high 
viability.  Histological experiments were conducted by an expert pathologist to ensure that 
bladders maintained high viability throughout the duration of experimentation.  Bladders were 
inflated with Krebs (distilled water with 1.26 M NaCl, 25 mM KCl, 250 mM NaHCO3 12 mM 
NaH2PO4, 12 mM MgCl2, 25 mM CaCl2), maintained at room temperature (22˚C), and Krebs 
was frequently poured over them to prevent dehydration.  The exterior of the bladder was 
divided into 15 regions using India ink.  These sections were used to generate 5 separate 
experimental conditions with three instances of each.  Three separate bladders were tested in this 
manner to account for tissue variation, resulting in nine instances of each experimental condition. 
 
   Laser and Nanoparticle Parameters 
 
Stock solutions of SWNHs suspended in phosphate buffer solution (PBS) at concentrations of 
0.1 mg/ml were sonicated for 5 minutes prior to injection into the bladder.  The first 
experimental condition was a control, and was not treated with SWNHs or laser irradiation.  For 
the second experimental condition, 200 µl of 0.1 mg/ml SWNHs in PBS was injected into the 
muscle layer of the bladder at a rate of 200 µl/min for 1 minute.  For the third experimental 
condition the bladder was irradiated with a diode pumped fiber laser at a wavelength of 1064 nm 
for 3 minutes with at a fluence of 23.9 watts/cm2 laser (3 watts and a diameter of 4 mm).  The 
fourth condition was a combination of the nanoparticle injection parameters described in 
condition 2 with 3 minutes of 1064 nm wavelength laser irradiation at a fluence of 15.92 
watts/cm2.  The fifth condition used the SWNH injection parameters described in condition 2 
with the laser irradiation fluence described in condition 3.   
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   Temperature was measured with a FLIR Thermovision A40 Infra-Red (IR) Camera at 2 second 
intervals during irradiation.  Custom LabVIEW image analysis software was used to determine 
spatiotemporal temperature profiles, resulting in measurements of peak temperature overall, 
radial temperature, and temperature gradients for each trial. 
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Table 1: Experimental conditions.  There were three instances of each condition per bladder to 
improve statistical significance. 
 
Tissue Preparation and Histology 
 
   Bladder tissue was immediately cut along the lines separating each sample and placed in 
formalin after treatment.  Tissue was preserved for 24 hours before being sectioned and stained 
with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) at the Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary 
Medicine.  H&E samples were graded in a blind study for tissue damage by veterinary 
pathologist Dr. John Robertson, then digitally imaged and analyzed.   
 
Digital Image Analysis 
 
   These H&E stained samples described above were then imaged with a LEICA DMI-6000B 
fluorescent microscope, and processed using a custom LabVIEW algorithm which used digital 
image analysis to locate denatured collagen.  The program imported tiled bright-field digital 
images and output the area of damaged tissue recorded, as well as images highlighting damaged 
regions.  Two types of image thresholds were used to identify denatured collagen.  The first was 
a color threshold, which identified pixels with red pixel values between 0 and 240, green pixel 
values between 0 and 120, and blue pixel values between 0 and 255 on an intensity scale of 0 to 
255. The second threshold was a size threshold which eliminated blue groups of pixels the size 
of cell nuclei.  Clusters of pixels falling with in the specified color range were separated by size 
– pixel clusters smaller than 250 pixels were considered nuclei, while pixel clusters larger than 
250 pixels were identified as damaged regions.  Lighting and color balance conditions were 
maintained, with an exposure of 8 ms, a saturation of 100, a light intensity of 50, and color 
balance values of 16, 16, and 35 for the red, green, and blue color gain settings, respectively.  
These settings maintained a constant color balance for all imaged slides.   
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Temperature Results 
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   Figure 1 displays the peak temperature observed in each of the treated bladders as a function of 
laser and nanoparticle treatment.  Average peak temperatures of 134˚C, 57˚C, and 25˚C were 
measured in the 3 watts (23.9 watts/cm2) with SWNHs (test condition 5), 2 watts (15.92 
watts/cm2) with SWNHs (test condition 4), and 3 watts (23.9 watts/cm2) without SWNH (test 
condition 3) of the first bladder respectively (Figure 1, A).  These average peak temperatures 
were higher than those measured for bladder experiments 2 and 3.  In addition, the average radial 
temperature gradients for the first bladder were the highest, ranging between 2˚C/mm and 
58˚C/mm for laser irradiated cases.  Two of these samples reached temperatures above 100°C, 
resulting in visible charring on the outer surface of the bladder which was not observed in 
subsequent trials.  The second bladder reached lower average peak temperatures of 55˚C, 45˚C, 
and 35˚C at the 3 watts with SWNHs (test condition 5), 2 watts with SWNHs (test condition 4), 
and 3 watts without SWNHs test conditions (test condition 3) (Figure 1, B).  The average radial 
temperature gradients of the second bladder ranged between 4˚C/mm and 8˚C/mm.  The third 
bladder had the lowest average peak temperatures of 49˚C, 41˚C, and 39˚C at the 3 watts with 
SWNHs (test condition 5), 2 watts with SWNHs (test condition 4), and 3 watts without SWNHs 
(test condition 3) (Figure 1, C).  The average radial temperature gradients for the third bladder 
ranged between 6˚C/mm and 9˚C/mm.  The average peak temperatures across all bladders were 
80˚C, 47˚C, and 33˚C in the 3 watts with SWNH injection, 2 watts with SWNH injection, and 3 
watts without SWNH injection test conditions, respectively (Figure 1, D).  Overall average radial 
temperature gradients ranged between 5˚C/mm and 25˚C/mm.  The significant difference 
between the peak temperatures in the 3 watt irradiation with and without SWNH injection (test 
conditions 5 and 3) agrees with previous studies which have demonstrated the dramatic increase 
in heat generation for photothermal therapy when combined with photoabsorbtive nanoparticles 
[10].  The standard deviation of the average peak temperature profiles are also extremely large, 
ranging between 9˚C and 58˚C (Figure 1, D).  This indicates that there are large variations in 
peak temperature, and therefore therapeutic effectiveness, between experimental bladders. This 
may be due to injection depth variation, as well as tissue variation.  This makes it difficult to 
quantify the relationship between laser fluence and peak temperature observed in treated 
bladders.   
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Figure 1: Radial temperature at 180 seconds as a function of experimental condition and 
bladder.  A) The first bladder reaches the highest temperatures for both 2 and 3 watts with 
SWNH injection samples.  These peak temperatures decrease successively in B) the second and 
C) the third bladders.  D) Average of the temperature profiles across all bladders.  Error bars 
represent +/- one standard deviation. 
 
   In addition, the differences in both peak temperature and radial temperature gradients between 
the bladders were extremely large, suggesting that this difference is caused by varying injection 
depth into the bladder due to improvements in experimental technique.  Because photothermal 
treatment of bladder cancer is ideally targeted at cancer which is close to the mucosal layer of the 
bladder, the goal of the injections was to inject SWNHs deep into the muscle layer of the bladder 
without puncturing it.  As additional bladders were tested, this manual technique presumably 
improved, resulting in deeper injections which were closer to the inflated inner bladder, which 
would have resulted in greater heat loss.  Figure 2 illustrates the variation in injection depth in 
each bladder tested.  Figure 2-A illustrates the first treated bladder with visible burn marks 
circled in red.  Nanoparticle injections are also clearly visible.  Figure 2-B illustrates the second 
bladder tested during treatment.  Nanoparticle injections are still visible, but farther below the 
surface.  Figure 2-C illustrates the third bladder tested prior to treatment and nanoparticle 
injections.  The results of the treatment are visible in figure 2-D which displays a portion of the 
bladder with three treated sections.  In each section the nanoparticles are not visible from the 
surface of the bladder.  These nanoparticles are visible from the mucosal layer (Figure 2, E), 
demonstrating the increasing depth of injection.  It is hypothesized that these variations in 
injection depth and nanoparticle placement may have caused some of the dramatic shifts in peak 
temperature, and thus tissue damage.  The difficulty in observing the location of the SWNHs 
after injection may have resulted in poor laser alignment with SWNH injections.   
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Figure 2: Illustration of bladder treatment and SWNH injection.  A) Bladder 1 post-treatment 
displaying treatment locations which resulted in sufficiently high temperatures to burn the 
surface of the bladder, identified with red circles.  SWNHs are clearly visible beneath the 
surface.  B) Bladder 2 during treatment.  SWNH injections are slightly less visible than Bladder 
1, potentially due to improvements in injection technique leading to deeper injections.  C) 
Bladder 3 prior to treatment with treatment locations clearly displayed.  D) The injection depth 
obtained in bladder 3 is displayed here.  No SWNHs are visible from the outer surface of the 
bladder.  E) These SWNHs are clearly visible when viewing the same tissue sample from the 
mucosal layer (area highlighted with a red circle).  This indicates the increasing depth of 
injection with improved injection technique. 
 
 
Histological Grading of Samples 
 
  Each sample was stained with H&E, imaged, and then graded in a blind study by an expert 
pathologist.  Samples were graded based on preservation, edema (swelling), burn size, burn 
severity, and degeneration.  These metrics were then compared with experimental conditions 
such as laser fluence, nanoparticle conditions, bladder number, and peak temperature observed in 
each sample.  The relationship between these input and output variables was determined using 
JMP (SAS Institute, Cary NC).  Table 2 displays the correlation between peak temperatures 
observed and histological metrics.  Correlation coefficients between peak temperatures and burn 
size or severity were 0.75 and 0.82 respectively. Correlation coefficients between peak 
temperature and degeneration or edema were considered negligible.  This indicates that 
histological analysis was able to detect thermal damage induced by photothermal treatment.  It 
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also indicates that collagen degeneration, which may have been caused during the tissue 
sectioning process, did not increase with peak temperature.  
 

 
 

Table 2: Correlation matrix of histological grading with peak temperature.  Positive correlations 
are displayed in blue, and negative correlations are displayed in red.   
 
   Figure 3 presents the difference between the average peak temperatures for samples with 
varying degrees of graded burn severity.  Burn severity was graded in increments, with 0 
indicating no burn, 1 indicating barely detectible burn, 2 indicating a small degree of burn, 3 
indicating a moderate level of burning, and 4 indicating severely burned regions.  The green 
diamonds indicate the upper and lower bounds on the 95% confidence intervals of the mean, 
while the blue lines indicate the first and second standard deviations of the data.  The statistical 
significance of the difference between the mean temperatures of each burn severity rating is 
represented on the right side of figure 2 by 95% Student’s t confidence interval circles.  Circles 
which do not overlap are considered to have statistically distinct sample means.  Thus, the circles 
to the right of figure 2 show that differences between the mean peak temperature value of 
samples with a burn severity of 0 and 2 are statistically significant, as well as the differences 
between burn severity ratings of 2 and 4, 3 and 4, and 1 and 4 (determined by circles which do 
not touch).  The difference between the peak temperature means in samples with burn severity 
ratings of 2 and 3 are not statistically significant at a 95% confidence interval.  In addition, the 
samples which resulted in burn severity ratings of zero typically had peak temperatures of 50°C 
or lower.  Samples which were labeled with a burn severity rating of two had peak temperatures 
which ranged from 50°C to 75°C.  Samples with burn severity ratings experienced peak 
temperatures ranging from 62°C to 110°C.  The only data point which registered as having a 
burn severity rating of 4 reached a peak temperature of 219°C.   
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Figure 3: Relationship between peak temperature and histologically determined burn severity.  
High burn severity determined from histological analysis correlates with higher measured peak 
temperatures. The statistical significance of the difference between the means in each population 
is displayed on right; circles indicate 95% confidence intervals using a Student’s t test.   
 
   Of the 45 samples tested, 8 were identified as having burn severity ratings greater than zero.  
Figure 4 shows the results of digital image analysis of these samples in the regions where tissue 
damage was identified in a manual histological analysis of vertical cross sections of bladder 
tissue stained with H&E.  Regions of denatured collagen which were identified by digital image 
analysis are highlighted in dark green to improve visual contrast.  The H&E tissue sections 
displayed in figure 4 are displayed vertically such that the bladder exterior is towards the top of 
the image, while the mucosa is towards the bottom.  Whenever possible, the direction of laser 
irradiation into the sample is indicated with a black arrow (Figure 4).  Control samples, such as 
the sample shown in figure 4-A, were digitally identified as having small regions of damage due 
to imaging error.  In addition, mucosal layers were frequently misidentified as damaged tissue 
due to their darker purple color.  In each of the treated samples, burned regions were easily 
identified as having large areas with tissue identified as denatured collagen, and were therefore 
identified as thermally damaged.  Figure 4-B through figure 4-I display regions of damaged 
collagen marked in green which correspond with regions of damage identified by manual 
histological examination.   In figure 4-B, for example, clear areas of damaged collagen can be 
identified beneath the surface of the bladder but far above the mucosal layer.  Subsurface damage 
not reaching the mucosal layer is identified in samples B-H.  In samples B-G, the surface of the 
bladder is visibly depressed, suggesting that the surface layer shrank due to dehydration. In 
addition, higher peak temperatures generally corresponded with larger areas of tissue damage.  
For example, the 2 Watts with SWNH 1 (Figure 4, B) and 3 Watts with SWNHs (Figure 4, E) 
experienced peak temperatures of 60°C and 76°C, and were determined to have 0.57 mm2 and 
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0.49 mm2 of tissue damage respectively. Samples with much larger regions of damage, such as 3 
Watts with SWNHs (test case 5) (sample 2) (Figure 4, F), and 3 Watts with SWNHs (test case 5) 
(sample 3) (Figure 4, G), experienced peak temperatures of 108°C and 219°C and had 4.68 mm2 
and 4.37 mm2 of denatured collagen.  This indicates that increases in temperature lead to 
increases in thermal damage. These spatial increases in thermal damage were subsequently 
quantified by digital image analysis.  In addition, some treatments, such as figure 4-D and figure 
4-I, were able to cause damage below the surface of the bladder.  Figure 4-I was also able to 
selectively damage tissue close to the mucosal layer without visibly damaging the surface of the 
bladder.  This provides supporting evidence that nanoparticle photothermal therapy can be used 
to selectively treat tissue below the surface of tissue.  For most of the samples treated, thermally 
induced damage extended from the surface of the bladder into the tissue.  In addition, spatial 
damage measurements taken from these samples are not direct measurements of the areas treated 
during photothermal therapy because the sampled bladder tissue relaxed and decreased in size 
after being treated while in an inflated state.  However, this technique could be used on tissue 
which is fixed in the same state in which it was treated in order to preserve spatial accuracy.   
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Figure 4: H&E stained samples with digitally identified regions of tissue damage highlighted in 
dark green.  Listed temperatures are peak temperatures measured during irradiation, and listed 
areas are digital image analysis measurements of the area of denatured collagen in each sample.  
A) Control from bladder 1 with no SWNH or laser irradiation (22°C, 0.4 mm2).  The following 
samples listed are those determined to have burn severity above 0.  B) 2 Watt irradiation with 
Nanohorns 1, Bladder 1 (60°C, 0.57 mm2).  C) 2 Watt irradiation with Nanohorns 1, Bladder 2 
(62°C, 2.86 mm2).  D) 2 Watt irradiation with Nanohorns 2, Bladder 1 (60°C, 2.28 mm2).  E) 3 
Watt irradiation with Nanohorns 1, Bladder 1 (76°C, 0.49 mm2).  F) 3 Watt irradiation with 
Nanohorns 2, Bladder 1 (108°C, 4.68 mm2).  G) 3 Watt irradiation with Nanohorns 3, Bladder 1 
(219°C, 4.37 mm2).  H) 3 Watt irradiation with Nanohorns 1, Bladder 2 (86°C, 6.1 mm2).  I) 3 
Watt irradiation with Nanohorns 2, Bladder 2 (48°C, 2.11 mm2).  Black arrows indicate the 
direction of laser irradiation.   
 
   Figure 5 demonstrates the relationship between the burn size determined in manual histology 
readings and damage areas determined by digital image analysis.  Damaged area was digitally 
determined by imaging H&E stained samples, identifying color spectra which corresponded with 
denatured collagen. The damaged area represents the measurement of damaged collagen in each 
sample.  Due to variations in lighting, staining, and sample preparation, regions of tissue were 
sometimes incorrectly identified as being damaged collagen.  Samples which were not treated 
with laser irradiation had an average digitally measured damage area of 0.92 mm2, or roughly 
3.3% of the total area imaged, and a maximum of 2.9 mm2 (10% of total area imaged).  There 
were no statistically significant differences between the digital damage area measurements of 
samples which were manually graded as having burn size ratings of 1 or 2. However, samples 
which were manually graded with burn size ratings of 3 or 4 exhibited statistically significant 
differences in their sample mean from samples which were manually graded as having burn sizes 
of 0.  In addition, samples with burn sizes of 4 had statistically significant differences between 
their mean and the sample mean of samples with burn size ratings of 0, 1, and 2.  This indicates 
that this method of digital image analysis is able to, on average, distinguish the difference 
between samples with burn ratings of 3 or higher from untreated samples.  Thus, the scaling of 
digital image analysis measurements of damage area with manually determined burn size is 
statistically significant, and is therefore able to distinguish between regions of burned and 
unburned tissue.   
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Figure 5. Statistical correlation between histologically determined burn size and measured 
damage area from digital image analysis.  The mean of each sample population is subjected to a 
Student’s t test to identify statistically significant differences in the sample populations.  Green 
diamonds indicate upper and lower bounds on 95% confidence intervals, blue lines indicate the 
first and second standard deviations of the populations, and the Student’s t circles identify 
statistically distinct populations.   
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   Previous research has demonstrated the effectiveness of nanoparticle-mediated photothermal 
therapy in vivo [9, 32, 167, 169].  These studies were able to obtain temperatures as high as 75°C 
using fluences between 2 watts/cm2 and 4 watts/cm2, and wavelengths ranging between 808 nm 
and 1604 nm.  Nanoparticle quantities of 100µg, 2.25x1010 particles, or 20 mg/kg were injected 
into mice prior to treatment. The combination of these therapies resulted in increased survival 
rates and decreased tumor sizes measured with digital calipers.  This study used 20 µg of 
SWNHs with fluences of 15.92 watts/cm2 and 23.9 watts/cm2 to obtain peak temperatures 
ranging between 26°C and 219°C.  Higher fluences were required because of significant heat 
loss to fluid within the bladder, which is not present in mouse or rat tumor models.  This 
variation could be caused by factors such as injection depth, tissue variation, and nanoparticle 
distribution after injection.  This variation may be representative of the variation expected when 
applying photothermal therapy to clinical applications, and strongly motivates controlled 
alignment and delivery such as that provided by the co-delivery devices described by Hood et. al. 
in order to reduce treatment variation due to poor alignment or injection variability [180].   
 
   Experimental results obtained in this study can be compared with previous studies of 
photothermal therapy which used spatial temperature and viability measurements. Previous work 
using SWNHs to heat both sodium alginate phantoms and cell monolayers submerged in media 
produced radially distributed temperature profiles with similar peak temperatures.  For example, 
photothermal treatment of cell monolayers submerged in media with 0.085 mg/ml of suspended 
SWNHs and an irradiation fluence of 40 watts/cm2 resulted in peak temperatures of up to 75°C 
and temperature gradients of 1.8°C/mm [33].  Irradiating 3D sodium alginate tissue phantoms 
containing 0.085 mg/ml of SWNHs with laser fluences of 3.8 watts/cm2 resulted in peak 
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temperatures of up to 145°C [168].  Radial temperature gradients in the photothermally treated 
phantoms reached 10.8°C/mm prior to burning, and 42°C/mm in treatments which surpassed 
100°C and burned the surface.  Radial thermal gradients in photothermally treated bladders 
presented in this study were approximately 16°C/mm for samples just below 100°C, and as high 
as 58°C/mm in samples heated higher than 100°C.  These radial gradients are similar to those 
measured in tissue representative phantoms, supporting their use as thermally representative 
models [168].  Bladder experiments presented in this work used fluences of 15.92 watts/cm2 and 
23.9 watts/cm2 to obtain peak temperatures between 26°C and 219°C.  It is possible that 
obtaining peak temperatures similar to those obtained in sodium alginate phantoms required 
higher fluences because of the high degree of heat loss into the fluid within the bladder.   This 
emphasizes the importance of using experimental systems with similar heat transfer properties to 
clinical applications when testing temperature dependent photothermal therapies.   
 
   Differences in spatial viability response also highlight the differences and similarities between 
sodium alginate and bladder tissue models.  For example, in sodium alginate phantoms 55°C was 
identified the temperature which correlated with the onset of total viability loss [168].  In the 
photothermal treatments of pig bladders presented in the current study, burn severities of level 2 
corresponded with observed surface temperatures between 48°C and 59°C, suggesting that both 
systems may have experienced regional cell death starting at similar temperatures. However, the 
capabilities of the analysis tools used to quantify the viability response in each tissue model are 
different.  Viability metrics used to analyze H&E sections from tissue can identify tissue damage 
through spatial quantification of collagen denaturation, while fluorescence imaging of cells 
suspended in transparent sodium alginate phantoms can measure viability on a cell-by-cell basis.  
This means that fluorescence imaging of cells suspended in transparent phantoms can spatially 
quantify areas of incomplete cell damage, while histological analysis of collagen denaturation 
cannot. Conversely, the ex vivo model demonstrated here is significantly more representative of 
the cellular microenvironment than that of sodium alginate cell suspensions.  Thus in vitro 
models may provide significant advantages in quantification and analysis, while ex vivo and in 
vivo models provide more representative environments which allow for more realistic 
assessments of treatment efficacy.   
 
   The digital image analysis method presented in this paper demonstrates clear correlation with 
histological analysis results in addition to correctly spatially identifying burned regions in treated 
H&E bladder tissue samples.  This method has limitations such as error caused by lighting 
variation, tissue variation, and color balance variation. This method also detects collagen 
denaturation rather than muscular or cellular decay.  This research demonstrates that digital 
image analysis of histology may be used to obtain spatial quantitative information which can 
correlate with analysis conducted with an expert pathologist while rapidly providing spatial and 
quantitative information which is not otherwise obtainable.  This capability may be important for 
applications which are time sensitive or require quantitative comparison for thorough analysis.   
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   This study demonstrates how digital image analysis may be used to obtain spatial quantitative 
data from histological samples which correlate with professional histological examination while 
adding detail.  It can also provide results faster than manual histological analysis, which may be 
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vital for time sensitive operations. Determining the effectiveness of photothermal therapy 
requires representative models which accurately reflect the heat transfer and cell viability 
properties of tissue.  The use of in vivo and ex vivo tissue provides benefits and challenges when 
researching photothermal therapy.  This work validates previous in vitro work which indicated 
that SWNHs may be used to enhance the effectiveness of photothermal therapy and to increase 
selectivity while demonstrating the variation inherent in applying therapies to tissue. 
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   Future research on the application of photothermal therapy in bladders would benefit from 
investigating the significance of injection depth, and other potential sources of variation.  Spatial 
viability response within the tissue should be correlated with 3D temperature measurements such 
as those obtained using MRTI.  In addition, further research must be conducted on the use of 
digital image analysis to provide both more consistent imaging and staining techniques, as well 
as further investigation into the accuracy of these methods.   
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This work has demonstrated that nanoparticle mediated photothermal therapy can be used to kill 
cancer cells in specific regions in both in vitro and ex vivo models.  The tools developed allow 
for precise spatial quantification of damage, as well as the comparison of temperature and 
viability results between different experimental models.  Tools such as these are necessary for 
testing the ability of photothermal therapy to completely treat tumor volumes while minimizing 
damage to surrounding healthy tissue, thus reducing the risk of recurrence and improving patient 
prognosis.   
?(/(&.,B'&$,
Digital imaging techniques must be refined to be used effectively in in vivo applications.  In 
addition, the variability between treatments, resulting from identical nanoparticle and laser 
parameters, must be addressed before photothermal therapy can be used effectively in clinical 
applications.  Finally, precise measurement of therapeutic treatment volumes must be paired with 
precise determination of tumor margins in order for spatially targeted therapies to reach their full 
potential.   
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Work has been published demonstrating the ability of SWNHs to serve as photoabsorbers to 
generate sufficient heat to kill cancer cells as a precursor to developing selective nanoparticle 
therapies [10].  Because the therapy results in spatial viability distributions and there were no 
effective spatial viability measurements available, one was developed which was able to measure 
detailed spatial viability and correlate it with temperature maps over time [33].  In addition to 
correlating with spatial viability, the recorded thermal data demonstrated what appeared to be 
thermally driven fluid vortices created by the laser as is demonstrated in figure 1.  Thermal 
profiles observed in 6 well dishes resulted in increased spatial variation and lower peak 
temperatures than smaller 24 well dishes, suggesting that the size of the dish as well as other 
laser and nanoparticle parameters may affect the fluidic motion, and therefore the actual heating 
throughout the dish.  In order to improve the applicability of the research work published, it is 
important to identify the non-dimensional terms which define the characteristics of the fluid flow 
and heat transfer.  To do this, I have listed relevant parameters for consideration in producing 
non-dimensional terms, and discuss the work done to arrive at these terms.   

 
Figure 1: Thermal fluid vortices observed as a result of photothermal heating in 

well dishes.  A) Temperature maps recorded by the thermal camera of a 6 well dish being 
heated with a laser irradiance of 40 watts/cm2 (power of 5 watts over an area of 12.5 mm2) 
for 3 minutes in combination with a SWNH concentration of 0.085 mg/ml.  White regions 
represent warmer media, and grey regions denote cooler media. Warm media is visible 
circulating in a counter-clockwise manner in the dish, leaving the right side of the dish 
comparatively unheated. The black rectangle in the 180 second image outlines the region 
shown in parts B and C. B) The asymmetric 2D average temperature profile over the 
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duration of treatment. C) Temperature overlay onto viability map with varying viability 
response within a given measured temperature exposure. 
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Non-dimensional terms are used to identify the ratio of phenomena which help to define a 
system.  The ability of a bird to fly or a bacterium to swim relies on the organism overcoming 
resistive forces to achieve movement.  In the case of a bird drag forces exist but be less 
significant than gravitational forces.  Therefore it evolves to reduce its mass as much as possible 
to aid flight.  Because bacteria are so small, the viscous effects of fluids are comparatively 
greater than the gravitational forces on the bacteria.  Therefore, bacterial evolution of movement 
frequently use paddles (flagella) or corkscrew like appendages to push the bacteria through 
viscous fluid.  These two examples illustrate how two similar phenomena (propelling an 
organism through fluid) are dominated by different forces depending on size.  Non-dimensional 
parameters, in this case the Reynolds number, identify the ratio of inertial to viscous forces for a 
given set of scaled parameters.   
:&,3,"%,8#;'&1#

Non-dimensional terms are typically identified by listing relevant parameters and then finding 
combinations of parameters in which the units cancel.  This is done until all relevant parameters 
are accounted for.  In this document, I will list the relevant parameters, combine them into non-
dimensional terms, and evaluate their significance in relationship to scaling similar experimental 
setups.  
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The first step in determining non-dimensional terms is identifying relevant parameters.  Figure 2 
illustrates the physical setup for the system, which involves a 1064 near infrared (NIR) nm laser, 
a 6 well dish on a hot plate set to maintain a moderate temperature, and a FLIR infra-red (IR) 
camera which records the temperature of the water over time.  The well dish is irradiated with 
NIR light which is absorbed by Single Walled Carbon Nanohorns (SWNHs) suspended in cell 
media.  As the SWNHs absorb light, heat is generated and released into the media causing 
thermal currents, and heat diffusion throughout the media.  Therefore, the relevant parameters 
relating to the physical setup are the laser intensity, SWNH optical properties and concentration, 
the dimensions of the dish, and the laser diameter.   
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Figure 2: Illustration of physical setup with a 1064 nm NIR laser irradiating a six well dish 
while being observed by an IR camera to measure temperature. 
Next it is important to understand physical parameters relevant to the system.  The key 
phenomena under consideration is thermally driven fluid flow, which results from small changes 
in density resulting in buoyancy forces.  These buoyancy forces are driven primarily by gravity 
and thermal expansion, and  impeded by the fluid viscosity.  The rate of temperature change is 
defined by the specific heat, and the rate of heat transfer is defined by the thermal conductivity.  
Finally the rate of conversion from light to heat is defined by the attenuation coefficient for 
SWNHs.   
The generation of heat within the cell media and the resultant buoyancy forces result in fluidic 
motion, or a velocity, and an increase in temperature.  These two variables will be considered the 
primary dependent variables.   

 
Table 1: Unit list and relevant parameters to non-dimensional analysis. 
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The first two considerations are Velocity and Temperature.  From these parameters, it is easy to 
derive the Reynolds number, which is the ratio of inertial to viscous forces [181]. 
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Table 2:  Unit cancellation for the Reynolds number. 

Here the Reynolds number is �, ) ��B
�  where ! is the density, V is the fluid velocity, d is the 

depth of the cell media, and µ is the fluid viscosity.  The Reynolds number is a ratio of 
momentum forces to viscous forces.  This ratio is especially important because it determines if 
fluid flow is laminar (has distinct streamlines and ordered flow characteristics) or turbulent 
(disorganized flow with crossing fluid streams and rapid variations in velocity).   Flow fields 
dominated by viscous forces such as low velocity flow or small channel flow have low mixing 
while momentum dominated turbulent flow has a much higher degree of mixing.  In this 
application, higher degrees of mixing from turbulent flow will result in faster diffusion of heat 
from the center of the dish to the outside of the dish.  Therefore the Reynolds number plays a 
large part in the rate of heat transfer in this system.  Because the depth of the dish is much 
smaller than the diameter, the majority of the viscous forces on the fluid are exerted along the 
depth of the fluid.   
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The next variables to consider are the temperature and thermal conductivity.  These numbers are 
included in the Rayleigh number [182], which is the product of the Grashof number and the 
Prandtl number.   
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Table 3: Unit cancellation for the Grashof number. 
The Grashof number is the ratio of buoyancy forces to viscous forces.  The higher the Grashof 
number, the more the buoyancy forces overcome viscous forces resulting in vertical fluid flow.   
Again, depth is used as the relevant length term because buoyancy and viscous forces are exerted 
vertically.   
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Table 4: Unit cancellation table for the Prandtl number. 
The Prandtl number describes the ratio of momentum and thermal diffusion.  This is extremely 
significant in this situation where fluidic movement of warm media and thermal conduction are 
both responsible for spreading heat throughout the dish.  Lower Prandtl numbers indicate that 
heat diffuses more rapidly through conductive heat diffusion.  High Prandtl numbers indicate that 
heat diffuses most rapidly through convective (fluidic movement) heat diffusion. 
The Rayleigh number, which is the product of the Grashof and Prandtl numbers, combines 
buoyancy and viscous forces, as well as momentum and thermal diffusion.  Thus it combines the 
ratio of kinetic vs. thermal diffusivity with the buoyancy mechanics of a given system creating 
an effective ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer. 

I& A7B(+%#&/%!'!n!B�&!!!
This term defines the aspect ratio of the dish, which may be useful in defining the relationship 
between fluidic movement along the diameter and the fluidic movement moving along the depth 
of the dish.  

N& #@'C(&#:/%!'!
The next term, laser wattage, specifies the amount of energy being delivered to the well dish 
system.  The amount of energy being irradiated into the system balances with the amount of 
energy leaving the system, resulting in transient energy gain and loss.  The first step in 
calculating the energy gained and lost is defining a control volume around the location where the 
laser beam and cell media intersect, as illustrated in figure 3. In this analysis, it will be assumed 
that there is negligible heat loss through the plastic well dish.   
Beers law states that � ) �6,y�R [20] where I is intensity of light remaining, I0 is the initial light 
intensity, µ is the attenuation coefficient, and l is the length of the light path.  Using this 
equation, the energy added to the system through light can be determined using the following 
equation: 

��QU ) �&D A ,y=B( 
Where ��U�  is the amount of energy added to the system, W is the wattage of the laser and serves 
as the initial light intensity, a is the concentration dependent attenuation coefficient which is 
derived from experimental results [10], and d is the depth of media in the dish which is 
considered to be the length of the light absorption path.   
The control volume chosen for analysis is the region of media which intersects with the laser 
path.  This is the volume in which light from the laser is converted into heat.  Assuming 
negligible heat transfer through the insulated plastic, the two surfaces through which heat are lost 
are the top and bottom.  Heat loss through the top surface is governed by convective losses to the 
surrounding atmosphere, and may be determined using the equation 

��TU�V�#QTU ) A\+�Ĉ �]�=�V A C�� [182]. 
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Using the specified control volume analysis, convective losses occur through the top surface of 

the control volume.  Therefore, replacing the area with W ��~
�  the heat loss through the top surface 

may be written as: 
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Heat losses through the side of the control volume are a combination of conduction through 
media, as well as heat transfer in and out of the system as a result of thermally driven currents.  
Radial heat loss through fluid along a given surface can be calculated as radial conduction 
through the media. 

��TUB��#QTU ) $A�+ B"
B] [182] 

Using W B7 as the area, the equation for conduction through the side of the control volume 
becomes 

��TUB��#QTU ) A�W B7 B"
B].   

In addition, the heat transfer through the control volume boundary resulting from mass flow may 
be written thusly. 
� ) c� QU\QU A c� T�#\T�# 
Where c�  is the mass flow rate, and H is the enthalpy of the cell media. 
Combining these terms we have the net equation for the heat exchange through the control 
volume: 
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B] � c� QU\QU A c� T�#\T�#. 
Each of these terms have units of J/s. 
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Table 5: Unit cancellation for the power ratio. 
Combining this heat flow with the heat generation caused by laser irradiation leads to the final 
non-dimensional term: 

Power Ratio =    
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Figure 3: Control volume analysis for heat losses around volume of media subjected to laser 
induced heat generation.  Because the analysis considers heat leaving the control volume to be 
positive, the equations have been written to reflect this.   
The Power Ratio is ultimately a ratio of the rate of energy input into a control volume of fluid 
and the rate of heat transfer out.  This non-dimensional term therefore has a wide array of values.  
At initial laser irradiation, the Power Ratio begins at infinity and reaches unity at steady state.  
When the laser is turned off, the value immediately becomes zero, at which point it slowly 
decays to a steady state value of 0/0, which is an indeterminate value.  It is therefore only 
meaningful when the laser is on, and then is most likely only useful expressed as the value 
1/Power Ratio, in which case its values will fluctuate between 0 and 1.  Using this expression, 
the Power Ratio is a measure of how close the irradiated system is to thermal equilibrium, with 0 
being no thermal equilibrium and 1 being total thermal equilibrium.   
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One of the most important considerations for comparing photothermal treatment in in vitro 
dishes is the gradient of temperature throughout the dish.  For dishes with small diameters, 
thermal gradients are also small and therefore the impact of thermal gradients on the viability of 
cells within those dishes decreases.  Cells treated in dishes which have large thermal gradients 
have spatially dependent viability responses.  The Thermal Diffusion Ratio is able to capture this 
variation by incorporating the thermal gradient, the diameter, and peak temperature of a treated 
dish.   
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Table 6: Unit cancellation for the Thermal Diffusion Ratio 
The Thermal Diffusion Ratio is the ratio of radial thermal gradients with a dish compared with 
the size and peak temperature within the dish.  Because thermal gradients are typically negative, 
values of the Thermal Diffusion Ratio are also typically negative.  The Thermal Diffusion Ratio 
has a maximum value of 0 when there are no thermal gradients and increasingly negative values 
as the spatial variation in temperature throughout the dish increases.  Therefore the Thermal 
Diffusion Ratio is a measurement of the expected spatial temperature distribution, and therefore 
the expected spatial viability response variation as well.   
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Using estimations of fluid velocity from IR camera video of laser heated dishes as well as 
material properties, the following values were used in the determination of each parameter [182]. 
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From these values it can be concluded that the fluid flow is laminar (Re <<5x105).  

Because the Rayleigh number is relatively low (typically ranges between 105 and 108) this means 
that conduction is a larger contributor to heat transfer than convection.  The aspect ratio indicates 
that the dish is relatively shallow, and therefore the depth d is a more relevant length 
characteristic than the diameter D when considering fluid flow.  The power ratio indicates that 
the system identified with the parameters I have selected has not reached thermal equilibrium 
and is still heating the liquid media.  The thermal diffusion ratio also indicates that there will be 
spatial variation in temperature and therefore viability response which should not be ignored in 
analysis. 
Understanding non-dimensional terms allows for systems of varying sizes to be compared with a 
higher degree of accuracy, and provide an understanding of dominant phenomena within a 
system.  In this work, 5 non-dimensional terms are presented which account for all relevant 
parameters within the system, and specifically consider inertial forces, viscous forces, buoyancy 
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forces, geometry, the rate of energy delivered to the system, the rate of energy removal, the ratio 
of momentum to thermal diffusion, as well as the relative significance of spatial temperature 
variation within the dish.   
 


